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Progress in multimode ﬁbre technology has opened diverse opportunities in science and
technology, one of which is pushing data capacities beyond the fundamental limits of
conventional single-mode ﬁbre, so as to avert network gridlock precipitated by exponentially growing global traﬃc demands. Hollow-core photonic bandgap ﬁbres (HC-PBGFs),
where light propagates in air rather than glass, have been considered as a potential candidate for high-capacity telecommunications applications, while oﬀering superior performance over solid-core ﬁbres in terms of low loss, low latency, and ultralow nonlinearity.
This thesis presents research conducted as part of the eﬀorts of the EU FP7 project
MODE-GAP to pioneer developments in HC-PBGF and related space-division multiplexing technologies. This work is involved with the characterisation of primarily HC-PBGFs
and also solid-core multimode ﬁbres, recently and respectively fabricated through the
facilities of the Optoelectronics Research Centre and other project partners. A time-ofﬂight method is applied to make extensive measurements on these ﬁbres to study their
modal properties, including mode coupling and diﬀerential modal delay, in order to assess
their capabilities for single-mode as well as mode-division multiplexed data transmission.
In support of the ﬁbre design process, this work has aided the full characterisation of
the ﬁrst ever fabricated 37-cell HC-PBGFs and enabled subsequent mode-division multiplexing trials at a record capacity of 73.7 Tbit/s. Characterisation of multi-kilometre
record-length HC-PBGFs is also performed, and has supported the demonstration of
these ﬁbres in metro network environments.
To further understand the modal processes and facilitate ﬁbre improvement, a simulation environment is constructed based on a power coupling propagation model. This
has enhanced interpretations of experimental time-of-ﬂight data, as well as validated a
proposed theory relating mode coupling and loss in HC-PBGFs.
Finally, an experimental technique is introduced to inspect longitudinal defects in
solid- and hollow-core ﬁbres, by applying time-of-ﬂight principles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Fibre optics has revolutionised the way and speed at which we communicate information, since the idea of using dielectric-ﬁbre waveguides for telecommunications was ﬁrst
proposed by Kao and Hockman in 1966 [1]. Today, networks of optical ﬁbres form the
backbone of the internet, consisting of thousands of kilometres of submarine and terrestrial communications cables. Compared to other media such as coaxial copper cables
and satellite communication links, not only do optical ﬁbres perform superiorly in terms
of reach and capacity [2], but they are also immune to impairments like electromagnetic interference [3]. Fibre cables are also about an order of magnitude thinner and two
orders of magnitude lighter than their coaxial counterparts, thus making them easier to
install and in longer sections [4]. In 1988, the ﬁrst transatlantic undersea optical ﬁbre
system called TAT-8 (Transatlantic No. 8) was deployed, linking Tuckerton, New Jersey; Lands End, UK; and Penmarch, France; delivering an eﬀective capacity of about
560 Mbit/s [5]. Since 1975, much research has been devoted to reducing loss, increasing
capacity, and enhancing the bit rate-distance product [6]. Some enabling advances include the erbium-doped ﬁbre ampliﬁer (EDFA) in 1987 [7], and multiplexing techniques
such as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). More recently, signiﬁcant research effort has been directed towards space-division multiplexing (SDM), which promises further
dramatic increases in capacity.
Following this, the focus of this doctoral thesis is on the hollow-core photonic bandgap
ﬁbre (HC-PBGF); a recent development and potential candidate to improve upon the
limitations of conventional solid-core standard single-mode ﬁbres (SSMFs). As described
later in Chapter 2.1, HC-PBGFs guide light in a way very diﬀerent from conventional
solid-core ﬁbres (SCFs); most of the light propagates in air rather than glass [8]. As
such, they oﬀer several predicted improvements over conventional ﬁbres, namely, lower
loss [9, 10], lower nonlinearity [11, 12], and lower latency [8, 12, 13]. HC-PBGFs also
generally have larger cores and can support a multitude of guided modes [11], presenting the opportunity for high-capacity mode-division multiplexing (MDM) based data
transmission [12]. These attributes make HC-PBGFs extremely attractive.
1
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This introductory chapter describes the motivation for the work in Section 1.1, the scope
of the research and its aims in Section 1.2, and the outline of the thesis in Section 1.3.

1.1

Motivation

The demand for ever more internet bandwidth is on a steady rise and recent studies
project the annual growth in global average internet traﬃc to be about 40-60% [15–17].
This has come about with the advent of new services such as cloud computing, social
networking, and online 3-dimensional (3D) and high-deﬁnition video streaming [16]. Meanwhile, as economies prosper and socio-politics evolve, more and more people are gaining
access to information and communications technology (ICT) [18]. As the so-called “digital divide” is gradually narrowed, bandwidth demands on the worldwide communications
infrastructure are set to increase. Previously, the capacity of the global communications
network was considered to be practically inﬁnite, but innovations such as the aforementioned WDM have enabled large system bandwidth to be exploited to the point where
we are approaching channel capacity [16]. This theoretical upper bound on the rate at
which information can be transmitted cleanly over a physical communications channel
was formulated by Claude Shannon in 1948 [19] and states that the maximum capacity
is
(1.1)

C = B log2 (1 + SNR),

where B is the channel bandwidth and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. Although it
may seem feasible to boundlessly increase the capacity by perpetually increasing either
or both of these quantities, this is not the case in reality because of practical limitations.
Firstly, the bandwidth of a ﬁbre is limited by its low-loss transmission window as displayed in Figure 1.1; this is about 50 THz for SSMF, covering the 1260 nm to 1625 nm
waveband [4]. Secondly, the SNR is bounded by the nonlinearity present in optical ﬁbres, which serves to restrict useful signal powers and thereby place a physical limit to
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Figure 1.1: Attenuation spectrum of SSMF. Alphabets indicate traditionally used
wavebands: original (O), extended (E), short (S), conventional (C), long (L), and ultralong (U). Adapted from [14].
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the Shannon capacity [16, 20]. The inevitable convergence towards this limit, a phenomenon known as the “capacity crunch”, and that which has been predicted to occur
within the next ten or so years, can only be averted through radical improvements to
the underlying ﬁbre network infrastructure [16, 21, 22]. In addition to this issue being
widely acknowledged by the optics academic community, it has also recently been gaining
awareness in more public and non-specialist spheres thanks to various university-based
public engagement with research eﬀorts [23–26] as well as cross-disciplinary networking
forums [27].
In the eﬀort to increase capacity in SSMF, various physical dimensions, as shown in
Figure 1.2, have been exploited, namely,
• Time. In time-division multiplexing, the temporal dimension t is divided into a
series of time frames, each containing a set of consecutive time slots, within each
of which a data symbol from a particular signal is transmitted. Diﬀerent signals
are identiﬁed by their ordered positions within each frame [14].
• Quadrature. The electromagnetic carrier wave onto which data is modulated has
two orthogonal quadratures arising from the sine and cosine (or real and imaginary) components. Utilising both of these results in a two-dimensional symbol
alphabet [28], which allows for high-order modulation formats such as quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM), e.g. 16QAM and 32QAM, and phase-shift keying
(PSK), e.g. 8PSK. Figure 1.2 illustrates the constellation diagrams of these formats.
• Frequency. Multiple signals are transmitted in parallel by using each to modulate
a carrier of a diﬀerent frequency [28]. In optical communications, carriers are identiﬁed by their wavelengths and so this is known as wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM).
• Polarisation. Polarisation-division multiplexing involves the transmission of independent signals on each of two orthogonal polarisations [29]. This doubles the
capacity relative to a single-polarisation system [28].
Through rapid technological advances, especially that of recent WDM systems, total
capacities of ∼ 20 Tbit/s have been achieved [30], which is at a factor of only four to

seven from the nonlinear Shannon limit [4]. Additional improvements are expected to
only provide diminishing returns with limited scalability, leading the communications

community to acknowledge that the capacity of SSMF is nearing exhaustion [4, 16, 22,
28]. As depicted in Figure 1.2, the only remaining dimension available for exploration,
and the only one that can oﬀer multiple orders of magnitude in capacity scalability, is
space [4, 28, 31]. Two approaches that aim to realise this are to use ﬁbres with multiple
cores, namely, multicore ﬁbres (MCFs) [32], and ﬁbres whose core is enlarged to allow
the propagation of multiple waveguide modes, namely, multimode ﬁbres (MMFs) or fewmode ﬁbres (FMFs). This necessarily requires going beyond conventional SSMF and is
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what drives research into novel types of optical ﬁbres that could potentially provide an
urgently required solution.
Space
Multicore

Multimode

Polarisation

Time

t

Physical
Dimensions
Frequency

Quadrature
16QAM

32QAM

8PSK

Figure 1.2: Physical dimensions available in optical fibre communications [28].

Solid-core FMFs have been explored to address the capacity problem by encoding data
onto multiple simultaneously propagating modes in the same ﬁbre [33]. However, their
ultimate loss, nonlinearity, and latency limits remain approximately the same as for
SSMF, and the more complex transceiver and ﬁbre drawing technology requirements
bring their competitiveness over the cost of deploying an equivalent number of channels’
worth of SSMFs into question [34]. With their beneﬁts over conventional ﬁbres mentioned
above, HC-PBGFs are strong contenders for improving the global ﬁbre infrastructure.
However, they are a recent endeavour and there is much to be understood about them in
order to fully exploit their capabilities. Such properties that hinder their potential are loss
(attenuation) and mode coupling. Although the minimum predicted loss for HC-PBGF
is 0.13 dB/km, to date, the lowest loss reported experimentally is 1.2 dB/km [10], which
is still an order of magnitude larger than the record for SSMF (∼ 0.15 dB/km [35]).
Fabrication eﬀorts are seeking to push that number down as ﬁbre drawing methods
improve. Mode coupling is detrimental to both single-mode data transmission as energy
is coupled away from the fundamental mode to higher-order modes (HOMs), and to
high-capacity mode-division multiplexed transmission as it induces crosstalk and renders
modes no longer independent. The properties of PBGFs also make coupling and loss
inter-related [36], though experimental treatments in this regard are sparse. An extensive
study of the modal characteristics in HC-PBGFs, as well as general solid-core multimode
ﬁbres, is thus the goal of the project.
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Research Focus and Aims

In October 2010, the Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC) at the University of Southampton began a collaboration with eight other industrial, research, and academic partners from around the world on a European Commission funded Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7) project called “Multi-mode capacity enhancement with PBG ﬁbre” or
MODE-GAP. The goal of this project was to realise a 100-fold enhancement of the total
data transmission capacity of broadband core networks in order to avert grid-lock within
the internet due to the rapidly approaching capacity limit of current networks spurred
by the exponential increase in data traﬃc [37]. This would be achieved through the
development of ultralow-loss, ultralow-nonlinearity HC-PBGFs as well as the relevant
SDM techniques to harness the multiple spatial mode channels in these ﬁbres [38]. The
ORC was tasked speciﬁcally with the former.
To demonstrate low-loss, high-capacity HC-PBGFs requires extensive theoretical and
experimental analyses of these ﬁbres, with the goals of understanding their intricate optical properties and gradually improving their design so as to enable them to realistically
match and surpass the performance of conventional solid-core, single-mode ﬁbres. The
work in this thesis focusses on exploring the modal and data transmission properties of
HC-PBGFs and directly contributed to the ﬁbre development eﬀorts in MODE-GAP.
The technical scope of this thesis includes the careful study of HC-PBGFs to assess the
following:
• mode extinction and group delays, which aﬀect their
– capability for single-mode data transmission, and
– capability for multimode data transmission (MDM) using either digital signal
processing algorithms or direct detection
• mode coupling properties, that are related to
– eﬀorts to reduce loss, and which also determine
– eﬀectiveness for MDM applications
• actual data transmission performance, that prove their
– aforementioned potential in the single-mode and MDM regimes, and
– capability over kilometre lengths, i.e. potential for long-haul communications
• longitudinal defects, in relation to
– detecting and locating them, and
– inspecting any induced discrete mode coupling

6
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These are addressed on three fronts. Firstly, characterisation measurements are performed on these ﬁbres with particular emphasis on the time-of-ﬂight (ToF) method. Apart
from studying the ﬁbre properties, ToF itself is also shown to be a versatile tool to obtain
certain information about the modal properties in HC-PBGFs as well as conventional
SCFs, highlighting several advantages it has over other methods. On the systems level,
data transmission is carried out on these ﬁbres to assess their actual communications
performance. Secondly, a model is implemented to simulate the mode coupling actions
in FMFs and HC-PBGFs. By matching simulated and experimental data, it is possible
to gather information such as coupling strength, and working with the fabrication team,
to also verify predictions based on other models about the origins of mode coupling.
Thirdly, to address the question of ﬁbre defects, a method using ToF is developed to
detect defects and study possible mode coupling behaviour therein.
Accomplishing these objectives has required collaboration with researchers in the Pulsed
Fibre Lasers (PFLG), Microstructured Optical Fibres (MOFG), and Optical Fibre Communications (OFCG) groups at the ORC. Their contributions to the work presented in
this thesis is explicitly acknowledged where appropriate.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The thesis proceeds with a background in Chapter 2, where some theoretical concepts
are treated and the HC-PBGF is properly introduced and compared with conventional
SCFs. The relevant prior art and recent achievements pertaining to HC-PBGFs is also
reviewed.
Chapter 3 introduces the time-of-ﬂight characterisation technique and outlines its principle of operation and experimental set-up. The concept is demonstrated through progressive measurements on 2-mode and 4-mode step-index ﬁbres, where the processes of
discrete and distributed mode coupling are explained. The chapter ends with results of
characterisation on a novel 9-mode ﬁbre as part of MODE-GAP collaborative work.
Chapter 4 presents characterisation results on HC-PBGFs, including the ﬁrst ever 37-cell
PBGF, and discusses the observations of the modal behaviour. Part of the purpose for
these measurements is to determine suitability for single-mode and MDM data transmission. These transmission trials are also included in the chapter. An systematic
investigation into diagnosing unexpected performance of a record-length PBGF is detailed. The chapter ends with a brief account of supportive work in ToF characterisation
on PBGFs at the 2 µm wavelength region.
Next, a simulation model to study the behaviour of mode propagation and coupling
in ﬁbres is described in Chapter 5. The simulation requires the solution of a partial
diﬀerential equation, and two solver schemes are considered and compared. A study on
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how various physical parameters aﬀect mode propagation is presented, with implications
on interpreting ToF measurements. The utility of the model to quantify mode coupling,
as well as to verify predictions about the origins of the coupling, is then demonstrated.
Penultimately, Chapter 6 describes a method, enabled by ToF, to detect longitudinal
defects in ﬁbres and to reveal any defect-induced discrete mode coupling. The principle
of the technique is explained, and the method is utilised to inspect a defective HC-PBGF.
Lastly, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the main chapters, oﬀering a few
possibilities for future work, and making some ﬁnal remarks. Appendix D describes some
work I was involved with in a supporting role.

1.3.1

Preamble on Nomenclature and Conventions

Throughout the thesis, where otherwise speciﬁed, ‘modes’ and ‘mode groups’ refer to
linearly polarised (LP) modes. At times, the acronym for “hollow-core photonic band
ﬁbre”, “HC-PBGF”, is written in shorthand as “PBGF”. The terms are synonymous in
this thesis.
Equations are referenced by their numbers in parentheses, e.g. (5.1).

Chapter 2

Background
This chapter includes some background information as well as relevant theory. Section 2.1
reviews advances in SDM technology. Some ﬁbre optics fundamentals, including modal
theory, are covered in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 explains the guidance principle in HCPBGFs and reviews recent achievements of the ORC in PBGF technology, followed by
a brief summary in Section 2.4.

2.1

Recent Developments

There has been much work on trying to increase capacity in optical ﬁbres. The SDM
regime, which has gained much interest, seeks to exploit the spatial domain to make
use of multiple channels within a single ﬁbre. As mentioned in Section 1.1, two possible approaches are to use multicore ﬁbres (MCFs) or multimode ﬁbres/few-mode ﬁbres
(MMFs/FMFs). In 2012, a record capacity of 1.01 Pbit/s was achieved with SDM applied
to 52 km of MCF (12 single-mode cores) [39]. This record was later pushed to 1.05 Pbit/s
over a combination of MCF (3 km) and FMF [40]. With regards to MMFs, the technique
of encoding independent signals on separate modes is known as mode-division multiplexing (MDM). Experimental proofs of concept have been shown using 2-mode [41–43],
3-mode [41, 44], and 6-mode [45] arrangements. Recently, a system utilising a combination of dense WDM (DWDM), MDM, polarisation-division multiplexing (PDM) in
conjunction with the 16-ary QAM format to give DP-16QAM, and a multimode EDFA
(another recent development [46–49]) was able to transmit data at a rate of 73.7 Tbit/s
over 119 km of FMF [50]. This, and other recent MDM attempts [45, 51], rely on digital
signal processing (DSP) at the receiver that uses multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
algorithms to undo the eﬀects of mode coupling and thereby recover the signals. While
this has been shown to be highly eﬀective when few modes are concerned, the complexity
of the DSP systems increases as more modes are used, owing to the larger diﬀerential
group delays involved [12, 52]. Thus far, all the systems mentioned have operated with
9
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SCFs. The HC-PBGF described in the following sections attempts to make use of some
of these developments, as well as provide imperative improvements over conventional
SCFs.

2.2
2.2.1

Fibre Optics Theory
Total Internal Reflection Guidance

The conventional means by which light propagates in an optical ﬁbre is total internal reflection (TIR). Light travels through a dielectric core of refractive index nco and diameter
d , that is surrounded by a dielectric cladding of refractive index ncl < nco , as shown in
Figure 2.1. In the ray optics paradigm, a ray incident upon the interface between the two
dielectrics at an angle θ from the interface axis that is smaller than the complementary
critical angle θ̃c , will be (theoretically) completely reﬂected. Starting from Snell’s law of
refraction, TIR guidance is achieved when
(2.1)

ncl < nco cos θ < nco .

In the wave optics paradigm, the propagating light wave is represented, in Cartesian

coordinates, as a wavevector k = kx , ky , kz whose component in the direction of

propagation (z) is the propagation constant β ≡ kz . The wave has a wavenumber
ko = 2π/λo , where λo is the wavelength and the subscript

o

denotes quantities in free-

space. Within the ﬁbre core, the propagation constant is given by
β = nco ko cos θ,

(2.2)

where the factor of nco embodies the scaling of free-space wavenumber by the core medium [14]. The TIR requirement (2.1) can thus be expressed as [53]
ncl ko < β < nco ko .

(2.3)

If β > nco ko , then θ is imaginary and the light will be evanescent, i.e. decaying exponentially into the cladding [54–56].

11
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Figure 2.1: Simplified cross-section of an SCF in (a) the (x, y)-plane and (b) three
dimensions showing TIR guidance. Green lines indicate light rays. Light grey regions
are silica (cladding); dark grey regions are doped silica (core); white regions are air.
Axis coordinates are inset.

2.2.2

Modes in an Optical Fibre

This section, as well as Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 that follow, provides some theory for
guided modes and modal propagation.
It is possible for light (at the same wavelength) to be guided as a variety of distinct
spatial modes in optical ﬁbres. Modes (as formally deﬁned later in Deﬁnition 2.2) are
distinguished by their propagation constant and (2.3) gives the range of propagation
constants allowed for guidance. However, the set of guided modes in a ﬁbre is discrete
rather than continuous. This is because of the self-consistency condition [14] necessary
for guided modes:
Definition 2.1 (Self-Consistency Condition). In one round trip, a wave that reflects
twice off the core/cladding interface of an optical fibre accumulates a path distance lag
of 2d sin θ behind the original wave, as well as an additional phase after each reflection.
The self-consistency condition states that the total phase shift between the two waves
must be a multiple of 2π.
This condition prescribes the allowed bounce angles θm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . ., for a given
wavelength λ, core diameter d , and core/cladding index diﬀerence (captured by θ̃c ). The
θm in turn determine the propagation constants of the guided modes [14]
βm = nco ko cos θm ,

0 ≤ θm ≤ θ̃c .

(2.4)

Only a discrete set of modes, corresponding to a discrete set of bounce angles and propagation constants, are guided. Figure 2.2 gives an example of the trajectories of three
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modes propagating in an optical ﬁbre, with blue, orange, and green1 representing modes
of increasing order and bounce angles.

ncl
nco
y
z

ncl

Figure 2.2: Various modes, distinguished by coloured rays, propagating in a multimode fibre. The positions of the arrowheads show how far each mode has travelled in
z at one snapshot of time.

In the electromagnetic optics paradigm, each mode has a characteristic ﬁeld distribution
in the transverse plane [14]. The actual modes that propagate in ﬁbres are known as
vector modes, since they represent the exact vector solutions to the wave equation.
They are categorised into transverse electric (TE), transverse magnetic (TM), and hybrid (HE and EH) modes. Each mode has a unique propagation constant and eﬀective
refractive index, except the even and odd modes of the hybrid modes, whose only diﬀerence is their polarisation pattern, but nonetheless share the same propagation constant
and so are degenerate in a perfectly circular ﬁbre [57]. Modes also diﬀer in their group
velocities. As Figure 2.2 shows, the modes arrive at the ﬁbre output at diﬀerent times,
with higher-order modes advancing more slowly and arriving later. This eﬀect is known
as modal dispersion [58], and may present a challenge for high-capacity communications by limiting the interference-free bandwidth [6, 59]. It will be seen later that modal
dispersion can be exploited to enable time-of-flight measurements on ﬁbres, the main
measurement technique presented in this thesis.
With these principles in place, we are ready to provide a formal deﬁnition of modes in
an optical ﬁbre.
Definition 2.2 (Fibre Mode). Modes in an optical fibre are fields that maintain the
same transverse distribution and polarisation at all locations along the fibre axis. Each
mode has a distinct propagation constant and group velocity, a characteristic transverse
field distribution, and two orthogonal polarisation states [14].
Exact vector solutions of the wave equation are generally complicated to compute and in
practice, it is easier to deal with linearly polarised (LP) modes. These are approximate
scalar solutions of the wave equation and are used in the weakly guiding approximation,
where the core/cladding index diﬀerence is small, i.e. ∆ := (nco − ncl ) /ncl ≪ 1 [57, 60].

This is applicable to most SCFs and to a certain extent, HC-PBGFs. In this approximation, each mode within a family2 degenerates such that their propagation constants
1

Note that the colours here distinguish modes, not wavelengths. All the modes are at the same
wavelength of light.
2
“Family” in this context refers to groupings of vector modes whose propagation constants are close
to one another.
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become approximately equal. The LP modes are then linear coherent superpositions of
vector modes within their respective mode group [56, 57]. Table 2.1 lists the transverse
intensity spatial proﬁles of the ﬁrst few guided LP modes and their vector mode compositions in a circular step-index ﬁbre. The table also provides the nomenclature for the
various modes, based on the conventions used in [56, 57, 60–70]:
• For an LPlm mode,
– l is the azimuthal index and is the number of azimuthal nodes (i.e. lines of zero
intensity) in the intensity proﬁle. The nodal lines are oriented azimuthally at
equally spaced angles between 0 rad and π rad.
– m is the radial index and (m − 1) is the number of radial nodes (i.e. concentric

rings of zero intensity) in the intensity proﬁle; or alternatively, m is the number
of intensity maxima along radial lines from the centre and outward to ∞.

• For the LP11 mode group, the even and odd superscripts indicate modes whose
spatial intensities are maximised along the x-axis (horizontal) and y-axis (vertical),
respectively [63, 68]. For other l > 1 modes, these are labels applied to the two
orthogonal spatial orientations.
• The

x

and

y

subscripts indicate modes whose transverse electric ﬁeld vector is

aligned only along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively [70].
.
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Table 2.1: The first few guided modes of a circular step-index fibre. LP modes are
shown with their vector mode compositions. Arrows in the spatial intensity profiles
indicate the directions of the electric field vector. Adapted from [57], Fig. 1 and [56],
Fig. 1.9.
Vector Modes
Group
Name

Mode
Name

LP Modes
Mode
Name

Composition

LP01x

HE11x

HE11y

LP01y

HE11y

TE01

LPeven
11x

HEeven
+ TM01
21

HEeven
21

LPeven
11y

HEodd
21 − TE01

HEodd
21

LPodd
11x

HEodd
21 + TE01

TM01

LPodd
11y

HEeven
− TM01
21

HEeven
31

LPeven
21x

EHeven
− HEodd
11
31

HEodd
31

LPeven
21y

even
EHodd
11 + HE31

EHeven
11

LPodd
21x

even
EHodd
11 − HE31

HEodd
11

LPodd
21y

EHeven
− HEodd
11
31

HE12x

LP02x

HE12x

LP02y

HE12y

Proﬁle

Group
Name

HE11x
HE11

TE01

LP01

HE21

TM01

LP11

HE31

LP21

EH11

HE12

LP02
HE12y

Proﬁle
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Discrete and Distributed Coupling

In MMFs, multiple supported modes can be excited to carry optical power simultaneously.
In certain situations, it may be desirable for light to propagate as only one mode or a
subset of the total number of guided modes in a ﬁbre. “Coupling”, in this context, refers
to light going into and propagating as one or more modes other than the intended mode,
and this can occur either discretely or distributedly. With regards to telecommunications,
where various modes are used as diﬀerent data channels, coupling represents a form of
interference, as the coupling of power across modes is akin to interchannel crosstalk when
MDM is applied. In the ray optics paradigm, MDM is an analogous form of SDM, with
rays of various modes taking diﬀerent paths along the ﬁbre (see Figure 2.2). Thus, this
phenomenon is also known as multipath interference (MPI) [71, 72].
Discrete coupling 3 occurs at the launch or splice interfaces of optical ﬁbres, or any point
defects along their length. In practice, the incident light does not overlap 100% with
the intended mode, and some proportion of power is instead transferred into one or
many other (normally adjacent) modes [71]. For example, if the LP01 mode is intended,
most of the light at the interface will excite and propagate as that mode, but some light
will instead launch the LP02 mode, and perhaps even LP03 , LP04 , etc. These modes
will then copropagate. In real ﬁbres, the nearest neighbour approximation [71], which
posits that modes predominantly couple to their nearest adjacent azimuthal and radial
neighbours, is often used. This is ﬁrstly because the coupling strength between two modes
is inversely proportional to the diﬀerence between their propagation constants [52, 76, 77].
Secondly, HOMs often suﬀer greater losses through the ﬁbre, and so their contribution to
coupling is negligible compared to lower-order nearest neighbours. The nearest neighbour
approximation, which is applicable in both the discrete and the distributed coupling
regimes, can is summarised in the following cases:
• Nearest azimuthal neighbour, i.e. LPl,m , LPl±1,m : In the discrete regime, a perfectly central launch would theoretically not cause coupling of this type, due to
mode orthogonality. Practically however, perfect central launches are diﬃcult to
achieve and there is often some slight misalignment in the launch optics. In this
case, it is possible to inadvertently excite azimuthal neighbour modes.
• Nearest radial neighbour, i.e. LPl,m , LPl,m±1 : This form of coupling occurs naturally at discrete interfaces, and has the possibility to occur even with perfect
central launch conditions.
In practice, either of the above can have the dominant observable eﬀect, depending on
how strong the inﬂuence of launch misalignment is on the excitation.
3

Some texts [71, 73–75] use the terms “discrete scattering” and “distributed scattering”, since the
mode coupling here is caused by scattering effects.
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On the other hand, distributed coupling describes the continuous coupling of power between modes, along the length of the ﬁbre due to random imperfections such as surface
roughness, core width variations, index inhomogeneities, or microbends [71, 78]. In the
distributed regime, nearest azimuthal neighbour coupling is the most likely process [71].
To understand discrete and distributed coupling, consider the example of a pulse launched in a ﬁbre whose output is recorded in the time-domain (e.g. on an oscilloscope).
Figure 2.3 shows LP11 (orange) launched into the ﬁbre as the intended mode or mode
under test (MUT). Due to launch oﬀsets, an LP01 (blue) component and an LP21 (green)
component are also excited. From the launch side to the end of the ﬁbre, these three
mode components propagate at their respective distinct group velocities v (these relate
to the

distance
time

gradients of the respective lines), with v21 < v11 < v01 , and arrive at

the output, separated in time (solid peaks). At the output, the diﬀerential group delay (DGD) (also known as also known as differential mode delay (DMD) [79–82] in this
context) between these components will be at their maximum achievable values, since
all mode components will have travelled the full length of the ﬁbre; the LP01 and LP21
peaks appear farthest away temporally from the main LP11 output peak. On the other
hand, light that couples into the LP01 and LP21 modes, continuously or distributedly
over the length of the ﬁbre (blue and green dashed lines, respectively, branching away
from the solid orange main LP11 line), will have DMD values that are between zero
and the respective aforementioned maximums. The further along the ﬁbre a coupling
instance occurs, the shorter the distance the resultant converted component would travel
after leaving the main LP11 component, and therefore, the smaller the DMD relative to
discretely coupled

Power

LP11

distributed
coupling
LP11 « LP21

LP21

e
Fi
br

Di

sta
n

ce

LP01

distributed
coupling
LP01 « LP11

Time
Figure 2.3: Time-of-flight of discrete and distributed coupling after an LP11 modeselective launch in a multimode fibre. The main LP11 component (orange, solid) is
accompanied by LP01 (blue) and LP21 (green) components that are discretely coupled
at launch (solid) and distributedly coupled over the fibre length (dashed), as well as
components from these two modes that are distributedly coupled back to LP11 (orange,
lines are indicative of mode group velocities. The locadashed). Gradients of distance
time
tions along the solid discretely coupled lines from which the other dashed mode lines
branch off indicate the lengthwise position along the fibre that distributed coupling
events occur. The overall trace appears as the black envelope.
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the ﬁnal main LP11 peak [71]. Moreover, power from the discretely coupled LP01 and
LP21 components is also coupled to LP11 continuously. These components, illustrated by
the dashed orange lines leaving the solid blue (LP01 ) and green (LP21 ) lines, propagate
at LP11 ’s group velocity for the remainder of the ﬁbre length. The distributedly coupled
components end up as the grey peaks at the end of the ﬁbre. These continuous processes form coupling plateaus [71] in the time-domain trace that span the respective pulse
peaks produced by the launch-side discrete coupling. The black envelope in Figure 2.3
illustrates the overall trace and what would be seen in a real measurement: distributedly
coupled plateaus demarcated by discretely coupled peaks. The characterisation of an
MMF using this method is known as a time-of-flight measurement, and has been used
throughout this project as a tool for assessing the potential of various ﬁbres for MDM
transmission.

2.2.4

Power Coupling

Discrete and distributed scattering cause mode coupling. Power is exchanged between
modes as they propagate through an optical ﬁbre, hence the speciﬁc name, power coupling. Coupling is an important consideration in ﬁbres used for data transmission because
it directly aﬀects their impulse response [77].
Power coupling is modelled by the following coupled power equation [76–78, 83] for the
power Pm in mode m over axial distance z and time t:
X

∂Pm
∂Pm
+ τm
= −αm Pm +
Cm,q Pq − Pm ,
∂z
∂t
q

m, q = 1, 2, . . . ,

(2.5)

where τm is the modal group delay per unit length, αm is the mode-speciﬁc attenuation
per unit length, and Cm,q is the coupling coeﬃcient between modes m and q. Cm,q
is symmetric (i.e. Cm,q = Cq,m) [78] and is proportional to the diﬀerence between the
propagation constants β of modes m and q [77, 83]:
Cm,q ∝

A
βm − βq

8 ,

(2.6)

where A is the coupling strength that depends on the ﬁbre structure [77]. (2.6) shows that
the diﬀerence in propagation constants must be small for the coupling coeﬃcient to be
appreciable. This gives credence to the nearest neighbour approximation in Section 2.2.3.
It is noted that although [77] makes the assumption that the vector modes within their
LP mode groups have strong coupling due to small propagation constant diﬀerences,
its applicability may only extend to certain types of solid-core MMFs. As shown in
Chapter 4, in HC-PBGFs, the β-separation of vector modes within an LP mode group can
be almost of the same order as that between adjacent LP mode groups. In Section 5.3.2
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therefore, this assumption is not imposed, and instead, all vector modes are individually
considered, in a fashion similar to [83].
To the best of my knowledge, this coupled power analysis has been done only with SCFs,
to study their impulse response in the presence of mode coupling [77, 83]. This work
seeks to apply this in a similar way to HC-PBGFs.

2.3

The Hollow-Core Photonic Bandgap Fibre

HC-PBGFs, also known as air-core ﬁbres, diﬀer from conventional step-index SCFs in
both structure and guidance mechanism, in that their cores are air instead of solid
dielectric material, and therefore do not guide light through TIR. While detailed studies
of PBGF structures and fabrication are outside the scope of this thesis, the following
subsections are included to provide some basic information. The section concludes with
a brief review of recent developments from our Centre.

2.3.1

Photonic Bandgap Guidance

HC-PBGFs are a variant of photonic crystal ﬁbres,4 in that they contain a form of
periodicity in their structure. This periodicity is an alternation between two dielectrics
with diﬀerent refractive indices in the transverse (x and y) directions. The cladding is a
periodic array of holes within a solid dielectric (e.g. silica) lattice, as shown in the x-y
plane of Figure 2.4.

ncl

nco = nair

y

y
x

x

z

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Simplified cross-section of a HC-PBGF in (a) the (x, y)-plane and (b)
three dimensions exhibiting bandgap guidance. Green lines represent light rays, with
thickness corresponding to intensity. Light grey regions are silica; white regions are air.
Axis coordinates are inset.
4

These are also known as microstructured optical fibres [84].
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When light is incident upon the periodic crystal structure, it gets reﬂected and transmitted at each layer. For certain frequency (wavelength) bands, the multiple reﬂections
interfere coherently to satisfy the Bragg condition [54, 55, 85] that prohibits light from
propagating through the crystal. These forbidden bands are gaps in the photonic crystal’s transmission spectra, and are hence known as bandgaps. This is analogous to
the solid-state physics model of electronic bandgaps formed via a periodicity of atomic
potentials in semiconductors [14, 55, 84–86].
If a defect is introduced into the crystal cladding that breaks its translational periodicity,
then it is possible for modes of light within a particular bandgap to propagate within the
defect [84, 87, 88]. Such a defect can be realised as an enlargement of a hole in the central
cladding region. This, shown as the larger central region inside the cladding in Figure 2.4,
is the core of the ﬁbre; hence the name “hollow-core”. Because the bandgap eﬀect prevents
propagation transversely, light is thus conﬁned to travel within the locality of the central
core defect [11, 53], along the axial direction [89]. The core defect is essentially a cavity
that is surrounded by reﬂecting walls [84] and as depicted in Figure 2.4b, the periodic
cladding acts to reﬂect light such that it is concentrated (conﬁned) within the central
core channel [54, 55, 85]. This forms the PBGF guidance mechanism.
Note that for guidance along the longitudinal (z) direction, where light travels mostly
normal or “out-of-plane” with respect to the plane of periodicity (x, y), i.e. β/ko ≈ 1, any
index contrast between the two dielectrics (holes and lattice) will satisfy the conditions

for bandgap guidance [90]. This permits the use of air holes within a silica lattice, despite
the modest refractive index diﬀerence of the two media.

2.3.2

HC-PBGF Structure and Fabrication

The transverse structure of a HC-PBGF comprises the outer cladding, which consists of a
triangular lattice of holes (TLH) [54] or cells of air within a silica network of interstitial
struts, and a central core, which is simply a larger air hole. The TLH geometry can
be described as having concentric “rings” of cells. The large core hole is an omission of
one or more of such holey rings. Since the rings are layered discretely, variation of the
core size is thus limited to a being of a discrete set of multiples of cells; or equivalently,
the core diameter is an approximate integer multiple of the cladding pitch5 Λ or lattice
constant [11]. Cladding cells in the shape of rounded hexagons provide a better airﬁlling fraction6 than circular ones [9, 86], and so the number of omitted cells n in the
5

The terms “hole-to-hole spacing”, “inter-hole distance” [86], “centre-to-centre spacing” [90], and “spatial period” [84] are also used synonymously here.
6
The air-filling fraction determines the width and position of the bandgap [9, 91] and therefore has
an effect on the fibre transmission bandwidth. Generally, a high air-filling fraction is necessary for
wide-bandwidth, low-loss transmission [86].
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core follows the progression for a cyclic hexagon tessellation, i.e.

ni =





3,


1+6




i = 1,
i
X
x=2

(x − 1), i ∈ N, i ≥ 2,

(2.7)

where i is the cycle index. Hence, we have ﬁbres with 3, 7, 19, 37, etc. omitted cells for
their cores, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In PBGF parlance, ﬁbres are identiﬁed by their
core size and the naming convention follows “n-cell HC-PBGF”.

¤

Figure 2.5: Hexagonal TLH tessellation for HC-PBGF transverse geometry. Dashed grey lines show omitted cells constituting the fibre core of various sizes, namely
(green + (blue + (yellow + (red = 3) = 7) = 19) = 37) cells. White hexagons represent
the cladding holes. Λ = pitch.

From a fabrication perspective, the ﬁbre is made by applying the stack-and-draw method
to a preform of stacked capillaries7 . The core is made by omitting a number of capillaries
(cells) in the middle of the stack [9, 11]. During the draw, diﬀerential pressures within
the holey structure are accurately controlled to prevent surface tension induced collapse
as well as to achieve a high air-ﬁlling fraction from substantial expansion of the holey
region [92].
Figure 2.6 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 37-cell HC-PBGF
that was fabricated in our cleanroom and presented in [93–95].

20 µm
Figure 2.6: SEM of a 37-cell HC-PBGF. Taken from [93], Fig. 1(a). Used with
permission.
7

These capillaries later form the cladding hollow ‘cells’ or holes.
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Guided Modes in HC-PBGFs

Figure 2.7 presents a plot of eﬀective index against wavelength, colloquially known as a
dispersion graph, of a ﬁctional PBGF. Only modes within the bandgap, indicated by the
mode curves in the dispersion graph, can be guided and propagate along the ﬁbre. It has
been shown theoretically that 19-cell PBGFs can support up to 40 guided modes [11, 86],
whereas this number is doubled for 37-cell PBGFs [86, 93, 94]. The extent of the bandgap
is dependent on the cladding structure. Since this is the same regardless of core size, it
means that the larger number of modes guided in 37-cell ﬁbres have eﬀective indices and
propagation constants that are closer to one another, as compared to the 19-cell case,
i.e. the bandgap in the 37-cell dispersion graph is more densely populated with mode
curves [11].8

Figure 2.7: Plot of effective index versus wavelength in a fictional HC-PBGF, showing
the bandgap.

2.3.4

Features of HC-PBGFs

HC-PBGFs, by virtue of their material and guidance properties, introduce a number
of improvements over conventional SCFs. Firstly, HC-PBGFs exhibit low optical nonlinearity [9, 11]. This is because most (more than 99% for the fundamental mode [10])
of the light propagates in air, where there is much less nonlinearity (nearly 3 orders of
magnitude lower [12]) than in silica. Experiments have also accordingly shown that HCPBGFs with larger cores experience less ﬁeld overlap with the glass core surround and
therefore have lower nonlinearity [11]. Secondly, HC-PBGFs have the potential for lower
loss, again since the light propagates in air as opposed to silica and thence experiences
much less scattering and absorption [9, 10]. In fact, the primary loss mechanism in HCPBGFs comes from surface roughness-induced scattering [10, 11], rather than Rayleigh
scattering, and attempts have been made to minimise this by reducing the optical ﬁeld
overlap at the core/cladding boundary through enlarging the core size, e.g. from 19 cells
to 37 cells [93]. Thirdly, air being the medium of propagation in HC-PBGFs means that
8
Reference [11] shows this trend for 3-, 7-, and 19-cell PBGFs. The explanation above is an extrapolation to the 37-cell case.
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signals transmitted suﬀer lower latency compared with SCFs, by as much as 31% [8, 96],
since light travels faster in air than it does in silica. Experiments on 19-cell HC-PBGFs
have conﬁrmed this improvement [13].
Attempts have also been made to exploit the multimode nature of HC-PBGFs, and MDM
was realised for the ﬁrst time in 7-cell and 19-cell ﬁbres in [97]9 and [98], respectively.
Recent published work has shown successful MDM on a 37-cell ﬁbre [93], the ﬁrst of
its kind, though only the ﬁrst two LP mode groups were used. In order to tap into
the supposedly vast resource of guided modes in HC-PBGFs, detailed studies of the
properties of mode coupling need to be made. Our understanding of mode coupling
(crosstalk) in PBGFs is that it is related to loss. Of the energy scattered by surface
roughness along the ﬁbre core surround, some actually excites other guided modes. This
is the eﬀect of distributed coupling previously described. [10] provided a theoretical
treatise on the eﬀects of loss from surface roughness. This behaviour is shown in a
reproduced plot in Figure 2.8. The deformations causing the roughness along the surface
are modelled as a wave with spatial frequencies κ. The degree of roughness is quantiﬁed
by the spectral density, and shows an inverse trend with increasing κ. It is predicted
that the eﬀects of mode coupling and loss come from the low and high spatial frequency
regions, respectively. This means that coupling and loss are distinct but related, though
the complete details of that relation are not yet fully understood. It has been suggested
that as losses are pushed lower owing to better fabrication techniques, mode coupling
and crosstalk should follow suit and also decrease [36]. Therefore, one of the aims of the
MOFG in the ORC, as well as this thesis, is to model mode coupling in HC-PBGFs, in
order to better comprehend its properties and dependencies on other parameters, and
thereby extend the established theoretical framework.

Figure 2.8: Plot from [10] of fibre roughness spectral density against deformation
spatial frequency κ (= k in the plot). Adapted by F. Poletti; used with permission.
9

This is also the first demonstration of MDM in a HC-PBGF.
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Recent ORC Work and Achievements

The following subsections review work that has been done on 19- and 37-cell HC-PBGFs
that were fabricated in our Centre’s cleanroom facility. Several elements involving work
presented in this thesis are noted.

2.3.5.1

The 19-cell HC-PBGF

19-cell (19c) HC-PBGFs have been fabricated for potential applications in low-loss, lowlatency data transmission [13]. Cutback measurements showed the ﬁbre in [13] to have a
low loss of 3.5 dB/km at a wavelength of ∼ 1500 nm and a wide transmission bandwidth
of 160 nm. Time-of-ﬂight measurements were performed to assess its modal characteristics and while several HOMs were present, good selective excitation results showed the possibility of single-mode operation, leading to a demonstration of 1.45 Tbit/s
single-mode data transmission in [99]. Later, high capacity transmission was achieved at
24 Tbit/s using DWDM and dual-polarisation 32-ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(DP-32QAM) [34]. MDM (two modes) was also demonstrated over a 19c PBGF, using
an integrated mode multiplexer in [100].
As mentioned previously, experiments were also carried out to test latency. In [13], timeof-ﬂight measurements taken at the operating wavelength of 1556 nm recorded the arrival
time of pulses sent through the 19c HC-PBGF relative to the back-to-back setup. By
comparing this with the case of using a standard telecommunications (solid-core) ﬁbre,
it was found that light in the hollow core indeed propagates close to the speed of light in
vacuum, which is about 1.46 times faster than in SCFs. Subsequently, HC-PBGFs have
been explored for a number of low-latency data communications applications. Gamma irradiation tests on a 19c PBGF in [101] showed good radiation hardness and demonstrated
the potential for using HC-PBGF-based optical links in harsh radiation environments,
such as the Large Hadron Collider at the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN), for high energy physics experiments. Data centre interconnection is also considered as an application, and the use of HC-PBGF links was demonstrated in [102]
and [103], with preliminary prooﬁng data transmission trials performed by myself (see
Section 4.2.5).
Operation at the 2 µm wavelength region, which is the predicted region of lowest loss
for HC-PBGFs [10], is also being studied. A 19c HC-PBGF operating at 2008 nm was
fabricated, and preliminary transmission results at 8 Gbit/s, the ﬁrst ever transmission
in a 2 µm PBGF, showed the potential for ultralow-loss applications [104]. Later, the
ﬁrst 2 µm-waveband WDM transmission over PBFG was demonstrated on this ﬁbre in
[105], achieving a capacity of 16 Gbit/s over four channels. These experiments used a
custom built thulium-doped ﬁbre ampliﬁer that was subsequently fully characterised and
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reported in [106]. In [107], the λ−3 wavelength scaling behaviour of transmission loss in
HC-PBGFs predicted in [10] was experimentally veriﬁed for the ﬁrst time.
Finally, recent eﬀorts have been made to scale the reach of HC-PBGFs for application in
metropolitan networks. [108] reported a record-length 11 km (1550 nm-wavelength) 19c
HC-PBGF, the longest ever single span fabricated. It was subsequently sectioned and
used in a 74.8 km recirculating loop experiment at 40 Gbit/s in [109]. This particular
work included my contributions to mode coupling characterisation and performance diagnostics (see Section 4.3). Macrobending eﬀects on this ﬁbre were studied in [110]. A
long 3.8 km 2 µm-wavelength 19c PBGF was also made and reported in [111]. 52 Gbit/s
data transmission was achieved in this ﬁbre in [112].

2.3.5.2

The 37-cell HC-PBGF

Attempts to reduce loss due to surface roughness scattering [10] in HC-PBGFs have
spurred eﬀorts to increase the core size from 19 cells to 37 cells. A 37-cell (37c) HC-PBGF
has been fabricated, and cutback measurements by myself and others at the 1550 nmwavelength displayed a minimum loss of 3.3 dB/km for the fundamental mode [93]. Modal
characterisation as well as single-mode data transmission at 40 Gbit/s, which involved
myself and fellow group members, were performed and presented in [94]. In [93] and
[95], the possibility of applying MDM was validated, and by implementing a system
with 3 modes and 96 DWDM channels carrying 256 Gbit/s DP-16QAM data, a total
capacity record of 73.7 Tbit/s was achieved.10 These works include a large component
of the thesis contributions, and Chapter 4 describes the modal and data transmission
experiments herein.

2.3.5.3

Theoretical and Computational Studies

Work from our Centre has also been carried out to model the physical behaviour and
optical mechanisms within HC-PBGFs. Models have been developed to study surface
roughness scattering and its contribution to loss [113, 114]; to predict in real-time the
structural (e.g. air-ﬁlling fraction) and optical (e.g. transmission bandwidth) properties
of drawn ﬁbres from their preform structures [92]; to explain the origin of surface modes and techniques for suppressing them [115]; to elucidate how optical performance is
aﬀected by distortions in the ﬁbre microstructure [116]; and to investigate the eﬀects of
microbending on intermodal coupling and loss [117]. An improved technique has been developed in [118] to overcome previous resolution limitations when digitally reconstructing
actual PBGF cross-sectional geometries from SEM images of real ﬁbres. These methods
10
This multidimensional multiplexing scheme is the same as that for the earlier FMF trial [50] mentioned in Section 2.1, just applied to a HC-PBGF instead, hence the similar capacity figure.
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have collectively enabled more accurate predictions of loss, transmission bandwidth, and
surface mode properties in fabricated PBGFs.
Distributed mode coupling in HC-PBGFs has also been analysed in [36]. We were able,
in part by using a mode propagation simulation routine that I developed [119] (presented
in Chapter 5), to model the origin of said coupling, compare it with that in SCFs, and
further explain its relationship with surface scattering induced loss.
Other eﬀorts have been targeted towards making the ﬁbre design process more cost
eﬃcient. A ﬂuid dynamics model was formulated in [120] to predict the structural evolution of preforms drawn to ﬁbres. This formed the basis of the “MicroStructure Element
Method” (MSEM) in [121], which is able to simulate virtual ﬁbre draws from arbitrary
drawing parameters. This has been combined with the electromagnetics model in [116]
to create a toolset that can virtually draw practically accurate HC-PBGFs and predict
their structural and optical properties, thus oﬀering a cost- and time-saving alternative
in ﬁbre design, compared to empirical trial and error based optimisation on actual ﬁbres [122]. The MSEM has also been employed to study the impact of upscaling preform
sizes to enable volume manufacturing of longer-length ﬁbres [123].

2.3.5.4

Other Experimental and Characterisation Work

On the experimental front, various characterisation methods have been advanced. In the
context of modal content measurement, improvements have been made to the S2 technique [73] including decreasing the scan time to enable near real-time measurements, as
well as reducing spectral leakage and sampling errors to increase the accuracy of measured MPI values. These have been respectively demonstrated theoretically in [124]
and [125], and applied experimentally to HC-PBGFs in [126] and [127]. Additionally, a
low-coherence interferometry method for measuring group velocity dispersion was reported in [128]. This was extended with mode-selective measurements of 3-, 7-, and 19-cell
HC-PBGFs in [129].
The issue of splicing has been investigated. A new technique was developed to realise lowloss splicing of HC-PBGFs to themselves [130] and to SCFs [131], with reliable 40 Gbit/s
single-mode data transmission subsequently demonstrated over 1 km of spliced PBGF
spans in [132].
Methods to study longitudinal defects in HC-PBGFs have also been addressed. X-ray
computed tomography was used in [133] to scan PBGFs and preforms. This allows for 3D
structural visualisation of identiﬁed defects. In [134], an infrared side-scattering technique for locating ﬁbre defects was introduced to overcome the metre-scale resolution limit
of existing optical time-domain reﬂectometry (OTDR) measurements. By incorporating a rig on a ﬁbre-rewinding machine in our Centre, a new “Optical Side Scattering
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Radiometry” (OSSR) technique was developed which simultaneously oﬀers centimetrescale spatial resolution as well as a high dynamic range of up to 60 dB (compared to
OTDR where a trade-oﬀ must be made). This was reported in [135], which included
my contributions of bidirectional OTDR measurements for the comparative study (see
Section 6.3). These measurements also form part of a separate defect inspection method
that I developed in [136] to utilise mode-selective OTDR and time-of-ﬂight to locate
defects in PBGFs and investigate defect-induced mode coupling, which is the subject of
Chapter 6.

2.4

Summary

This chapter has provided the relevant background for the thesis. Theoretical fundamentals concerning optical guidance and mode propagation in SCFs and HC-PBGFs have
been covered. Reviews of some recent developments in high-capacity communications,
as well as experimental and computational achievements of the ORC in 19c and 37c
HC-PBGF technology, have been included. The chapters that follow describe the main
technical work in the thesis.

Chapter 3

A Tool for Modal Characterisation
HC-PBGFs have the ability to guide a large number of optical modes (theoretically, up
to 40 in 19c [11] and up to 80 in 37c [86, 94] ﬁbres, both including degeneracies). In order
to assess their capability of using diﬀerent modes or mode groups as independent communications channels, or conversely, to determine if they can be used for single-mode
operation amid the multiple modes supported, it is therefore necessary to study the
modal behaviours of such ﬁbres. Primarily, we are interested in information including
extinction ratio, distributed coupling, DMD, and mode-dependent loss (MDL). There
are a number of techniques available for the analysis of modal content in MMFs. These
can be largely categorised into time-domain techniques and frequency-domain interferometric techniques [82]. An example of the latter is spatially and spectrally resolved
imaging (S2 ) [73], where the spatial overlap of co-propagating modes produces spectral
interference patterns at each transverse plane position (i.e. at each pixel) that are measured with an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). This series of traces is then Fourier
transformed and summed to obtain a time-domain trace showing the relative delays and
amplitudes of HOMs. In contrast, time-domain techniques such as the time-of-ﬂight
(ToF) method [82] provide similar information by temporally sampling the signal that is
output from a ﬁbre when pulsed light is launched in it. This procedure is widely adopted for measuring DMDs [79], and bears resemblance to earlier techniques for measuring
chromatic dispersion [137]. A major advantage of ToF over frequency-domain techniques
is that it does not need an interferometer [82], nor Fourier transform calculations, thus
making it simpler to implement and faster to collect modal data. The fast response
means that not only can DMD be directly measured, but the relative modal amplitudes can also be observed to vary in real-time as input launch conditions are changed.
This enables a simple way of optimising selective mode launching, a feature that is not
possible in S2 measurements.
ToF is versatile in its applications. Besides the relative delay, extinction, coupling,
and other information provided in the time-domain traces, it can also be used as a
real-time feedback aid to achieve optimised modes launches for various applications, by
27
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checking relative mode extinctions. This is helpful as a monitoring tool when attempting
experiments such as single-mode data transmission, MDM, and even optimisation of
optomechanical alignment for splicing and the design of multimode ampliﬁers. It also
aﬀords the ability to perform other measurements on ﬁbres, for instance, optimised-mode
cutback to measure MDL.
In the following sections, I describe the ToF method and its implementation and measurement procedure in detail. The measurement principles and capabilities are illustrated,
in Sections 3.1 through 3.3, through the progressive presentation of results from solid-core
ﬁbres supporting increasing numbers of modes, including a novel ﬁbre that guides nine
modes over ﬁve mode groups [138], detailed in Section 3.4. A comparison between ToF
and the S2 method is then given in Section 3.5, followed by the summary and suggestions
for future work in Section 3.6.

3.1

Time-of-Flight Operating Principle
P (dB)
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Figure 3.1: Pulse propagation though a 4MF of length ℓ. The relative delays of
different modes cause them to split into distinct pulse components after propagating
through the fibre. t = time (absolute delay), z = distance, P = normalised power.

ToF measurements can be used to assess the modal content of MMFs including HCPBGFs. This is done by exploiting modal dispersion. As various modes propagate
through a ﬁbre, they spread out in time, by virtue of the HOMs having lower group
velocities than the fundamental mode, giving rise to DMD between modes [14, 80, 81].
Figure 3.1 illustrates this using an arbitrary 4-mode ﬁbre (4MF) as an example. When
a light pulse is launched into one end of the ﬁbre, minute spatial oﬀsets in the launching
mechanism may cause the excitation of multiple modes. The total power in the original
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pulse is split among these modes according to how eﬃciently each was respectively excited. These mode components then propagate as individual pulses at their respective
group velocities, with longer grey arrowed lines in the ﬁgure indicating slower group
velocities. This spreads out their arrival times tm at the detection end of the ﬁbre. An
oscilloscope capturing this will display a series of pulse peaks corresponding to each mode
component [57], with the temporal separation between peaks being determined by the
diﬀerence in relative group velocity.
The power Pin (in dBm) of the original launched pulse at the ﬁbre input evolves through
the ﬁbre as it is split among the guided modes and is also aﬀected by loss. Neglecting
contributions from non-guided modes and other discrete losses, the power composition
can be approximated as
Pin =

Nm
X

(3.1)

(Pm + αm ℓ),

m=1

where Pm (dBm) and αm (dB/m) are the output power and mode-dependent loss, respectively, of mode m, ℓ (m) is the ﬁbre length, and Nm is the number of guided modes.
In some ﬁbres, e.g. solid-core ﬁbres, the individual αm may be equal or vary negligibly,
whereas in others, e.g. HC-PBGFs, they may vary considerably, with HOMs suﬀering
higher loss based on measurements. In the latter case therefore, the output Pm are not
valid indicators of the input launch eﬃciencies of each mode. That is, a mode that was
excited to a lower power than another mode at launch might end up retaining more
power at the detection end if it suﬀered less loss than the second mode.
The distinction in delays corresponding to individual modes is exploited to spread the
arrival times of mode pulses [57] and thereby facilitate mode identiﬁcation when sampled
temporally on an oscilloscope. S2 analysis [74, 75, 139] provides numerical values for the
DMD (per metre of ﬁbre) that can be cross-referenced when trying to identify mode
peaks as they appear on the oscilloscope during a ToF measurement. Another method
for mode identiﬁcation is to capture the mode image at the output of the ﬁbre using a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. This can be used to complement S2 measurements,
or as an alternative when such numbers are unavailable. Table 3.1 shows simulated
mode intensity proﬁles for the ﬁrst nine LP modes, obtained through the COMSOL
Multiphysics® modelling software (www.comsol.com) and using parameters similar to
[140]. These are used as a reference for identifying mode proﬁles captured by a CCD.
Table 3.1: Simulated mode intensity profiles in a multimode fibre. The colourbar
inset indicates intensity from 0 (blue) to high (red).
Mode
Intensity
Proﬁle

LP01

LP11

LP21

LP02

LP31

LP12

LP41

LP22

LP03
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A metric often employed is the extinction ratio (ER) between modes. This describes how
strongly a particular mode can be received by suppressing other modes and is a measure
of how distinct other modes (OMs) are in terms of received power. The ER (deﬁned in
dB for convenience) between a particular mode and an OM q is given by1
!
Ppk,q
,
Ppk

rex ≈ −10 log

for q = LP01 , LP11 , LP21 , . . . , LPNl ,Nm ,

(3.2)

where Ppk is the received peak power (in W) of the ToF pulse corresponding to the mode
under test (MUT), Ppk,q is the peak received power of the ToF pulse corresponding to
OM q, and LPNl ,Nm is the designation of the highest supported HOM.
Normalised
power, P (dB)

LP11

0
(1) (2)

(4)

(10)

(5) (3)

LP21

LP01
0

(6)

(9)

Relative delay per unit
time, ¢¿ (ps/m)
(8)

(7)

Figure 3.2: Example of a ToF trace for an optimised LP11 launch showing key features.

Figure 3.2 depicts an example ToF trace of an optimised LP11 launch. The main features
are as follows:
(1) Dynamic range of detector (dB); lower limit is the noise ﬂoor
(2) ER of LP01 with respect to (w.r.t.) LP11 (dB); a measure of how much power went
into LP01 at launch
(3) ER of LP21 w.r.t. LP11 (dB)
(4) Distributed coupling plateau between LP11 and LP01 (dB); indicates how much
power is distributedly coupled between LP11 and LP01
(5) Amount of distributed coupling between LP11 and LP21 (dB)
(6) DMD between LP01 and LP11 (ps/m)
(7) DMD between LP01 and LP21 (ps/m)
(8) DMD between LP11 and LP21 (ps/m)
1
Note that this definition is merely a practical estimate. Exact ERs require the calculation of the
integral over all other modes.
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(9) Delay spread of vector modes within LP11 (ps/m)
(10) Vector mode peaks in the LP11 mode group

The features in the ToF trace have implications on the ﬁbres’ data transmission abilities:
• Single-mode transmission: Higher ERs and distributed coupling plateaus indicate
that less power is coupling into other modes. An ER of ≥ 20 dB is generally

accepted as being necessary for using single modes as reliable data communications
channels [13, 94].

• Using HOMs, e.g. in MDM: If higher-order mode groups spread into multiple peaks,
direct detection cannot be used and DSP will be necessary to compensate for the
intra-group dispersion and mode coupling, in addition to the DMD between mode
groups.
In lieu of these, ToF measurements are almost always performed before any data transmission is attempted.

3.2
3.2.1

Experimental Set-Up and Procedure
Excitation
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OBPF

EDFA
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PP
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FUT
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PFL
1550 nm
Trig

(b)
FUT

(c)
EDFA

CCD
PC
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PP
f1
f2
f3
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Figure 3.3: Time-of-flight (ToF) experimental set-up. (a) Schematic. (b-c) Equipment photographs.
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The ToF set-up is as shown in Figure 3.3. A mode-locked femtosecond pulsed ﬁbre laser
(PFL), tuned at the standard telecommunications wavelength of 1550 nm, followed by
an optical bandpass ﬁlter (OBPF), with a Gaussian-shaped passband bandwidth set to
replacemen

∼ 2 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM) [13], is used to generate sub-ps optical

pulses at a repetition rate of 20 MHz.2 Figure 3.4 shows the spectrum of the output signal
from the PFL as well as that of the ﬁltered pulse, measured with an OSA. The purpose
of limiting the bandwidth of the input pulses is to minimise chromatic dispersion [77],
which causes temporal pulse broadening, so that the DGDs measured on the ToF traces
can be reasonably assumed to be predominantly due to modal dispersion. In other
words, the pulse bandwidth is limited to ensure that the broadening of the pulse width
due to chromatic dispersion is much less than the pulse separation due to DMD, so
that individual peaks can be resolved. Although this spectral narrowing brings about
temporal broadening of the pulses due to the Fourier transform relation [14], the extent
of the pulse widths is still within the sub-picosecond range, which is suﬃciently short for
the purposes of experiments of this type.
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Figure 3.4: Spectrum of (a) output signal from PFL and (b) signal after OBPF.
P = power, λ = wavelength.

The pulses are ampliﬁed by an EDFA and launched into the ﬁbre under test (FUT)
by means of the free-space segment. Sometimes, vector eﬀects including polarisation
dependence need to be studied. In these cases a polarisation controller (PC) is included just after the EDFA, otherwise it is omitted.3 The free-space optics consists of an
aspherical lens of focal length f1 = 4.5 mm or 3.1 mm to collimate the incident light
at the input, a binary phase plate (PP) that can be shifted transversely to selectively
excite diﬀerent modes, and a telecentric imaging system [45] formed by the combination
of a plano-convex lens of focal length f2 = 125 mm and another aspherical lens of focal
length f3 = 3.1 mm. These values were chosen so that the demagniﬁcation achieved can
2

This rate cannot be too fast. The relative delay extent of HOMs must be shorter than the pulse
periodicity [82], lest intersymbol interference occurs and HOMs of adjacent cycles overlap with each
other. The largest delay spread was observed to be on the order of ∼10 ns to 20 ns for km-length FUTs,
and so a 20 MHz repetition rate (corresponding to a pulse period of 50 ns) is enough to accommodate
this.
3
Unless otherwise stated, the various ToF measurements described in this thesis have omitted the
PC. It is included in the schematic in Figure 3.3 for the sake of reference.
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produce a beam diameter that matches the mode ﬁeld diameter (MFD) of the FUT,
thus ensuring maximum coupling eﬃciency.4 The resultant collimated beam is directly
launched into the FUT.
For most experiments reported in this thesis, only modes up to LP21 are launched,5 and
therefore a 4-region PP is used in the set-up. Figure 3.5 (left) shows the phase layout
of such a PP. It consists of four phase regions that shift the phase of an incident light
beam, where diagonal regions shift the phase by an equal amount and adjacent regions
shift the phase by a relative amount of π rad. This is achieved by each phase region
having a diﬀerent thickness introducing diﬀerences in optical path length. In the ﬁgure,
the top-left region of this PP has arbitrarily been designated a phase shift of 0 rad (i.e.
the reference phase shift). When a beam is incident upon the PP, its diﬀerent spatial
regions that pass through the diﬀerent phase regions get shifted in phase by the respective
relative amounts, thereby enabling the excitation of higher-order modes [141]. Because
of the fact that the LP11 modes can be launched by passing the beam through any of
the 0|π transitions, and also that launching the LP01 mode does not require any phase
change, the same PP can be used to launch any mode up to LP21 without having to
switch to another PP and otherwise requiring realignment of the set-up. PPs that can
excite up to LP02 , LP31 , LP41 are also shown in Figure 3.5.
0
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Figure 3.5: Layouts of various phase plate geometries showing phase regions. Thin
black lines/curves demarcate 0|π phase boundaries. Geometries are named according
to the highest order mode that can be excited: (left to right) LP21 , LP02 , LP31 , and
LP41 . Mode profiles show areas where respective modes can be excited (colour coded
blue: LP01 , orange: LP11 , green: LP21 , purple: LP02 , yellow: LP31 , maroon: LP41 ). To
avoid congestion, only the LP21 PP is shown with all excitation permutations.

3.2.2

Detection

After propagating through the FUT, the signals are detected by a digital serial analyser
sampling oscilloscope (Scope) with an in-built 10 GHz photodetector. The FUT is mechanically mounted to the photodetector mating sleeve via a bare ﬁbre adapter, and the
scope is electrically triggered (Trig) by the PFL. The time-domain trace produced on
4

See Appendix A for lens focal length calculations.
There is a reason for this. Most FUTs are HC-PBGFs where the losses of HOMs above LP21 are
significant enough to prevent the discrete pulse peaks from reaching the detection end with detectable
remaining power.
5
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the scope display resembles that at the detection end of Figure 3.1 with received power
(in W) against time (in s). The detector has a maximum threshold of 1 mW and a noise
ﬂoor of about 0.5 µW to 1 µW, giving a dynamic range of just over 30 dB.
A ﬁnal practical consideration to note is the length of the FUT. ToF measurements
require that the ﬁbre be suﬃciently long in order to spread the arrival times of mode
components into distinguishable peaks [80, 81]. Apart from the fact that the relative
precision of delays measured on the oscilloscope improves with ﬁbre length [82], the photodetector’s maximum resolution also inﬂuences this minimum. The 10 GHz bandwidth
of the photodetector on the oscilloscope means that its maximum temporal detection
resolution is 100 ps, that is, pulse peaks corresponding to adjacent modes need to be
separated by at least 100 ps at the detector in order to be individually distinguished. As
an example, taking the LP01 mode as the reference and considering its nearest neighbour,
the LP11 mode, the minimum ﬁbre length is
ℓmin =

Rmax
,
∆τ

(3.3)

where Rmax is the maximum resolution of the photodetector and ∆τ is the DMD between

the LP11 and LP01 modes. For HC-PBGFs, the DMDs are typically ∼ 7 ps/m for 19c

PBGFs and ∼ 4 ps/m for 37c PBGFs. Therefore ℓmin is ∼ 15 m and ∼ 25 m for 19c and

37c ﬁbres, respectively.

3.3

Experimental Proof of Concept

In order to experimentally validate the ToF set-up and demonstrate the measurement
principles conceptually, experimental results are presented for measurements on a number
of simple solid-core FMFs. The section starts by considering a 2-mode ﬁbre and then
moves progressively to a 4-mode ﬁbre. The ﬁbre samples used in each case were fabricated
by our MODE-GAP collaborator, OFS Fitel Denmark, and had been used in early MDM
trials.
With the ToF measurement principles established, Section 3.4 subsequently describes
measurements on a novel 9-mode ﬁbre, which was also fabricated by OFS.

3.3.1

2-mode Step-Index Fibre

A 2-mode ﬁbre (2MF) is used as the conceptual base case of multimode propagation.
This ﬁbre is able to guide LP01 and LP11 . Figure 3.6 depicts the propagation of both
modal components from an unoptimised launch to produce the time-domain trace at the
detection end.
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Figure 3.6: Pulse propagation though a 2MF of length ℓ showing differences in absolute modal delay. t = time (absolute delay), z = distance, P = normalised power.

Figure 3.7 shows experimentally measured ToF traces obtained after the signals have
propagated through ℓ = 10 km of a 2-mode step-index ﬁbre (2MSIF), using various
launch scenarios. In Figure 3.7a, the optomechanics of the free-space launch set-up
are adjusted with a spatial oﬀset to excite both LP01 and LP11 at the launch end.
After propagation through the ﬁbre, the two peaks corresponding to each mode have
separated in the time-domain. The relative delay per unit length of LP11 compared to
LP01 is ∆τ = (t11 − t01 ) /ℓ ≈ 2 ps/m. Figures 3.7b and 3.7c show the measured traces
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Figure 3.7: ToF measurements showing detected traces after (a) general offset launching and selectively launching (b) LP01 and (c) LP11 modes into a 10 km 2MSIF.
CCD-captured received mode profiles are inset. P = normalised power.
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for launches optimised for LP01 and LP11 , respectively. The mode intensity proﬁle of
each case is captured at the detection end of the 2MSIF by a CCD camera and is
displayed next to the respective ﬁgure; each clearly shows either LP01 or LP11 . In both
Figures 3.7b and 3.7c, a minute component of the other (non-intended) mode is seen
at the corresponding modal delay position. These occur because a small percentage of
optical power has been discretely coupled into the non-intended mode at the launch end,
and has propagated at that mode’s own velocity to end up in its ﬁnal temporal position.
This implies that the launches are nearly but not absolutely perfect. Nevertheless in both
cases, the extinction ratio between the intended and non-intended modes is > 20 dB. The
lack of a clear plateau spanning the two mode discrete peaks also shows that there is
negligible distributed mode coupling.

3.3.2

4-Mode Step-Index Fibre

Extending from the 2-mode case, a 4-mode ﬁbre (4MF), which can guide LP01 , LP11 ,
LP02 , and LP21 , is considered. Figure 3.8 exempliﬁes the propagation of all modal
components from a general pulsed launch to produce the separated pulse peaks in the
time-domain trace at the detection end.
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Figure 3.8: Pulse propagation though a 4MF of length ℓ showing differences in absolute modal delay. t = time (absolute delay), z = distance, P = normalised power.

3.3.2.1

Discrete Mode Coupling

An analogous output is observed in the experimentally measured ToF trace of a 4-mode
step-index ﬁbre (4MSIF) in Figure 3.9a, where, similar to Figure 3.7a, a slight launch
misalignment is deliberately introduced in order to discretely excite all four modes. The
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temporal positions of the modal peaks indicate their relative delays with respect to that
of the LP01 mode, which are listed in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.9: ToF measurements showing detected traces after (a) general offset launching and selectively launching (b–e) LP01 , LP11 , LP02 , and LP21 modes, respectively, into a 10 km 4MSIF. CCD-captured received mode profiles are inset. P =
normalised power.

Table 3.2: DMDs of the 4MSIF.
Mode
∆τ (ps/m)

LP01

LP11

LP02

LP21

0

1.88

2.71

3.61

ToF traces for launches optimised for LP01 , LP11 , LP02 , and LP21 are shown in Figures 3.9b–3.9e, respectively, accompanied by the corresponding CCD camera-detected
mode intensity proﬁles. It is important to note that these mode-speciﬁc launch results
are required to be able to measure the ∆τ of the HOMs and thereby identify and label
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the modal pulse peaks in Figure 3.9a. For comparison, Figure 3.10 displays the S2 measurement6 on a 20 m sample of the ﬁbre, showing good agreement in measured DMDs.
Mode intensity proﬁles reconstructed from the spectral measurements are inset.
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Figure 3.10: S2 measurement for central launching into a 20 m sample of the 4MSIF.
Reconstructed mode profiles are inset. Courtesy of MOFG.

In the ToF results of Figure 3.9, there are small residual amounts of discrete coupling
to non-intended modes in each of the optimised launch traces. For the LP02 -optimised
case in Figure 3.9d, there is a strong LP01 component that was discretely coupled at
launch. The ER between the main LP02 component and this is merely 6.27 dB, despite
the received mode intensity proﬁle appearing to be predominantly LP02 . This shows that
it is diﬃcult to achieve pure HOM launches in this ﬁbre without signiﬁcant components
of nearest radial neighbour modes being excited as well, and corroborates the point made
earlier in Section 2.2.3 that nearest radial neighhbour coupling tends to occur at discrete
interfaces. This is also supported by the presence of a visible LP02 discrete peak in the
LP01 optimised launch case (Figure 3.9b). ERs of ≥ 20 dB are achievable in all other

cases when trying to suppress the discretely coupled nearest azimuthal neighbour mode
components.

3.3.2.2

Distributed Mode Coupling

Another conspicuous feature in Figure 3.9, that is seemingly absent from the 2MSIF case
(Figure 3.7), is the presence of distributed mode coupling. Figure 3.9b shows a C01↔11
plateau, where the notation Ca↔b is used to denote coupling between modes LPa and
LPb . The plateau sits at about 17.36 dB to 20.18 dB below the main LP01 discrete peak.
To the right-hand-side (RHS) of where ∆τ11 is supposed to be, there are no discernible
6

This S2 measurement was performed by group members in the MOFG.
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plateaus, implying that distributed coupling between LP01 and LP11 dominates. Note
that due to the presence of the distributed C01↔11 plateau, it cannot be conclusively
said if there is also a discretely coupled LP11 component present and whether or not it
is either at a similar ER level to the plateau, or somewhere between the plateau level
and the noise ﬂoor, or simply non-existent. The only certainty is that if there is such
a component, then it is no stronger than the C01↔11 plateau. This highlights one of
the tenets of ToF, that although it is rich with information, speciﬁc details can only be
extracted if one is able to distinguish them from other pieces of information contained
in the overall trace.
The trace in Figure 3.9c for the LP11 optimised launch case (which actually resembles
Figure 2.3) shows that there are C11↔01 (rex = 18.19 dB to 21.44 dB) and C11↔21 (rex =
21.35 dB to 22.88 dB) distributed plateaus, with the former being more dominant. This
indicates that nearest azimuthal neighbour distributed coupling can be unequal and
preferential towards one of the two neighbours. Moreover, the stronger C11↔01 plateau,
despite the fact that (∆τ21 − ∆τ11 ) < (∆τ11 − ∆τ01 ), suggests that there is no arbitrary

correlation between the strength of distributed coupling and diﬀerences in relative group
delay; coupling can be stronger even for modes that are further spaced apart temporally.
This can be attributed to the fact that it is the relative closeness of the effective indices

of the modes that determines the strength of coupling. The group delay of a mode is not
directly related to its eﬀective index, as it has an additional dependency on the derivative
of the refractive index w.r.t. wavelength [142].
The LP02 optimised launch case in Figure 3.9d shows a strong discretely launch-coupled
LP01 component, as mentioned previously in Section 3.3.2.1. Because of this, as with the
case of Figure 3.9b, a C01↔11 plateau arises between ∆τ01 and ∆τ11 . What has happened
in Figure 3.9d is that some launch power has gone to excite LP01 instead of LP02 , and
this power has been subsequently continuously coupled to LP11 over the length of the
ﬁbre. This means that in a multimode ﬁbre, it is entirely possible to have distributed
coupling between two non-intended modes, and this may have implications for loss in
transmission systems. Finally, a slight C21↔11 plateau in the LP21 optimised launch case
(Figure 3.9e) is also observed.
A point of caution must be made as to the truth of the presence of distributed coupling
plateaus. As can be seen in the ToF traces (more conspicuously in Figures 3.9c, 3.9d,
and 3.9e), there is some level of signal ringing immediately after the discrete peaks
of the respective MUTs. This happens when the oscilloscope detector receives a large
impulse and the signal oscillates before levelling oﬀ to a steady-state. The magnitude
and temporal extent of the ringing ‘tail’ may be such that it could resemble a distributed
coupling plateau, therefore putting into question whether or not a coupling plateau
is actually present. There are two ways to resolve this. Firstly, ringing tails, being
oscillations, appear more irregular and uneven than the smoother coupling plateaus. An
example can be seen in Figure 3.9c, where the ToF proﬁle between the discrete LP11 and
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LP21 peaks is made up of an uneven ringing tail followed by the real coupling plateau
which is smoother. Secondly, and to give more assurance, coupling plateaus can be
conﬁrmed to exist if there is corroboration between the data of two diﬀerent selective
mode launch cases. For instance, it can be conﬁrmed that the raised proﬁle between the
discrete LP01 peak and where a discrete launch-coupled LP11 peak would be (i.e. between
0 and 1.88 ps/m) in Figure 3.9b (blue trace) is indeed a C01↔11 plateau because there is
a corroborating C01↔11 plateau in the orange LP11 launch case trace of Figure 3.9c. The
latter is trustworthy because there are no ringing eﬀects in the left-hand-side (LHS) of
the discrete LP11 peak where the plateau resides. Similarly, in Figure 3.9c, the reality of
the C11↔21 plateau (between ∆τ = 1.88 to 3.61 ps/m) is conﬁrmed by the similar, albeit
small, plateau in the green trace of the LP21 launch case (Figure 3.9e). Essentially,
coupling plateaus on the LHS of discretely coupled mode peaks are trustworthy, and
those on the RHS can only be trusted if there is corroborating LHS evidence from the
trace from the launch of the counterpart mode.

3.3.2.3

Summary of Observations

From these results, the following observations can be made. While there are diﬀerences
between radial and azimuthal cases, the nearest neighbour theory is supported. Nearest
radial neighbour coupling occurs mostly discretely, at the launch side. This is possibly
due to the diﬃculty in practically isolating radial neighbour modes when exciting them
using phase plates. On the other hand, nearest azimuthal neighbour coupling appears to
occur in a predominantly distributed manner. One of the main causes of distributed coupling is continuous scattering due to surface roughness of the core/cladding interface [78].
This suggests that surface scattering has a greater inﬂuence on azimuthal as opposed to
radial neighbours. It was also observed that the relative closeness of individual mode
group delays, and by deﬁnition the group indices [14], has no direct correlation with the
strength and relative preference of distributed mode coupling. Finally, due to the presence of detector ringing, the trustworthiness of coupling plateaus must be ascertained
before they are used for analysis.

3.4

Characterisation of a Novel 9-Mode Fibre

Our Centre was asked by MODE-GAP project collaborators at OFS to characterise a
novel solid-core ﬁbre that they had fabricated, as part of the ﬁbre development process.
The ﬁbre guides nine LP mode groups, corresponding to 15 individual spatial modes
and was designed by OFS to have a graded-index core to minimise DMD and hence be
suitable for MDM data transmission [138]. The guided modes supported are LP01 , LP02 ,
LP03 , LP11 , LP12 , LP21 , LP22 , LP31 , and LP41 . This ﬁbre is referred to as a 9-mode
graded-index ﬁbre (9MGRINF).
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3.4.1

Mode Excitation and DMD

The ToF set-up was used to characterise the 9MGRINF. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict
the ToF traces for general and mode-selective launches (using PPs as in Figure 3.5),
respectively. In Figure 3.11, the measured DMDs are small as expected, much less than
for the 2MSIF and 4MSIF cases (Figures 3.7 and 3.9, respectively). The DMDs between
certain HOMs are so close that their individual pulse peaks have conjoined to produce
only four distinguishable mode families: LP01 , LP11 , LP21/02 , and LP31/12/41/22/03 ; the
latter appears to consist of two sub-families, LP31/12 and LP41/22/03 , as indicated by the
two barely distinguishable peaks in the right-most ToF feature.
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Figure 3.11: ToF measurements showing detected traces after general offset launching
into a 13.2 km 9MGRINF. CCD-captured mode profiles are inset.

The individual mode family DMDs are obtained from Figure 3.12 and listed in Table 3.3,
along with the values of each family’s eﬀective refractive index ∆neff that were calculated
in [138]. The results show that whereas the ∆neff values are evenly spaced, the ∆τ values
are not. This mismatch arises because the modal group delays are not directly related to
their eﬀective indices, as explained in Section 3.3.2.2. In fact, the DMD intervals seem to
follow a geometric rather than linear progression, with the LP31/12 and LP41/22/03 delays
occurring too close together to be accurately distinguishable. Observations from mode
intensity proﬁles captured by the CCD camera (shown inset in Figure 3.11) conﬁrm this.
When either the LP31 or the LP41 PP was used for selective mode excitation, mode
proﬁles from all ﬁve modes in the LP31/12 and LP41/22/03 families were observed to beat
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among one another. This is similar to the behaviour observed for modes within the
LP21/02 family; LP21 was seen to beat with LP02 when either the LP21 or the LP02 PP
was used. Nevertheless, the ToF relative delay results agree well with S2 measurements
performed by OFS [138] and displayed in Figure 3.13 which, in particular, conﬁrm the
closeness of the LP31/12 and LP41/22/03 DMDs.
Table 3.3: DMDs of the 9MGRINF. ∆neff values are referenced from [138].
Mode Family


∆neff ×10−3 relative to silica
∆τ (ps/m)

LP01

LP11

LP21/02

LP31/12

LP41/22/03

10.8

8.6

6.4

4.2

2.0

0
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Figure 3.12: ToF measurements showing detected traces after selective launch
through (a) LP01 , (b) LP11 , (c) LP21 , (d) LP31 , and (e) LP41 phase plate regions,
respectively, into the 13.2 km 9MGRINF. P = normalised power.
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Figure 3.13: S2 measurements for the 9MGRINF. Measurements were taken by OFS
and presented in [138].

3.4.2

Mode-Dependent Loss Characterisation

In order to consider this ﬁbre for use in MDM data transmission applications, it is also
important to characterise the modal loss. Optical time-domain reﬂectometry (OTDR)
is used for this purpose. An optical time-domain reﬂectometer (also OTDR) launches
a light pulse into the FUT. During propagation through the FUT, the pulse is attenuated and continuously scattered in all directions by means of Rayleigh scattering [143].
Some of this is backscattered and propagates towards the source, also being attenuated
along the way. The OTDR measures and displays the continuous spatial distribution
of backscattered optical power. At ﬁbre interruptions, e.g. the start and end as well as
defects, light is reﬂected by Fresnel reﬂection by an amount signiﬁcantly larger than the
Rayleigh backscattered power. An OTDR trace of a typical ﬁbre without longitudinal
defects therefore looks like a decreasing slope plotted against distance, delimited by two
large peaks, each corresponding to reﬂections from the start and the end of the ﬁbre [143].
In this way, the length of the ﬁbre can be measured by the interval between the two large
peaks. The attenuation of the ﬁbre can also be calculated by the slope of the trace.
To measure the attenuation of each mode family in the 9MGRINF, the following OTDR
set-up, shown in Figure 3.14, was employed, which uses the same free-space lens and PP
arrangement as that in Figure 3.3. The EDFA was omitted as the OTDR’s internal laser
provided suﬃcient power. The FUT was terminated with a capped bare ﬁbre adapter.
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Figure 3.14: Optical Time-domain Reflectometry (OTDR) experimental set-up. (a)
Schematic. (b) Equipment photograph showing Luciol Instruments LOR-200 OTDR.

OTDR measurements at λ = 1550 nm were taken on the 9MGRINF while selectively
exciting speciﬁc modes. The results in Figure 3.15 show that the ﬁbre is mostly free
of major longitudinal defects, except for a possible one at around z = 5.52 km, which
scatters light irrespective of mode. Table 3.4 lists the measured modal attenuations of
this ﬁbre and shows that while the losses are minutely larger for the HOM families, they
are all comparable to the loss of SSMF [6] and hence it is possible to use this ﬁbre for

Backscattered power, P (dBm)

long-haul telecommunications, even using the HOMs.
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Figure 3.15: OTDR measurements on the 13.2 km 9MGRINF showing detected traces
from selectively launching various modes.

Table 3.4: Modal attenuation of the 9MGRINF. All values have an uncertainty of
±0.01 dB/km.
Mode Family

LP01

LP11

LP21/02

LP31/12

LP41/22/03

α (dB/km)

0.20

0.20

0.21

0.22

0.22
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These measurements proved useful and the ﬁbre design was ultimately used by OFS
to fabricate a 22.8 km MMF that supports 30 spatial and polarisation channels; 3 ×

2-fold degenerate (LP01 , LP02 , LP03 ) + 6 × 4-fold degenerate (LP11 , LP12 , LP21 , LP22 ,

LP31 , LP41 ) modes. The data transmission was performed by MODE-GAP project
collaborators at the Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs (now Nokia Bell Labs), and MDM was

achieved using 30 Gbaud quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation with 12
WDM channels in the C-band to obtain a spectral eﬃciency of 43.63 bit/(s Hz) [144].

3.5

Comparing ToF and S2 Methods

ToF is but one of a number of modal characterisation methods that currently exist. As
hinted by frequent mentions throughout the text, the S2 method is another technique
that can be used for evaluating the modal behaviour in MMFs, and in the context of my
groups’ work on exploring multimode ﬁbres for communications, it is often used complementarily with ToF. While both methods can provide information on aspects such as
modal content and DMD, and in particular distinguish between discrete and distributed
coupling [74], there are certain details uniquely provided by one or the other, as well as
limitations speciﬁc to each technique. A brief comparison of the two methods was given
in [75]. Here, I reiterate the main points and provide some additional comments.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, S2 measurements on ﬁbres are made by
exploiting the spectral interference between modes at speciﬁc spatial beam positions,
which is caused by modal group delay diﬀerences [73]. The set-up [71] requires the beam
that is output from the FUT, which is illuminated by a broadband source, to be measured
at every transverse position in a rastered manner. The spectrum at each position (pixel)
is recorded and Fourier transformed, and the results are summed to produce an overall
trace that plots amplitude against delay per unit length, and displays discrete mode
peaks as well as distributed coupling plateaus, much like a ToF trace. Intensity proﬁles
of the various modes can be constructed by integrating the measured spectrum at each
pixel [73]. This provides a visual means of identifying modes and ascribing speciﬁc peaks
to them. The FUT is typically of a short length (∼ 20 m) to enable the capture of HOM
content.
In contrast to S2 , ToF requires a long FUT length to be able to characterise modal
content. This is needed in order to delay the individual propagating modes away from
one another by a suﬃcient amount to be resolved on the oscilloscope. A PFL producing
narrower input pulses (if such high-end equipment is available) might relax this requirement by some amount, but the required length scale will still be an order of magnitude
greater than that in S2 . This length requirement actually has both a drawback as well
as an advantage. The disadvantage is that in ToF, HOMs, which are much lossier than
the fundamental mode, are likely to be attenuated severely before reaching the output
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end of the FUT. This means that the traces observed from ToF typically do not contain
the entirety of the modal information in the ﬁbre. This may or may not be a problem,
depending on whether such lossy HOMs are worth investigating in the ﬁrst place, especially if communications applications are considered. Nevertheless, it shows that ToF can
only provide a restricted level of information. Given the short FUT length, S2 is able
to capture most of its modal content, and traces typically contain many more modal
features than ToF. On the other hand, a long-length FUT can be useful in the sense
that it provides a truer representation of the actual behaviour in a full-length ﬁbre. ToF
tests can be applied on multi-kilometre ﬁbre samples, and so the modal processes and
delay spreads actually occurring throughout the whole ﬁbre length can be measured.
Conversely, the information provided by S2 is only true to the short FUT sample, and
any behaviour for full-length ﬁbres is a prediction. Unlike S2 , ToF measurements are
aﬀected by any local defects or irregularities that occur over the long ﬁbre length, and
these can thus be detected, such as in [136].
An advantage of S2 over ToF is that it oﬀers a larger measurement dynamic range
(> 50 dB reported in [71]). The dynamic range in ToF is limited by that of the detector.
In our available equipment, this was limited to about 30 dB. In some cases, certain weak
HOM features may become hidden under the noise ﬂoor. Eﬀorts to amplify the signals
still point to the detector as the limiting factor. Alternative detectors and measurement
methods are being explored.
One key beneﬁt unique to ToF is that measurements are done in real-time. Measurement
speed is limited by the speed of the detector, and for the purposes of these experiments,
a 10 GHz detector is suﬃcient to provide a real-time response. On the contrary, the
need to raster scan the FUT output beam in S2 causes measurements to be the order of
minutes [75], though recent advances have achieved reductions in scan time [126].
In general, both ToF and S2 are used to complement each other, for instance, when
conﬁrming ToF measured DMDs from S2 measurements. In most of the work in my
group concerning newly fabricated ﬁbres, they are almost always both carried out.

3.6

Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, the time-of-ﬂight measurement set-up has been outlined. Measurements
on 2-mode and 4-mode step-index ﬁbres have shown the capabilities of ToF to characterise discrete and distributed coupling as well as DMD. The technique was also used to
characterise a novel 9-mode ﬁbre to assess its DMD, and combined with mode-selective
OTDR measurements, the ﬁbre was found to have low MDL and thus be suitable for
MDM data transmission, a trial of which was demonstrated by other groups using the
same ﬁbre design.
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A review of the ToF method compared with the S2 technique was also given. One issue
that limits this ToF set-up is the dynamic range oﬀered by the detector. Besides exploring better detectors, an alternative measurement approach has been recently considered.
This technique was published in [145] and uses a vector network analyser set-up to measure the impulse response in MMFs. The reported dynamic range is about 40 dB, which
prompts future investigation into adapting this technique for our own characterisation
eﬀorts, particularly for HC-PBGFs.
In the next chapter, ToF measurements on HC-PBGFs are presented. A simulationbased study of distributed mode coupling, as well as a method to inspect ﬁbre defects
using ToF, is discussed in the following chapters.

Chapter 4

Characterisation of HC-PBGFs
Hollow-core photonic bandgap ﬁbres (HC-PBGFs) oﬀer huge potential as next-generation
communications ﬁbres because of their superior performance featuring lower latency [8,
13, 96, 99], lower nonlinearity [9, 11, 96], and (predicted) lower loss [10] than conventional
SCFs. The optical guidance mechanism in these ﬁbres, as described in Section 2.3.1,
necessitates large cores that inevitably support multiple guided modes. This naturally
presents the opportunity [33] to harness the inherent multimodedness to increase the
number of channels per ﬁbre via mode-division multiplexing (MDM) and address the
capacity crunch problem. In practice however, this is not trivial, as mode coupling
due to ﬁbre imperfections result in inter-channel crosstalk. Space-division multiplexing
(SDM), the generalisation of MDM, has been standard in multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) radio-frequency communications, and MIMO techniques have over recent years
been ported to the photonics domain, such that ﬁbre signals suﬀering from crosstalk
can now be recovered electronically at the receiver [146]. This is encouraging if not for
the issue of scalability; systems experiencing large extents of mode coupling as well as
large DMDs require commensurately complex MIMO digital signal processing (DSP) for
successful crosstalk removal. To date, state-of-the-art MDM transmission trials in HCPBGFs have been demonstrated using only the ﬁrst few lowest-order modes (LP01 and
LP11 ) [95, 98, 100, 147].
To fully exploit the vast capacity oﬀered by HC-PBGFs, as well as to determine suitability for single-mode data transmission, a solid understanding of the mode propagation
and coupling behaviour in these ﬁbres is needed. Chapter 3 outlined the time-of-ﬂight
(ToF) characterisation technique and used solid-core FMFs to demonstrate its measurement principles. This chapter presents, in Section 4.1, experimental characterisation
results on several 19c and 37c HC-PBGFs (which are the ﬁrst 37c ﬁbres ever fabricated), chieﬂy using ToF, and discusses the observations found. Section 4.2 describes data
transmission experiments on these PBGFs. An account of an investigation into unexpected performance of a record-length HC-PBGF is given in Section 4.3, demonstrating
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the utility of the ToF method. Section 4.4 brieﬂy discusses ToF measurements at 2 µm.
Finally, Section 4.5 provides some concluding remarks.
The measurements in this chapter were largely made as part of the ORC’s HC-PBGF
development programme, in support of the MODE-GAP project [37], and helped inform our understanding of the properties of HC-PBGFs for both single-mode and MDM
transmission. They were the ﬁrst such measurements on this form of ﬁbre and thus
scientiﬁcally useful to the programme.

4.1

ToF Measurements on HC-PBGFs

ToF measurements were performed, using the set-up in Figure 3.3, on various 19c and
37c HC-PBGFs. These ﬁbres were drawn in the ORC’s ﬁbre fabrication facility, by N.V.
Wheeler, N.K. Baddela, and others in the MOFG. Table 4.1 lists four ﬁbres used and
outlines the nomenclature that will be referred to henceforth. The respective lengths ℓ,
and measured loss per unit distance1 α at the communications wavelength λ = 1550 nm,
are also given; where otherwise indicated with a selectively optimised mode number in
parentheses, all loss values are for unoptimised launch conditions. While the ﬁbres are
referred to by their designations in this thesis, their actual ORC ﬁbre numbers are also
listed for the sake of reference. Note that 19c2 and 37c1 were presented in [13] and
[93–95], respectively. The cross-sections of each ﬁbre are displayed in the SEM images in
Figure 4.1, which show the larger cores of the 37c ﬁbres. It is worth remarking that the
37c HC-PBGFs fabricated at the ORC are the ﬁrst and only 37c ﬁbres ever produced.
The exclusive access to these ﬁbres makes the measurements herein unique.
Table 4.1: List of HC-PBGFs used in experiments.

1

ORC Fibre #

Designation

n (№ cells)

ℓ (m)

α (dB/km)

TLH-19c-08-04-BZB

19c1

19

408

6.6

—

—

TLH-19c-03-15-BY

19c2

19

230

4.5

—

—

TLH-37c-01-05-BY

37c1

37

310

4.5

3.3 (LP01 )

7.4 (LP11 )

TLH-37c-04-03-BY

37c2

37

315

4.3

3.4 (LP01 )

7.5 (LP11 )

Loss values are from cutback measurements performed by various ORC MOFG fabricators.
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20µm

19c1

19c2

37c1

37c2

20µm

Figure 4.1: SEM cross-sections of various HC-PBGFs. Courtesy of S.R. Sandoghchi
and other MOFG members.

4.1.1

Extinction Ratio and Distributed Coupling Measurements After
Selective Mode Excitation

Figure 4.2 shows the respective ToF traces for ﬁbre 19c1, where either LP01 or LP11a/b
were selectively excited (indicated in square brackets on the power axes). The LP11 mode
was excited in two conﬁgurations; using either the horizontal or the vertical transitions
in the phase plate (leftmost in Figure 3.5), these correspond to the two orthogonal odd
and even spatial orientations of LP11 , respectively (see Table 2.1), and are designated
with the subscripts

a

and b . The (orange and magenta) traces corresponding to these

two launches are superimposed on top of each other and show minimal diﬀerence. The
ﬁgure insets show the output mode proﬁles next to the respective ToF trace. These were
captured at the output of the PBGF using a CCD camera so as to get a visual indication
of which peaks correspond to which modes and thereby assist in mode identiﬁcation.
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P [LP11 ] (dB)

P [LP01 ] (dB)

ToF for 19c1, ℓ = 408 m
0
−10

−25.76 dB

−20

−27.54 dB

−30

0
−10

LP11a

−20.70 dB
−23.56 dB

−20

−22.95 dB

−30

LP11b

LP11a LP11b

−28.09 dB
0

2

6
8
10
12
14
4
Relative delay per unit time, ∆τ (ps/m)

16

18

Figure 4.2: ToF measurements showing the selectively excited LP01 and LP11a/b
modes in fibre 19c1. Output mode intensity profiles are inset. P = normalised power.

For each mode-selective launch, the coupling optomechanics were optimised to produce
the largest extinction ratios (ERs) between the discrete peaks of the modes under test
(MUTs) and the other modes (OMs). Table 4.2 lists the ERs measured for this ﬁbre.

MUT

Table 4.2: Discrete mode peak extinction ratios for fibre 19c1.

LP01
LP11a
LP11b

r ex (dB)
w.r.t. MUT
LP01
LP11
25.76
23.56
20.70

These encouragingly high ERs w.r.t. the MUTs show that for either of LP01 or LP11a/b
as the selectively launched MUT, the OM is able to be suppressed to an extent that is
suﬃcient to enable reliable single-mode data transmission. The traces also show a C01↔11
distributed coupling plateau between the discrete launch-coupled LP01 and LP11 peaks
at 0 ps/m and 7.7 ps/m, respectively. The magnitude of this plateau can be seen from
the bottom traces for the LP11a/b selective launches, and is at a relatively low level of
about 28.09 dB down from the LP11 discrete peak. As per the caution in Section 3.3.2.2,
this plateau that is on the LHS of the discrete launched-coupled LP11 peak is taken as
the real coupling plateau, whereas the elevated ToF feature on the RHS of the discrete
LP01 peak in the top trace (for LP01 selective launch) does not reﬂect mode coupling but
rather detector ringing. This is also the case for the elevated ToF feature on the RHS of
the discrete LP11 peak at 10.2 ps/m in the bottom traces, which cannot be assumed to be
caused by mode coupling, but is instead most probably due to ringing as well. It is also
observed that the LP11 mode group has multiple main peaks, the visible ones of which
span from 7.7 ps/m to 10.2 ps/m. This has adverse implications on MDM applications
and a detailed discussion is deferred to Section 4.1.2.
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For the purpose of comparison, Figure 4.3 depicts the ToF traces of ﬁbre 19c2, obtained
with permission from the co-authors of [13], and also shows the trace for an optimised
LP21 launch. The main launched mode peaks are indicated on the respective traces, and
the measured extinction ratios are shown in Table 4.3.

P [LP21 ] (dB) P [LP11 ] (dB) P [LP01 ] (dB)

ToF for 19c2, ℓ = 230 m
0

LP01

−10

−21.48 dB

−20

−29.08 dB

−30
0

LP11

−16.97 dB

−10

−20

−20.75 dB

−30
0

−20.08 dB

−12.63 dB

−10

−15.48 dB

−20

−15.47 dB

LP21
−23.76 dB

−30

0

5

10
15
20
25
Relative delay per unit time, ∆τ (ps/m)

30

35

Figure 4.3: ToF measurements for LP01 , LP11 , and LP21 selective launches in fibre
19c2 [13]. P = normalised power.

MUT

Table 4.3: Discrete mode peak extinction ratios for fibre 19c2.

LP01
LP11
LP21

r ex (dB) w.r.t. MUT
LP01
LP11
LP21
≥ 21.48
29.08
16.97
≥ 20.08
12.63
15.48

Comparing this with Table 4.2, the ERs of either ﬁbre are close for LP01 as the MUT.
However, the ER of LP01 w.r.t. LP11 as the MUT (16.97 dB) is poorer than that for
ﬁbre 19c1, suggesting that LP11 in 19c2 may not perform as well as in 19c1, as a singlemode channel. It must be noted though, this assessment is subjective as the ERs are
aﬀected by the ﬂatness of the ﬁbre interfaces, which in turn depend on the quality of the
cleaves. While repeated measurements showed similar ER levels, other tests, e.g. data
transmission with eye diagrams, are needed to further conﬁrm transmission performance.
This is deferred to Section 4.2.
The green (bottom) trace in Figure 4.3 for optimised LP21 launch also reveals some
higher order mode peaks at 23.8 ps/m and between 30.9 ps/m and 34.7 ps/m. According
to S2 measurements in [75], these coincide with the predicted DMDs of LP02 , LP31 , and
LP12 , respectively, implying that these HOMs can be guided in this ﬁbre.
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Several distributed coupling plateaus are also present. The orange (middle) trace for
optimised LP11 launch contains a C01↔11 plateau at about 20.75 dB down from the peak
power of the main LP11 mode group, and the green (bottom) trace for optimised LP21
launch possesses a C11↔21 plateau at about 23.76 dB below the peak power of the main
LP21 mode group. Within the latter (green trace), the larger C11↔21 plateau compared to
the virtually absent C01↔11 plateau indicates that the distributed mode coupling between
LP11 and LP21 is stronger than that between LP01 and LP11 , a behaviour that is similar
in solid-core ﬁbres.
Comparing the measured loss of ﬁbres 19c1 and 19c2 in Table 4.1, the latter, which has
lower loss, is expected to exhibit less distributed mode coupling, based on the theory that
loss and coupling are proportionally related because they both result from ﬁbre surface
roughness scattering [36]. This is however not apparent in the ToF traces. Considering
LP01 and LP11 optimised launches (blue and orange/magenta traces in Figures 4.2 and
4.3), there does not seem to be a clear relation between the magnitudes of the C01↔11
coupling plateaus and the relative diﬀerence in loss for each ﬁbre, suggesting that ToF
cannot provide conclusive information regarding loss.
ToF measurements were also performed on 37c PBGFs. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present
the measured traces for ﬁbres 37c1 and 37c2, respectively. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the
respective ERs.

P [LP21 ] (dB) P [LP11 ] (dB) P [LP01 ] (dB)

ToF for 37c1, ℓ = 310 m
0

LP01

−10
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−20
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−19.02 dB

−30
0

LP21
−16.91 dB

−10
−20
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−19.55 dB
−21.85 dB

0
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4
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8
10
Relative delay per unit time, ∆τ (ps/m)
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Figure 4.4: ToF measurements for LP01 , LP11 , and LP21 selective launches in fibre
37c1. Output mode intensity profiles are inset. P = normalised power.
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Figure 4.5: ToF measurements for LP01 , LP11 , and LP21 selective launches in fibre
37c2. P = normalised power.

MUT

Table 4.4: Discrete mode peak extinction ratios for fibre 37c1.

LP01
LP11
LP11

r ex (dB) w.r.t. MUT
LP01
LP11
LP21
≥ 20.44
23.76
19.52
≥ 17.86
16.91
19.55

MUT

Table 4.5: Discrete mode peak extinction ratios for fibre 37c2.

LP01
LP11
LP11

r ex (dB) w.r.t. MUT
LP01
LP11
LP21
≥ 21.84
23.43
24.91
≥ 18.19
24.99
23.81

These results show that ≥20 dB ERs can be attained in both ﬁbres for LP01 as the MUT,

indicating the possibility of reliable single-mode data transmission on this mode. This

was used as the basis for single-mode transmission trials in 37c1 presented in Section 4.2
(later) and in [94]. However again, there is no apparent clear relation between the amount
of distributed coupling and the measured losses.
Distributed mode coupling plateaus are visible in the ToF traces of both ﬁbres 37c1 and
37c2. From the orange (middle) traces for optimised LP11 launch in Figures 4.4 and 4.5,
there is strong distributed coupling between LP01 and LP11 in ﬁbre 37c1 (about 19.52 dB
below the LP11 mode group peak) but much smaller similar coupling in ﬁbre 37c2—a
cursory look at this trace might show no plateau, but there is actually a very minute
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though ﬁnite slope between the LP01 and LP11 mode group discrete peaks, indicating
the presence of a small plateau, at about 27.75 dB below the main LP11 peak.
There is also a similarity shared between the coupling behaviours of both ﬁbres. Looking
at the green (bottom) traces for optimised LP21 launch in both Figures 4.4 and 4.5, it
can be seen that the C11↔21 coupling plateaus (between 5 ps/m and 8 ps/m) are larger
than the C01↔11 plateaus (between 0 ps/m and 4 ps/m) for both ﬁbres, with the former
being at about 21.85 dB and 24.90 dB below the LP11 mode group peak power in 37c1
and 37c2, respectively. This behaviour of stronger coupling between LP11 and LP21 than
between LP01 and LP11 is again similar to what was observed earlier in the 19c HCPBGF 19c2, and reﬂects the general characteristic that the eﬀective indices of HOMs
are closer together than for lower-order modes [11].
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the mode eﬀective indices in 37c PBGFs are more closely
spaced than in 19c PBGFs. This should increase the susceptibility for crosstalk for the
37c case. However, a comparison of the distributed coupling plateaus for all four ﬁbres
shows that their levels appear to be similar. This is likely due to the fact that the larger
core of 37c ﬁbres means that there is less ﬁeld overlap with the glass core surround
surface [10, 12, 148], whose intrinsic roughness is the main cause of mode coupling (and
loss) in the ﬁrst place. Indeed, the loss measurements in Table 4.1 show the possibility
of 37c PBGFs having even lower loss than their 19c counterparts, and referring the
relationship between loss and coupling [36], it might also be possible to reduce crosstalk
in 37c ﬁbres as eﬀorts are made to reduce loss.

4.1.2

Vector Modes

As described in Section 2.2.2 and illustrated in Table 2.1, LP modes are made up of
superpositions of pure vector modes. Each LPl,m mode has two orthogonal states of
polarisation (x, y), giving them 2-fold degeneracy in a perfectly circular ﬁbre [57, 64].
Moreover, for each mode with azimuthal index l > 0 (e.g. LP11 , LP21 , LP12 , etc.),
there are additionally two orthogonal spatial orientations, (even, odd) or colloquially,
(a, b) [93, 95], thus making them 4-fold degenerate [64].
In SCFs where the core/cladding refractive index contrast is low, modes of diﬀerent
spatial orientations within the same LP mode group have propagation constants that
are close together. This means that their degeneracy is preserved, and there will be
negligible delay spread between them, as observed in the ToF traces for the various SCFs
in Chapter 3. Conversely, the index contrast in HC-PBGFs is typically much larger,
with values possibly reaching ∆ > 2.2 [91]. This breaks the degeneracy [86] and causes
the vector components of the LP mode groups to propagate at diﬀerent velocities and
disperse in the time domain. This is evident from the ToF traces of the HC-PBGFs 19c1
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(Figure 4.2), 19c2 (Figure 4.3), and 37c1 (Figure 4.4), where multiple discrete peaks are
visible within the LP11 and LP21 mode groups.
On the other hand, polarisation degeneracy is broken by ﬁbre birefringence [64]. As
an example, the LP11 mode group is composed of diﬀerent paired combinations of the
TE01 , TM01 , and degenerate HE21x/y modes [57, 65, 66]. For an unpolarised launch in
a perfectly circular ﬁbre with large index contrast, one should expect to see three main
peaks in the ToF trace of the mode group, since the two degenerate HE21x/y polarisations
have the same propagation constant [64]. It is only when the ﬁbre does not have circular
symmetry [57, 65], thereby introducing birefringence, that these two HE modes lose their
mutual degeneracy, and as such, would be temporally dispersed. This seems to be the
case in ﬁbre 19c2. It is possible to make out four peaks within the discretely coupled
LP11 mode group (between 7 ps/m and 11 ps/m) in the (green) ToF trace for optimised
LP21 in this ﬁbre (see Figure 4.3, bottom trace). Four peaks within the LP21 mode
group itself can also be roughly seen in the same trace. This suggests that this ﬁbre’s
transverse structure has some level of ellipticity, and that the HE polarisations are no
longer degenerate. Such spreading within the LP modes imposes a diﬃculty in MDM
applications as the dispersion needs to be compensated for if these HOMs are to be used
as individual channels. This requirement relies on receiver-end DSP [95] and therefore
precludes the use of direct detection systems.
On the contrary, visual inspection of the ToF traces for optimised LP11 and LP21 launches
in ﬁbre 37c2 (middle and bottom traces of Figure 4.5) shows that the vector modes within
each respective mode group are not spread out as widely as in other PBGFs (for instance,
compared with the same respective traces for ﬁbre 37c1). In fact, it seems that the vector
mode components in 37c2 have remained as nearly single peaks. This is promising for
data transmission over HOMs using direct detection, i.e. without requiring MIMO DSP,
which is the same method used to detect data sent over LP01 . Section 4.2 describes an
attempt on such transmission using HOMs in this ﬁbre.

4.1.3

Differential Group Delay

From all the ToF traces in Figures 4.2–4.5, the DGDs of the HOMs w.r.t. LP01 are
measured and tabulated in Table 4.6. These are consistent with S2 measurements [75,
93, 94] on these ﬁbres. We see that the DGDs are larger in the 19c PBGFs than in the
37c PBGFs. This can be expected since, as discussed in Section 2.3.3, while the size
of the photonic bandgap is the same for both 19c and 37c core sizes, the latter allows
more guided modes, resulting in a more densely populated bandgap with adjacent modes
having more closely spaced eﬀective indices [11]. Although the group delays of modes
are not directly related to their eﬀective indices—as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.2, they
are determined by the group indices where there is an additional dependence on the
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derivative of the refractive index w.r.t. wavelength [142]—there is still some degree of
proportion between the two.
Table 4.6: Measured DGDs of HC-PBGFs from ToF.
Fibre

∆τ (ps/m)
LP11
LP21

19c1

7.7–10.2

—

19c2

7.8–10.3

18.6–19.7

37c1

4.1–4.9

10.1–12.3

37c2

3.9

8.7

The DGD spectrum of these ﬁbres can also be measured. Figure 4.6 shows a modiﬁed
ToF set-up which is similar to that of Figure 3.3, but with the additional use of an
OSA. Instead of optimising the launch to suppress unwanted modes as for the ER measurements, the PP alignment is adjusted so that multiple modes are excited and their
arrival pulses can be seen simultaneously on the oscilloscope. Here, we are interested
in recording the time delays between the arrivals of OMs. For the experiment, only
measurements for the LP01 and LP11 modes are taken.
OBPF

EDFA

f1

PP

f2

f3

PBGF

OSA
Scope

PFL
Trig

Figure 4.6: ToF set-up for DGD measurements.

Using the OSA to guide the tuning of the OBPF and PFL, DGD values are taken
over a range of wavelengths from 1528 nm to 1562 nm, the dynamic operating range
of the OBPF, which also coincides with the conventional telecommunications C-band.
Note that wavelength tuning is done before DGD measurements are taken (from the
oscilloscope) and the OSA is not concurrently connected to the set-up during the latter,
as indicated by the dashed ﬁbre line in the ﬁgure. That is, the ﬁbre output is alternatively
switched between the OSA and the oscilloscope detector for tuning and measurement,
respectively.
DGD spectrum measurements were performed2 on ﬁbre 37c1 and Figure 4.7 displays the
results. For comparative purposes, the DGD spectrum of ﬁbre 19c2 is also reproduced
with data from [13] and displayed in the same plot. The two LP11 curves for each ﬁbre
(orange ﬁlled and empty triangles/circles) represent the delays of the earliest and latest
2

The experiment on fibre 37c1 was jointly conducted by myself and Jung of the ORC’s PFLG.
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arriving distinguishable LP11 peaks in the ToF traces (equivalent to the orange, middle
traces in Figures 4.3 and 4.4). For ﬁbre 37c1, the DGD between the LP11 and LP01
modes is approximately 4 to 5 ps/m (at λ = 1550 nm), which is about 50% smaller than
that for the 19-cell ﬁbre 19c2 [8, 13, 75]. This is in good agreement with previous S2
results [93, 94], and the general prediction mentioned previously that DGD and core
size are inversely related [11, 12]. In fact, the 1:2 ratio between the LP11 DGDs of 37c1
and 19c2 reﬂects the prediction that 37c PBGFs can support approximately double the
number of air-guided modes than 19c PBGFs (about 80 and 40 modes, respectively) [11,
86, 93, 94]. Moreover, this double ratio is also observed to manifest in the delay spreads
of the vector modes within the LP11 mode group itself, with the LP11 vector mode spread
of 37c1 being approximately half that of 19c2.
DGD spectrum of 37c1 and 19c2
12
19c2, LP01

DGD, ∆τ (ps/m)

10

19c2, LP11
37c1, LP01

8
LP11 (37c1)

6

37c1, LP11
LP11 (19c2)

4
LP01

2
0

1530

1535

1540
1545
1550
Wavelength, λ (nm)

1555

1560

Figure 4.7: DGD measurements of the LP01 and LP11 modes in fibres 37c1 and 19c2.
19c2 results courtesy of N.V. Wheeler and Y. Jung [13].

Continuing with the analysis, it can be seen in Figure 4.7 that varying the wavelength
causes the DGDs of both LP01 and LP11 to change, in both ﬁbres. Such wavelength
dependence of the DGDs suggests some chromatic dispersion in both modes in either
ﬁbre. Furthermore, the DGD variation for 19c2 is starker (i.e. the curves are steeper)
than for 37c1. This means that there is less chromatic dispersion in the latter. From
the DGD curves, the dispersion, for LP01 and LP11 , respectively, is estimated to be
about 21 ps/(nm km) and 46 ps/(nm km) for 19c2, and 7 ps/(nm km) and 18 ps/(nm km)
for 37c1 [93]. The latter LP01 dispersion is lower than the 17 ps/(nm km) typical in
SSMF [6], and shows the competitive potential of HC-PBGFs.
Finally, the lack of crossings between the DGD curves implies the absence of surface
modes propagating in the ﬁbres [8, 13, 75], which concurs with the uninterrupted wide
bandwidths within the C-band observed in previous broadband cutback loss measurements [13, 93].
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Summary

This section has presented ToF measurements on novel 19c and 37c HC-PBGFs. They
have revealed that HOMs can be suppressed to potentially allow single-mode operation,
that distributed mode coupling is present, and that temporal splitting of vector modes is
common in these ﬁbres and more signiﬁcant than in SCFs. The measurements also show
that the DGDs between modes are smaller for larger core sized PBGFs, experimentally
conﬁrming theoretical predictions for 37c PBGFs for the ﬁrst time. Additionally, DGD
spectrum measurements have provided information on chromatic dispersion of individual
modes in these ﬁbres, and also show an absence of surface mode interaction, corroborating
previous transmission spectrum measurements.
Further experiments on the ability of these PBGFs to transmit data are detailed in
Section 4.2. Thereafter, Section 4.3 describes the use of ToF to diagnose unexpected
transmission behaviour in a long-length HC-PBGF, and is followed by Section 4.4, which
brieﬂy outlines ToF measurements in the 2 µm waveband.

4.2

Data Transmission in HC-PBGFs

After having determined suitable mode extinction ratios for the HC-PBGFs under study,
data is sent through them to assess their transmission capability. Two metrics commonly
used for characterisation are the eye diagram and bit error rate (BER).
An eye diagram is obtained by superimposing multiple instances of a signal onto itself
to produce a cumulative trace. These instances are of one or more pulse periods and
it is important that the signal is sampled in synchrony with its period, necessitating
reference from a clock trigger. Because of noise and interference, pulse traces are not
identical to one another and so the amount of degradation from a perfect eye, arising
from the superposition of these imperfect traces, is a gauge of how distorted the signal is.
The eye diagram is assessed in terms of its openness and provides a convenient indication
of the signal quality. If a signal is noisy and/or there is intersymbol interference, the
signal levels can be pushed away from their optimum amplitude positions, resulting in
the closing of the eye. Figure 4.8 depicts an example of an eye diagram for the back-toback case in a 10 Gbit/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-oﬀ keying (OOK) direct detection
measurement, which shows a clean open eye. The quality of a signal determines its ability
to reliably carry data, and so the eye diagram is inherently related to the BER [149].
The BER of a (binary) communications system is deﬁned as the rate at which bit decisions are erroneously made at the receiver. This is a summed probability and can be
expressed as [6]
BER = Pr (1) Pr (0|1) + Pr (0) Pr (1|0),

(4.1)
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Figure 4.8: Example of an open eye in an eye diagram.

where Pr (0) and Pr (1) denote the probabilities of receiving the bits 0 and 1, respectively,
Pr (1|0) is the probability of the receiver deciding 1 when 0 is received, and vice versa for

Pr (0|1). In ideal random systems, the probabilities of receiving either 0 or 1 are equal
and so Pr (0) = Pr (1) = 1/2. Therefore (4.1) reduces to
BER =


1
Pr (0|1) + Pr (1|0) .
2

(4.2)

Proper characterisation usually takes BER values for a range of received optical power
levels. The BER trend against received signal power is measured for both the ﬁbre being
tested and the back-to-back (B2B) case, which uses the same transmission set-up sans
the FUT, i.e. the transmitter is connected directly to the receiver. A generally accepted
level for reliable communications is a BER of 10−9 [14], and any increase in the received
power through a ﬁbre channel required to achieve the same BER as the B2B case at this
level is denoted as the power penalty of the channel.
Usually, a visual inspection of the eye diagram is suﬃcient to qualitatively assess whether or not a FUT can be used for data transmission. Only when further quantitative
assessment of the transmission performance is needed are BER tests performed. All
transmission experiments in this section were done at the 1550 nm telecommunications
wavelength.

4.2.1

Experimental Transmission Set-Up

Figure 4.9 shows the set-up for data transmission at 10 Gbit/s. The signal generator (SG)
outputs a 10 GHz periodic signal that drives the bit pattern generator (BPG), which

produces a 231 − 1 bit-long pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) at a bit rate of

Rb = 10 Gbit/s. This is ampliﬁed by the radio-frequency ampliﬁer (RFA) and fed to a
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), which uses OOK to modulate light at a wavelength of
λ = 1550 nm coming from the continuous wave laser (CWL). The components mentioned
thus far make up the transmitter (Tx). The modulated light signal passes through
a polarisation controller (PC), is ampliﬁed by EDFA1 , and proceeds to the free-space
arrangement similar to that in Figure 3.3. The light is focussed into the FUT and after
propagating through it, is focussed back into an SSMF pigtail via the collimation lenses
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f4 and f5 , which both have focal lengths of 4.5 mm.3 On the receiver end, the variable
optical attenuator (VOA) is used to control the received power so as to enable taking a
range of BER measurements. At this stage, the signal is split using a 50:50 coupler, with
one arm being monitored by a power meter (PM) and the other continuing to the rest of
the receiver. The latter starts with a second EDFA (EDFA2 ) acting as a pre-ampliﬁer,
followed by an OBPF that is tuned and optimised to suppress any sidebands (as seen on
a separate OSA) introduced by the EDFA. The signal is split again using another 50:50
coupler, with the secondary arm this time going to a digital communications analyser
(DCA)—which is triggered by the BPG—for monitoring the eye diagram. The signal in
the primary arm is fed to the receiver (Rx), which detects the optical signal and converts
it to an electrical one. The electrical data is inputted into the error analyser (EA), which
makes BER calculations based on the reference PRBS provided by the BPG. The Rx
also supplies a clock signal (Clk) to the EA for synchronisation with the Tx; this Clk is
itself received from the BPG (not shown). The inclusion of the PC is to optimise the
signal power through the observably polarisation sensitive PBGF FUTs. Optimisation
is done by maximising the eye opening on the DCA. For comparison purposes, BER/eye
diagram measurements are also taken for the B2B case (the dashed red line in the ﬁgure).
This set-up includes a free-space arrangement for launching light into unconnectorised
FUTs. In cases where the FUT is already connectorised with SSMF pigtails, the freespace components can be omitted and the ﬁbre patch cords can be connected in the same
way as the B2B case. This latter method only permits single-mode transmission.
B2B
MZM

PC

EDFA1

f1

PP

f2

f3

FUT

f4

f5

CWL
λ = 1550 nm
RFA
Clk

SG

OBPF EDFA2

BPG
10010

10 GHz

EA
Trig

Data

50 : 50

VOA
50 : 50

Rx
DCA

PM

Figure 4.9: 10 Gbit/s data transmission set-up.

Whereas the 10 Gbit/s system is suﬃcient to show if FUTs can transmit data, and indeed
most of the transmission tests in this thesis were performed with that set-up, the ORC
also possesses a 40 Gbit/s system, from SHF Communication Technologies AG, that
incorporates a built-in transmitter (Tx), among other modules. The set-up is mostly
3

These focal lengths were chosen to optimise the coupling efficiency.
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similar to that in Figure 4.9, with the only diﬀerences being a modularised Tx, and that
the SG clocks at 40 GHz.

4.2.2

Single-Mode Transmission Over HC-PBGF

Motivated by the high ERs from ToF measurements on the various PBGFs in Section 4.1.1,
transmission tests were performed to experimentally assess their single-mode data transmission ability. Using the set-up in Figure 4.9, 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK data was sent over
the fundamental mode through ﬁbres 19c1 and 19c2. The eye diagrams were taken and
are displayed in Figure 4.10
(a)

(b)

19c1 with spliced pigtails

19c1

(c)

(d)

19c2

B2B

Figure 4.10: Eye diagrams for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission through
(a) 19c1, (b) 19c1 with spliced pigtails, and (c) 19c2. (d) B2B case.

Figures 4.10a and 4.10c show the eye diagrams for ﬁbres 19c1 and 19c2, respectively,
where the free-space arrangement was used to couple light into the PBGFs. Both eyes
show some degradation from the B2B case in Figure 4.10d, but are still clearly open,
indicating that both ﬁbres can transmit single-mode data decently. The eye of 19c2
is slightly more closed than that of 19c1, suggesting poorer transmission performance.
Although this is in contradiction to the comparative loss measurements for these ﬁbres
in Table 4.1, it could be that the HOMs are lossier in 19c1, and loss measurements over
an optimised LP01 launch may possibly reveal lower attenuation than in 19c2.
Within the MODE-GAP context, ﬁbre 19c1 was to be used by a collaborating company for low-latency trials, and its ends were spliced with SSMF pigtail connectors. Figure 4.10b depicts the transmission result for the ﬁbre with pigtails, and the eye diagram
shows small but noticeable degradation from the unconnectorised case in Figure 4.10a.
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This suggests that the splices might be introducing some loss in the ﬁbre and impairing
the performance. The ﬁbre was eventually reconnectorised and subsequently performed
better,4 but the result in Figure 4.10b is included to demonstrate the diagnostic ability
of this transmission trial.

4.2.3

The First Data Transmission Through a 37c HC-PBGF

Fibre 37c1 was the ﬁrst 37c HC-PBGF ever fabricated with a low 4.5 dB/km loss at
1550 nm and a wide 3-dB bandwidth of 85 nm [94]. The promising ToF characterisation
results encouraged single-mode data transmission trials to be carried out, the ﬁrst ever
on a PBGF of this core size.
40 Gbit/s NRZ OOK was transmitted over LP01 through this ﬁbre using the set-up in
Figure 4.9, but with the aforementioned 40 Gbit/s modiﬁcations.5 The eye diagram and
BER results are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.

(a) LP01

(b) B2B

Figure 4.11: Eye diagrams for 40 Gbit/s NRZ OOK transmission over (a) LP01
through fibre 37c1 and (b) the B2B link.

Observing the two eye diagrams in Figure 4.11, there is slight degradation in the signal
after propagating through the PBGF. Nevertheless, the eye in Figure 4.11a is still clearly
open, indicating that the signal has not suﬀered much distortion. Complementing the eye
diagram, the BER results in Figure 4.12 show that the ﬁbre exerts minimal degradation
on the signal, with a received power penalty of < 1 dB at a BER of 10−9 . This is
very encouraging for error-free transmission and demonstrates the capability of the 37c
HC-PBGF in single-mode regime communications. These results were published in [94].
In addition to predicting good single-mode transmission, the ERs and distributed coupling measured via ToF for this ﬁbre in Section 4.1.1 suggested that while the levels of
crosstalk across HOMs are not as low as for the fundamental mode, they might still be
good enough for MDM transmission. The ﬁbre was subsequently used by Sleiﬀer and
4
5

These later results were unfortunately not available at the time of writing.
These measurements were taken with the help of Y. Jung and F. Parmigiani from the ORC.
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BER for 37c1, ℓ = 310 m, R b = 40 Gbit/s
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Figure 4.12: BER measurements for 40 Gbit/s NRZ OOK transmission over LP01
through fibre 37c1.

other MODE-GAP collaborators in an MDM trial with MIMO DSP employed to counter the eﬀects of modal dispersion within the higher-order mode groups.6 Three modes
{LP01 , LP11a , LP11b } were multiplexed (MUX) using free-space optics. Each was launched with a time-delayed replica of a 96-channel WDM, 256 Gbit/s dual-polarisation,

DP-16QAM signal. Selective mode excitation was done through a similar phase plate
arrangement as in Figure 3.3. The modal beams were combined using beam splitters
and the resulting combination was launched into ﬁbre 37c1 via the telecentric arrangement. After transmission over the 310 m-long PBGF, the modes were demultiplexed in
a manner reciprocal [51] to the MUX setup7 (but without the telecentric system). Data
from the three arms were collected and processed oﬄine using MIMO DSP to decouple
the signals. The BERs measured were all under the forward error correction limit, indicating that reliable communications had been achieved. In addition to this being the
ﬁrst demonstration of MDM transmission in a 37c HC-PBGF, the aggregate data rate
was an impressive 73.7 Tbit/s, a record for HC-PBGFs. This was reported in [93] and
[95].
6

In this work, the modal characterisation and single-mode transmission experiments were done at the
ORC and subsequently, the MDM transmission trials were carried out at then Nokia Siemens Networks
(NSN) (now reorganised as Coriant Gmbh) in Munich, Germany. My contributions were largely in the
former, most of which has been covered in the preceding sections of this chapter. As such, the following
description on MDM is kept brief.
7
See [95], Fig. 2 for the complete schematic.
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4.2.4

MDM Data Transmission Over HOMs Using Direct Detection

The success of the MDM experiment mentioned in Section 4.2.3 relied on oﬄine MIMO
DSP, thereby increasing the complexity of the system. Direct detection removes this
dependence. Prompted by the apparent single peak ToF proﬁles of the LP11 and LP21
modes in ﬁbre 37c2 (see Figure 4.5 and Section 4.1.2), an MDM data transmission test
using direct detection without any MIMO processing in the receiver was attempted. The
set-up is similar to that in Figure 4.9, except with an additional 4-region phase plate
(leftmost in Figure 3.5) between lenses f4 and f5 to enable the reception of HOMs by
mapping them back to LP01 . NRZ OOK data was transmitted at 10 Gbit/s over the
ﬁbre in the single-mode regime using LP01 , LP11 , and LP21 . Figure 4.13 shows the eye
diagrams obtained.

(a) B2B

(b) LP01

(c) LP11 , optimal

(d) LP11 , suboptimal

(e) LP21 , optimal

(f) LP21 , suboptimal

Figure 4.13: Eye diagrams for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK (a) B2B link and transmission
through fibre 37c2 with direct detection using (b) LP01 , (c, d) LP11 , and (e, f) LP21 .

The eye openings for LP11 and LP21 are observed to be much smaller than for LP01 ,
even at optimum received power. When the received power was lowered, the LP11 and
LP21 eyes closed completely, as seen in Figures 4.13d and 4.13f, suggesting that there
is considerable intersymbol intereference. This could imply that the intra-group modal
dispersion (dispersion among the constituent vector modes) of the LP11 and LP21 mode
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groups, while smaller than that in say ﬁbre 37c1, is still large enough for direct detection
not to work reliably. It was therefore decided not to continue further with BER tests.
However, there is conﬁdence in the premise that direct detection may be still successfully
employed where HOMs have minimal vector spreading, and a plan has been conceived to
re-attempt the experiment when a suitable HC-PBGF satisfying that property becomes
available.

4.2.5

Other Trials

The collaborations between the ORC and external partners, in projects such as MODEGAP, have established an ecosystem where many ﬁbres produced by the ORC are used
in various communications experiments by our collaborators. This often requires quick
pre-experiment data transmission trials, usually in the single-mode regime, to check if
the ﬁbres can indeed transmit information. A number of these tests have been performed
by myself, and this subsection describes tests to check the transmission in one particular
19c HC-PBGF that was used by our partners at the University of Bristol for experiments
in data centre networks. This partnership is part of the FP7 project called “Combining
Optics and SDN In next Generation data centre Networks” or COSIGN, which leverages
on advances in optics to build next-generation data centre architectures [150].
The ﬁbre is a 400 m sample that was cut into 3 × 100 m sections and 6 × 10 m sections, to
be used as low-latency ﬁbre links in a data centre test bed. Using the set-up in Figure 4.9,

10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission was carried out on the various lengths,
including the full 400 m before it was chopped, and Figure 4.14 displays the resultant
(b)

(a)

100 m sample

400 m FUT

(c)

(d)

10 m sample

B2B

Figure 4.14: Eye diagrams for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission through
a 19c HC-PBGF used for data centre experiments. (a) 400 m full length, (b) 100 m
sample, (c) 10 m sample, and (d) B2B case.
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representative eye diagrams. Note that each sample was connectorised with SMF pigtails
and no free-space launching arrangement was required.
The clearly open eyes in all cases compared to the B2B case shows that reliable data
transmission has been achieved for each length sample. With this conﬁrmation, the
samples were sent to the University of Bristol for data centre trials, the results of which
are presented in [102] and [103].
In the next section, the gears are switched back to the ToF context, where the technique
is used to study a misbehaving long-length HC-PBGF.

4.3

Diagnosing HC-PBGF Performance Using ToF

In 2015, Chen et al. from the MOFG at the ORC fabricated and presented, in [108], a
record-length 11 km 19c HC-PBGF, whose SEM cross-section is shown in Figure 4.15. It
was the ﬁrst PBGF having a continuous span of such a length, and measurements, enabled by the recently developed optical side scattering radiometry (OSSR) technique [135],
showed it to have high longitudinal consistency and a modest though decent loss value
of ∼ 5 dB/km. Data transmission trials over the C-band at 10 Gbit/s using both coherent transmission (QPSK) and direct detection (OOK) on LP01 measured ≤ 2 dB power

penalty from the B2B case, demonstrating good single-mode operation [108].

Figure 4.15: SEM cross-section of the record-length 19c HC-PBGF. Courtesy of S.R.
Sandoghchi [111].

As part of our contributions to the MODE-GAP project, the ﬁbre was chopped into three
segments, Band A (3.5 km), Band B (3.5 km), and Band C (4 km), to be used in recirculating loop experiments, performed by Coriant and other collaborators, to demonstrate
long-distance, low-latency transmission. However, quick pre-trial transmission tests after
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the sectioning revealed degraded performance in some bands, as shown in the eye diagrams in Figure 4.16 for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission.8,9,10 Whereas
band B transmitted cleanly with an open eye, bands A and C had eyes that were not
only severly closed, but also unstable, which indicated the presence of signal distortion
and interference.
(a)

(b)

Band B

Band A

(c)

(d)

Band C

B2B

Figure 4.16: Eye diagrams for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission through
(a) band A (b) band B, and (c) band C of the long-length 19c HC-PBGF. (d) B2B case.

This prompted further tests, including ToF, to determine the origin of the degradation
and possible remedies. The tests described in this section are my contribution to the
overall investigation work that involved more than a dozen researchers from the ORC,
each performing various tasks, e.g. OTDR, cutback measurements, connector splicing,
data transmission, ﬁbre respooling and preparation, etc.

4.3.1

Initial ToF Diagnostics

To determine if mode coupling or other eﬀects were the culprit for the poor performance
of the bands, ToF was measured on them using the set-up in Figure 3.3 (omitting the
8
Note that all bands were connectorised with SSMF pigtails, and so no free-space launch set-up was
needed.
9
The results for band B as well as the B2B case were obtained from measurements that were conducted
by Z. Liu of the ORC, with my assistance.
10
Some of the eye diagrams look different because they were measured on different instruments. Nevertheless, the set-ups used were the same.
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PC). At ﬁrst, both the ends, SoP and EoP,11 of each FUT had spliced SSMF pigtail
connectors, and so the free-space launching arrangement was not used. To simulate loss,
a VOA was added after the FUT, and a second EDFA, acting as a receiver pre-ampliﬁer,
was used to boost the signal after having travelled over the > km-length distance through
the ﬁbre. Figure 4.17 shows the modiﬁed experimental set-up.
OBPF
PFL

FUT

EDFA1
b

VOA
b

EDFA2
Scope

1550 nm
Trig

Figure 4.17: ToF experimental set-up for long-length fibre diagnostics.

Band A was addressed ﬁrst. Measurements were taken in both directions of the ﬁbre, and
showed little diﬀerence. The pigtail connectors were then successively removed to explore
their eﬀect on the ﬁbre behaviour. Several cases were measured. First, the pigtail at
the output end (at the time, EoP) was discarded and the PBGF was reconnected to the
set-up via bare ﬁbre adapter. Next, the FUT direction was reversed and in this case, the
free-space arrangement was used to launch light into the bare PBGF EoP input. Finally,
the remaining connectorised end (SoP) also had its pigtail removed. The B2B case with
the FUT was also measured and used as a reference. The following list enumerates
these steps and deﬁnes the legend nomenclature in Figure 4.18, which summarises the
measured results.
1. Back-to-back case: “B2B reference”
2. Both FUT sides connectorised, EoP to SoP direction: “Pigtail/EoP→Pigtail/SoP”
3. Both FUT sides connectorised, (reverse) SoP to EoP direction: “Pigtail/SoP→Pigtail/EoP”
4. EoP pigtail removed, (same) SoP to EoP direction: “Pigtail/SoP→Bare/EoP”
5. EoP pigtail removed, (reverse) EoP to SoP direction: “Bare/EoP→Pigtail/SoP”
6. Both SoP and EoP pigtails removed, (same) EoP to SoP direction: “Bare/EoP→
Bare/SoP” 12
Firstly, in deference to the technique of using ToF to detect defects (ﬁrst demonstrated
in [136] and described in detail in Chapter 6), the absence of discrete peaks away from
11
The labels SoP and EoP refer to the sides of the fibre identified as “Start of Pull” and “End of Pull”,
respectively, following fabrication nomenclature.
12
Note that the case with both ends’ pigtails removed was not tested in the SoP to EoP direction,
in order not to disturb the free-space alignment that was already optimised for the previous reverse
direction.
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Comparative ToF for Band A
B2B reference
Pigtail/EoP→Pigtail/SoP
Pigtail/SoP→Pigtail/EoP
Pigtail/SoP→Bare/EoP
Bare/EoP→Pigtail/SoP
Bare/EoP→Bare/SoP

Normalised power, P (A.U.)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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2
3
Relative delay, ∆t (ns)
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5

Figure 4.18: ToF for various connection and direction cases on band A of the longlength HC-PBGF after fundamental mode selective launch.

the main LP01 launched peak rules out major longitudinal defects as the cause of the
degraded performance. This was conﬁrmed by independent OTDR measurements taken
by other MOFG members.
Compared to the B2B reference, the ToF results from all test cases exhibit some level
of distributed mode coupling, as seen by the plateau from about 0.9 to 4.8 ns, after the
main impulse. Whereas the plateau level is similar in all other cases, it is discernibly
higher for the case where both SSMF pigtail connectors were removed. This implies
that while there is still some remnant distributed coupling occurring when either or both
FUT ends are connectorised, the SSMF pigtails do eﬀect some suppression on the HOM
content in the ﬁbre. Without the ﬁltering eﬀect of the pigtails, the distributed coupling
is more severe (the cyan plateau is roughly twice as high as the others). This suggests
that it is the mode coupling that degrades the ﬁbre’s performance, and at the same time,
absolves the pigtail connectors from blame due to any poor splices.
To further conﬁrm that the raised plateaus in the ToF indeed result from mode coupling,
the output end of the FUT was wrapped about 20 times around a ∼ 3 mm-diameter

mandrel to strip oﬀ the HOMs. ToF measurements were taken and Figure 4.19 shows
the results for two repeated wrapping cases Wrap1 and Wrap2.13 In both cases, there is a
clear suppression of the plateau compared to the unwrapped case. The earlier ToF result
when the FUT still had pigtail connectors (i.e. Pigtail/EoP→Pigtail/SoP) is also plotted
for comparison, and it is observed that the distributed plateaus in the mandrel-wrapped
cases have diminished to a similar level as this case. This provides validation for the fact
13

The launch alignment was still preserved from earlier, and so these measurements were taken in the
same EoP→SoP direction.
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that mode coupling is indeed present, and also shows that mandrel wrapping can reduce
the distributed coupling by a similar amount as the ﬁltering eﬀect of connectorised SSMF
pigtails. The fact that the plateau could not be suppressed any further, even with such
a tight mandrel wrap, prompted investigation into the cause of the mode coupling.
Comparative ToF for band A, with mandrel wrapping
B2B reference
Pigtailed
Unwrapped
Wrap1
Wrap2

Normalised power, P (A.U.)
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0.8
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Relative delay, ∆t (ns)
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Figure 4.19: ToF for mandrel-wrapped band A of the long-length HC-PBGF after
fundamental mode selective launch.

4.3.2

Effects of Respooling

It was suspected that mechanical issues pertaining to how bands A and C were spooled
on their bobbins were the cause of the observed distributed mode coupling. Band C was
respooled ﬁrst, by MOFG members, using lower spooling speed and tension. Meanwhile,
band A’s pigtail connectors were respliced.
ToF measurements were taken again as depicted in Figure 4.20,14 which includes the
result for band B as well. The plot shows that the respooled band C has much less
distributed mode coupling than band A, and its plateau is now very close to that of
band B (which itself is small but ﬁnite). This conﬁrms the suspicion that the distributed
coupling in band C was caused by the way that it was originally spooled. As for band A,
whose previous pigtailed and bare ﬁbre results are also plotted for comparison, the ToF
trace for the case with newly spliced pigtails closely matches that for its original pigtails,
demonstrating the repeatability of the splice procedure.
Due to the long ﬁbre lengths, pulses are broadened by dispersion, as observed in the
ToF traces. To reverse this eﬀect, a 220 m dispersion-compensating ﬁbre (DCF) was
14

This figure is plotted against the relative delay per unit length, to account for the different band
lengths.
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Comparative ToF for bands of long-length HC-PBGF
B2B reference
Band A, original pigtails
Band A, bare
Band A, new pigtails
Band B
Band C, respooled
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Figure 4.20: ToF for various bands of the long-length HC-PBGF after fundamental
mode selective launch.

concatenated after the FUT. Figure 4.21 shows the corresponding reduction in dispersioninduced pulse broadening for bands A and B, after a DCF was added. Because of the
narrowing of the temporal extent of the pulse, the DCF also ﬂattens the distributed
coupling plateaus for both bands.
Comparative ToF for bands of long-length HC-PBGF, with DCF
B2B reference
Band A
Band A + DCF
Band B
Band B + DCF
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Figure 4.21: ToF for bands A and B of the long-length HC-PBGF after fundamental
mode selective launch, with dispersion compensation.

With the results from band C showing that the spooling does aﬀect the level of mode
coupling, band A was also respooled. However during the respooling process, an 800 m
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section accidentally broke oﬀ, resulting a shorter 2.7 km band, labelled A1. ToF measurements were taken again and Figure 4.22 displays the results, where the distributed
coupling plateau has decreased for the respooled case, as expected.
Comparative ToF for band A, before and after respooling
B2B reference
Band A
Band A1, respooled
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Figure 4.22: ToF for respooled band A1 and original band A of the long-length HCPBGF after fundamental mode selective launch.

To verify that distributed mode coupling was causing ﬁbres to perform poorly, data
transmission tests were carried out on the respooled bands A1 and C. Figure 4.23a displays the eye diagram for band A1, showing a marked improvement over the case before
the respooling (Figure 4.16a). This indicates that the distributed coupling occurring in
the originally spooled band A was indeed the culprit for its previous poorer performance.
Band C was also tested,15 and while there was an improvement since before the respooling, its eye diagram is not as clean as that of band A1. Figure 4.23b shows the eye
diagram of transmission through band C concatenated with band A1, and a comparison
with Figure 4.23a conﬁrms that the degraded eye is indeed a result of band C.
An attempt was made to improve band C’s performance by respooling it a second time
(done by MOFG fabricators). Figure 4.24 shows the result of ToF measurements taken
following this, and includes the previous measurement for the case before the second
respooling. Unfortunately, there is no observable reduction in the distributed coupling
plateau between the ﬁrst and second respooling; in fact the plateau for the second respooled case seems to be marginally higher than that before it. This is corroborated by
additional data transmission tests16 on band C, which showed a slightly more degraded
15

Data was also sent through band C on its own and the eye diagram resembled Figure 4.23b. This
test was conducted by Liu and the eye diagram image was not readily available at the time of writing.
16
These additional tests were also conducted by Liu and the results were unavailable at the time of
writing.
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(a) Band A1

(b) Bands C + A1

Figure 4.23: Eye diagrams for 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK single-mode transmission through
respooled bands (a) A1 and (b) C of the long-length 19c HC-PBGF.

eye diagram than before the second respooling, though nevertheless improved from the
original spooling case in Figure 4.16c.
Comparative ToF for band C, before and after 2nd respooling
B2B reference
Band C, 1st respool
Band C, 2nd respool

Normalised power, P (A.U.)
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0.6
0.4
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Figure 4.24: ToF for band C of the long-length HC-PBGF after fundamental mode
selective launch, before and after the second respooling.

Whereas it is clear that mechanical aspects of spooling are responsible for the observed
distributed mode coupling in the bands, the exact cause has not yet been determined.
One might suppose that vector splitting due to mechanically-aggravated birefringence
could have an impact. However, this is unlikely because, as discussed in Section 4.1.2,
such vector eﬀects typically manifest from discrete as opposed to distributed coupling.
Any resultant features in the ToF trace would therefore more likely appear as multiple discrete peaks within a HOM group, rather than as a continuous plateau between
mode groups. On the other hand, a more plausible cause might be microbending due to
mechanical perturbations. From theoretical investigations [117], it is understood that microbending does have the potential to induce distributed coupling in HC-PBGFs. Further
studies on this issue are currently ongoing, and at this stage, conclusions are reserved.
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4.3.3

Aftermath

With the respooled bands performing better than their respective originally spooled
cases, all three bands (including B, and with A1 and C having mandrel wraps to suppress
HOMs) were sent to our MODE-GAP collaborators Coriant. There, bands A1 and B were
eventually used in the ﬁrst ever recirculating loop experiment over HC-PBGF, achieving
a record reach of 74.8 km using 40 Gbit/s DP-QPSK transmission. This demonstration
has paved the way for HC-PBGFs going beyond short-reach communications, and has
opened up their potential for low-latency metropolitan applications, e.g. high-frequency
trading networks [109].
The investigation detailed in this section has demonstrated the diagnostic ability of the
ToF method in assessing the performance of ﬁbres, especially those of multi-kilometre
lengths. The next section moves away from the C-band and describes ToF measurements
at the 2 µm-wavelength region.

4.4

2 µm Waveband ToF Measurements

There have been eﬀorts to exploit the lowest-loss wavelength region of 2 µm for data
transmission in HC-PBGFs. Over 99 % of the light in PBGFs propagates in air [151],
allowing them to avoid the infrared absorption losses associated with solid-core silica
ﬁbres [10]. At a predicted minimum attenuation of 0.13 dB/km, not only would PBGFs
outperform conventional SSMFs [10], but they would also oﬀer room for data capacity
expansion beyond the heavily utilised C-band [28]. Early works have demonstrated
transmission in the single-channel [104] as well as WDM [105] regimes. As with the
1550 nm-wavelength region, modal characterisation is critical for assessing the suitability
of 2 µm-designed PBGFs for single-mode and/or MDM applications. Again, ToF provides
a useful tool. This section describes ToF measurements on a recently fabricated multikilometre-length 19c HC-PBGF. The work was jointly carried out between Chen of the
ORC’s MOFG, and myself, and thus the description is kept brief.

4.4.1

2 µm-Wavelength Measurement Set-Up

The measurement set-up is shown in Figure 4.25. This is a modiﬁcation of the set-up in
Figure 3.3 to enable measurements at and around 2 µm. A number of the components are
home-built or manually assembled, due to the lack of availability of commercial versions,
unlike for the 1550 nm case. In the set-up, the pulse generator (PG) electronically drives
the laser diode (LD) to emit optical pulses of 1 ns duration, at a wavelength of 1988 nm,17
and at a repetition rate of 1 MHz. The signal is ampliﬁed by a home-built thulium-doped
17

This wavelength is within the transmission bandwidth of the fibres that were tested.
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ﬁbre ampliﬁer (TDFA) before being launched into the FUT via the free-space lens and
phase plate (PP) arrangement which is similar to that in Figure 3.3. The PP is a
2-region version designed for the 2 µm region, which can excite either LP01 or LP11 .
After propagating through the FUT, the optical beam is collimated and coupled into the
2 µm-region free-space photodetector (PD)18 by lens f4 (focal length = 4.5 mm).19 The
PD converts the detected optical signal into an electrical signal. This is ampliﬁed the
radio-frequency ampliﬁer (RFA) and subsequently displayed on the oscilloscope, which
is triggered by the PG.20
PG

LD

TDFA

f1

PP

f2

f3

FUT

f4

PD

RFA
Scope

1988 nm
Trig

Figure 4.25: ToF experimental set-up for 2 µm-wavelength measurements.

4.4.2

Characterisation of a HC-PBGF in the 2 µm-Wavelength Region

A 3.8 km 19c HC-PBGF was fabricated by Chen et al. in the ORC’s MOFG for operation
within the 2 µm waveband. Figure 4.26 shows the SEM cross-section.

Figure 4.26: SEM cross-section of a 19c HC-PBGF designed for operation in the
2 µm-wavelength region. Courtesy of S.R. Sandoghchi [111].

To determine the possibility of single-mode transmission on this ﬁbre, ToF measurements
were carried out, using the set-up in Figure 4.25. The launch optics were optimised for
an LP01 launch and Figure 4.27a displays the resultant trace, showing good suppression
18

A connectorised photodetector arrangement is also possible. A free-space version was available to

us.
19

This focal length was chosen to optimise the coupling efficiency.
The experiments using this set-up were conducted by Chen and myself. The set-up itself was
assembled by us, with the assistance of Jung, Slavík, and Alam of the ORC.
20
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of HOMs. To show that the ﬁbre actually does support HOMs, the PP was adjusted
such that the incident beam would hit a position roughly at the binary phase interface.
Figure 4.27b shows the ToF trace obtained, where HOM features can be seen, delayed
from the main LP01 peak. In both cases, the B2B case (without the FUT) was measured and used for reference. These results indicate that it is indeed possible to operate
this ﬁbre in the single-mode regime, without strong HOM content. Its suitability for
MDM applications has not yet been determined. Among other things, this necessitates
achieving optimised launches of HOMs to measure extinction ratios as well as modedependent propagation losses, and these are possibilities for future work. Nonetheless,
the principles, requirements, and limitations of realising MDM in the C-band should
translate analogously to the 2 µm waveband.
(a)

(b)
Unoptimised Excitation

LP01 Optimised Excitation
0.8
B2B reference
HC-PBGF

0.04
Amplitude (A.U.)

Amplitude (A.U.)

0.6
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0.4

0.2

0

B2B reference
HC-PBGF
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0

0
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Relative delay per unit time (ps/m)
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15
Relative delay per unit time (ps/m)

Figure 4.27: ToF for a 3.8 km-long 19c HC-PBGF operating in the 2 µm-wavelength
region. (a) LP01 optimised launch. (b) Unoptimised launch attempting to excite HOMs.

This ﬁbre was presented in [111] as an achievement of a multi-kilometre 2 µm 19c HCPBGF. Single-mode data transmission at 52 Gbit/s was also demonstrated on it and
presented in [112]. This section has shown the diversity of the ToF method for characterisation beyond the C-band.

4.5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter has presented a collection of characterisation measurements on HC-PBGFs
fabricated at the ORC. Through various experiments performed, predominantly using
the ToF method, on 19c PBGFs and the ﬁrst ever fabricated 37c PBGFs, information
about the modal characteristics in these ﬁbres has been obtained. Firstly, all attempts
at optimised LP01 launches and a few optimised HOM launches achieved ERs in excess
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of 20 dB, showing the potential for use as reliable single-mode data channels. Secondly,
analysis of the peaks within LP modes suggests that the vector modes in PBGFs do
not preserve spatial orientation and polarisation degeneracy to an observable extent,
owing to the large core/cladding index diﬀerence and ellipticity-induced birefringence,
respectively, in the ﬁbre structures. This is a challenge for MDM transmission as complex
DSP is required to compensate for the dispersion within the modes. In one 37c PBGF
(37c2) though, it was found that this characteristic did not apparently manifest strongly,
where the LP modes appeared as single peaks in the ToF traces, hinting at possible use
in direct detection-based MDM. However, subsequent MDM tests using direct detection
showed that transmission was poor over the HOMs, suggesting that the intra-group
temporal spreading is still not small enough for reliable detection. Nevertheless, the
prospect remains that it might still be possible to use direct detection on HOMs with
even lower vector mode spreading, and these results have established an upper bound
on these limits. Lastly, DGD measurements showed a decreasing trend as the core size
is enlarged, in agreement with theoretical predictions. They also revealed the presence
of chromatic dispersion in these PBGFs, and by showing an absence of surface mode
behaviour, conﬁrmed wide-bandwidth characteristics measured from prior broadband
cutback tests.
Data transmission trials were carried out on the HC-PBGFs to assess their transmission
abilities. These included comparative 10 Gbit/s tests through the various 19c PBGFs,
as well as a 40 Gbit/s test on ﬁbre 37c1, the ﬁrst transmission demonstration on a 37c
HC-PBGF. The ﬁbre was subsequently used in a high-capacity MDM trial conducted by
our MODE-GAP project collaborators, achieving a record 73.7 Tbit/s transmission over
PBGF. Other transmission trials included the aforementioned direct-detection MDM test
on ﬁbre (37c2), as well as quick checking tests on a sectioned 19c HC-PBGF that was
used by our COSIGN project partners in low-latency data centre demonstrations.
The ToF method was used to diagnose the behaviour of a sectioned 11 km record-length
19c HC-PBGF, which appeared to perform poorly in transmission checks after sectioning.
Through a series of systematic measurements, it was discovered that distributed mode
coupling was responsible for the poor performance, and that it was caused by how the
individual sectioned bands were originally spooled. Subsequent respooling eﬀorts by
group members managed to reduce the levels of distributed coupling in the bands and
improve their transmission performance. Thereafter, the bands were used, by MODEGAP partners, to demonstrate for the ﬁrst time, recirculating loop transmission over
HC-PBGF, achieving a record reach of 74.8 km using 40 Gbit/s DP-QPSK, which shows
the potential for HC-PBGFs beyond short-reach applications. The investigation that
enabled this demonstration highlights the diagnostic ability of the ToF technique.
Finally, a brief description was given of supportive work on ToF characterisation at the
2 µm-wavelength region, the region of predicted lowest loss in HC-PBGFs. A modiﬁed
ToF measurement set-up was presented and measurements were made on a long 3.8 km
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19c HC-PBGF operating in this waveband. Results showed that while the ﬁbre supports
HOMs, the fundamental mode can be selectively launched to allow for single-mode communication. Future work can be done to try to optimise the launching of HOMs, so that
their individual behaviours in this ﬁbre can be studied.
The next two chapters further develop the ToF method in terms of interpreting its results
and extending its utility. Chapter 5 describes a simulation model to study the mode
propagation and coupling behaviour in multimode ﬁbres. These have direct implications
on measured ToF traces. Chapter 6 presents a technique, enabled by ToF, to inspect
longitudinal defects in ﬁbres, particularly HC-PBGFs.
The usefulness of ToF in enabling other related but distinct experiments comes about as
a result of its simplicity, real-time response, and direct access to temporal data. Several
of such experiments are described in Appendix D.

Chapter 5

Modelling the Propagation of Modes
The ToF measurements in the previous two chapters provide numerous pieces of information about the modal behaviour in both solid-core and hollow-core multimode ﬁbres,
such as DMD, discrete and distributed coupling, and modal extinctions. In particular,
information about mode coupling is vital to assess a ﬁbre’s suitability for single-mode
or MDM data transmission. While experimental measurements can give a qualitative
sensing of the amount of mode coupling occurring in a ﬁbre, the levels of coupling are
diﬃcult to quantify, purely based on measured data. A model that simulates the physical
processes within ﬁbres as modes propagate through them is useful to address this need.
This chapter describes the simulation of mode propagation and coupling in multimode
ﬁbres, based on modelling the physical propagation phenomena as the coupled power
equation (2.5). To simulate the ﬁbre processes requires numerically solving this equation.
The formulation of the simulation is outlined in Section 5.1, which describes how each of
the various physical eﬀects are encoded. Two diﬀerent solver methods are also detailed
and compared. In Section 5.2, the simulation is implemented to study the how power
evolves as it travels through the ﬁbre and is aﬀected by attenuation, mode coupling,
and DMD. This gives insight into what determines the shapes of ToF output traces and
aids in their interpretation. Section 5.3 describes a procedure that can be applied to
ﬁt simulated traces onto measured ToF data, in order to extract coupling coeﬃcient
values. The section also discusses how the propagation simulation model, in support of
the larger MODE-GAP project, is used to validate a separate coupling coeﬃcient model
for HC-PBGFs, by showing that simulated traces using coupling coeﬃcients, calculated
from this coeﬃcient model, match with experimentally measured ToF data. This has
implications on our understanding of the relationship between loss and mode coupling in
HC-PBGFs. Finally, Section 5.4 summarises the chapter and suggests some future work.
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5.1

Mathematical Model

To better understand the underlying physical behaviour of modes propagating in optical
ﬁbres, a model is essential. The model simulates the modal loss, delay, and coupling mechanisms in a ﬁbre and emulates the time-of-ﬂight (ToF) experimental set-up to output
results that can be directly compared to ToF measurements.

5.1.1

Formulation

The aim is to determine the evolution of power Pm in mode m as it propagates through
the ﬁbre and is subjected to coupling with other modes q. This involves solving the
coupled power equation (2.5), which is shown again here:
X

∂Pm
∂Pm
+ τm
= −αm Pm +
Cm,q Pq − Pm ,
∂z
∂t
q

m, q = 1, 2, . . . , Nm ,

(5.1)

where τm is the modal group delay per unit length, αm is the modal attenuation per
unit length, Cm,q is the coupling coeﬃcient between modes m and q, and Nm is the
total number of modes being simulated. Pulse propagation in single-mode ﬁbres (SMFs)
is conventionally modelled by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [142], which
[152] has extended to the multimode case. While this is useful when studying chromatic
dispersion and nonlinear eﬀects, since it considers the perspective of pulse amplitudes
and phases, the simpler form of (5.1) is suﬃcient for this study of mode coupling, which
only considers pulse powers.
The solution of (5.1) requires integrating over time t and distance z. In this equation,
all variables, particularly the delay τ , are absolute. As propagation distances are at
least a few hundreds of metres, the temporal scale of the absolute delay can get large
(e.g. 10s of ns) compared to the scale of the relative delays between modes (which is
usually on the order of a few ns). This will necessitate large amounts of memory and
will slow down computation time if a sub-ns resolution (step size) is sought. Therefore,
the change of variable t′ = t − τ̄ z is made, where τ̄ is the average group delay of all the
guided modes [83]. (5.1) then becomes

X

∂Pm
∂Pm
+ (τm − τ̄ )
=
−α
P
+
Cm,q Pq − Pm .
m
m
′
∂z
∂t
q

(5.2)

This restricts the temporal (and memory) extent to remain within the conﬁnes of the largest relative delay diﬀerence, which is the region of interest anyway. Figure 5.1 contrasts
simulating using absolute (left) and delay-averaged (right) temporal domains.
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z ( m)

z (m)
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0

Figure 5.1: Simulations of pulse propagation over a fibre of length ℓ, using (left)
absolute and (right) delay-averaged temporal domains. Grey lines show trajectories of
various modes. The sizes of the dotted square grids indicate the amount of memory
required in each case. t = time, z = distance.

Although it may be theoretically possible to model this propagation problem in three dimensions using a ﬁnite element analysis based software such as COMSOL Multiphysics® ,
it is practically intractable to do so. The need to create a ﬁne volumetric mesh over the
whole ﬁbre distance (which ranges from hundreds of meters to kilometers) would require
long computation times—unless using supercomputer resources—and excessive amounts
of memory. Modelling the problem over a single spatial dimension (distance through
the ﬁbre), capturing the ﬁbre properties through the abovementioned coeﬃcients, and
solving numerically in a matricised form suﬃces for this study. As such, the Matlab®
numerical software from

MathWorks® (www.mathworks.com/products/matlab) was

chosen to simulate this model, due to its excellent matrix handling capabilities. There
are a number of methods available to numerically solve (5.2).
At the heart of the simulation is the numerical representation of the variable P . First,
the spatial (distance over the length ℓ of the ﬁbre) and temporal domains are discretised
by setting
z = i · δz,

t′ = j · δt,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Nz ,

Nz · δz = ℓ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , Nt ,

j, Nt ∈ N,

i, Nz ∈ N,

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

covers
where Nt is the last time-step index and [1, Nt ] is the interval of indices1 that
h
i
′
′
the temporal domain of the simulation; it is crucial to choose the interval t1 , tNt to
cover the whole span of the modal delay spread (i.e. t′Nt − t′1 ≥ ∆τNm ℓ) in order to avoid

cyclic wrapping of the pulse envelope with propagation [153]. Then, P is represented as a

3-dimensional (3D) matrix P to capture information in the time and space evolutionary
dimensions, as well as the dimension over multiple modes m = 1, 2, . . . , Nm . Hence, P
is discretised such that Pi,j,m is the power in mode m at space-step i and time-step j, as
depicted in Figure 5.2.
1

Note the choice to start matrix indexing from 1 rather than from 0, since Matlab indexes matrices
starting from 1, unlike many other languages.
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Figure 5.2: Visualisation of the 3D matrix P.

5.1.2

Initialisation

Input Pulsed Launch
To simulate the launching of input Gaussian pulses from the PFL, the power is initialised
by creating a Gaussian envelope function Apu (t):
! 2
2
t
Ppu (t) = A2pu (t) = Apu exp − 2  ,
τw


(5.4)

where Apu is the input pulse amplitude and is normalised to unity, and τw is the pulse
temporal width (FWHM).
In Matlab, (5.4) is executed in the vector form


Ppu = Apu exp −

t◦2
τw2

!◦2

 ,

(5.5)

where t is an Nt × 1 vector encapsulating the time dimension and the t◦2 notation

indicates that the individual elements of t are squared.2 Note that Ppu is an Nt × 1

vector, as opposed to the Nz × Nt × Nm power propagation matrix P in Section 5.1.1.

Noise Effects
The noise contributions from the PFL, EDFA, and photodetector are also included. Noise
from the PFL and photodetector is in the form of shot noise and is modelled as a Gaussian
random process [6]. The EDFA noise comes from ampliﬁed spontaneous emission [6, 155],
2

This is known as the Hadamard power [154] or element-wise exponentiation.
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and can also be modelled with Gaussian statistics [156, 157]. Hence, these noise sources
are aggregated into a combined Gaussian noise contribution and added to the signal
power.

Coefficient Specification
Table 5.1: User-specified coefficients for mode propagation simulation. Numbered
subscripts indicate mode indices.
Coeﬃcient

Symbol

Unit

Format


0
C1,2
 C
0
 2,1
 .
..
 .
 .
.
CNm ,1 CNm ,2

α1 α2 . . .

Coupling
coefficient

C

1/m

Attenuation

α

dB/m

Relative modal
delay

∆τ

s/m



Mode power
scaling factor

Pd

%



0

Pd1

∆τ2
Pd2

...
...

Matlab Name
···
···
..
.
···
αNm



C1,Nm
C2,Nm 

.. 

. 
0
T

∆τNm

T

PdNm

C

alpha_dB
Delta_tau

T

P_disc

Table 5.1 lists the coeﬃcients that must be speciﬁed when initialising the simulation. The
coupling coeﬃcient is represented by the Nm × Nm symmetric matrix C; the symmetry

comes from the fact that

Cm,q = Cq,m

(5.6)

between modes m and q [78]. The central diagonal, while physically meaningless in
this context, is zeroed for numerical convenience. The oﬀ-diagonal entries are populated
with values either from calculating based on a coeﬃcient equation [36, 158], or by manual
ﬁtting with experimentally obtained ToF traces.
The attenuation and modal delay factors are embodied in the Nm × 1 vectors α and ∆τ,

respectively. These values are typically acquired via experimental measurements such as

cutback [93] (for attenuation) and ToF and S2 [75] (for delay). Note that ∆τ1 is set to
0, since the delays are relative to that of the fastest propagating mode.
Lastly, since this is an initial-value problem of the propagation type [159], the amount
of launch power in each mode needs to be speciﬁed. Even in a mode-selective launch,
certain percentages of the total input optical power will inevitably go into one or more
unintended modes, owing to the physical impossibility of a perfectly aligned launch. This
discrete coupling at the input is encoded as an Nm × 1 power scaling vector Pd , whose

elements apportion the total input power among the respective modes and determine

which mode(s) is dominant. The input initial condition power matrix is thereby a series
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of scaled-magnitude Gaussian pulse vectors and is formed as
Pin = Ppu PT
d,

(5.7)

where the notation PT
d indicates the matrix transpose of Pd .

5.1.3

Propagation Solver Implementation

One of the simplest means to solve (5.2) and simulate pulse propagation along the length
of an optical ﬁbre is to use a ﬁnite-diﬀerence-based iterative stepping method3 and utilising Matlab’s in-built ode23 or ode45 solvers. This is useful for initially verifying the

correctness of the model code, but has poorer computational eﬃciency (at least O N 2 ,

where N is the elemental size of the input [161]) than other schemes. Moreover, the

preservation of numerical stability mandates a small step size, which is at the cost of
computational time.
An alternative solving method makes use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). This is a
spectral scheme and though the implementation is not as intuitive as iterative stepping,
it is more computationally eﬃcient [152] (O (N log2 N ) [161]). As such, it is the method
used in all of the main simulations in this thesis.
The next two subsections describe the implementation of each of these methods. Section 5.1.3.3
then compares their relative performance.

5.1.3.1

Iterative Stepping Method (ISM)

The partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) (5.2) can be rearranged to focus on the distance
diﬀerential:

X

∂Pm
∂Pm
.
P
−
P
= (τ̄ − τm )
−
α
P
+
C
q
m
m
m
m,q
∂z
∂t′
q

(5.8)

Following the method of lines procedure [161–163], the time diﬀerential term can be
discretely approximated via a centred-diﬀerence scheme [159, 160, 164]:
dP
P (t + δt) − P (t − δt)
≈
.
dt
2δt

(5.9)

Substituting this into (5.8), and discretising the spatial and temporal domains as per
Section 5.1.1, the following is obtained:
X

Pi,j+1,m − Pi,j−1,m
dPm
= (τ̄ − τm )
− αm Pi,j,m +
Cm,q Pi,j,q − Pi,j,m .
dz
2δt
q
3

This method also known as a “single-point” [159] or “one-step” [160] scheme.

(5.10)
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The PDE (5.8) has been reformatted as a ﬁrst-order ordinary diﬀerential equation (ODE)
in z and can now be solved by using one of Matlab’s built-in ODE solvers. The
ode23 function is a third-order Runge-Kutta routine for solving ODEs [160]. Its ease of

implementation comes from the fact that it does not necessitate the user to manually
code the integration routine, and only requires as inputs the description of the ODE, the
integration domain extent, and the initial conditions.
In Matlab, (5.10) is encoded by specifying a function powerCouplingISM that describes
the right-hand-side (RHS). It does so by looping through the time and mode dimensions
and updating each element of P. The solver is then implemented by a call to the ode23
function, which takes the RHS description of (5.10) contained in powerCouplingISM as
one of its inputs:
[z,P] = ode23(@powerCouplingISM,zSpan,P_in);

The other inputs are the spatial span zSpan = [0,L], with L being the ﬁbre length ℓ,
and the initial conditions as P_in, which is Pin in (5.7). The ode23 routine steps through
the integration and updates the solution at each space-step until the end of the ﬁbre is
reached. The outputs are a vector z encapsulting the space dimension and the matrix P
as P, which now contains the complete propagation evolutionary information over space,
time, and mode dimensions. This code snippet is listed in the main script Coupling.m
which, together with the powerCouplingISM function, is provided in full in Appendix B.

5.1.3.2

Split-Step Fourier Method (SSFM)

The split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [165, 166] is a fast and eﬃcient spectral means
of numerically solving evolutionary equations and has been used extensively in many
problems, including the NLSE for pulse propagation in optical ﬁbres [152, 167].
In this case of coupled mode propagation, the PDE (5.8) can be segregated into two
parts [83]:
1. A zeroth-order derivative (i.e. no derivative) part containing the attenuation (loss)
and mode coupling terms, and
2. A ﬁrst-order derivative part containing the delay (DMD) term.
Although in reality, the physical mechanisms within these two ‘parts’ act together simultaneously, the SSFM works by making the assumption that these eﬀects occur independently in alternation to obtain an approximate solution to the PDE [142]. The
method propagates the solution over the ﬁbre length in successive two-part segments
over distance steps of δz, as shown in Figure 5.3 [142, 166].
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Coupling and loss only

Pin

P

±z
DMD only
Figure 5.3: Schematic of the SSFM. The fibre length is divided into successive twopart segments of length δz. In each segment (e.g. enclosed by the thick box), the first
and second parts include the effects of mode coupling and loss only, and DMD only,
respectively.

Mode Coupling and Loss
A simple ODE-solving technique such as Euler’s method [159, 160, 164] is used to solve
the part of (5.8) containing only coupling and loss eﬀects (i.e. setting the DMD term to
zero). In matrix form, this is
(5.11)

Pz+δz = Pz + δzPz C,

where Pz is the Nt × Nm slice of the matrix P at each z. The elements of the matrix C

include the eﬀects of mode coupling and loss, and is formed as





C=



−α1 −

P

q

C2,1
..
.

C1,q

C1,2
···
P
−α2 − q C2,q · · ·
..
..
.
.

CNm ,1

= C − diag(α + C · 1),

CNm ,2

C1,Nm





C2,Nm


..

.

P
· · · −αNm − q CNm ,q

(5.12)

where 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T is an Nm × 1 column vector of 1s and the diag(.) operator takes

a vector and creates a square diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector along the

diagonal and 0s everywhere else. It is noted that this works because of the symmetry
(5.6).

Differential Mode Delay
The part of (5.8) containing only the eﬀect of diﬀerential mode delay (DMD) (i.e. setting
the attenuation and mode coupling terms to zero) is
∂Pm
∂
= (τ̄ − τm ) ′ (Pm ) = D̆m Pm ,
∂z
∂t

(5.13)
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where the operator D̆m = (τ̄ − τm ) ∂t∂ ′ accounts for the DMD. The propagation of (5.13)
from z to z + δz is carried out by using the exponential formula [142]


Pm (z + δz) = exp δz D̆m Pm (z) .

(5.14)

o
n

 
Pm (z + δz) = F −1 exp δz (jω) (τ̄ − τm ) F Pm (z) ,

(5.15)

This can be evaluated using the Fourier transform representation of the derivative (C.4):4

where ω = 2π/t is the angular frequency, j =

√

−1 is the imaginary unit, and F {.} and

F −1 {.} are the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, respectively, as deﬁned
in Appendix C. Turning to matrix form, this is expressed as
Pz+δz = F

−1

(

)


T
exp δz (jω) τ̄ − τ
◦ F {Pz } ,


(5.16)

where ω is an Nt ×1 vector encapsulating the angular frequency dimension, τ = ∆τ+τ01

is an Nm ×1 vector of absolute modal delays per unit length, and the ◦ notation indicates
element-wise multiplication (also known as the Hadamard product).

By combining (5.11) and (5.16), the total power evolution through the ﬁbre can be
obtained. The Matlab code for implementing this SSFM is in the powerCouplingSSFM
function listed in Appendix B.4.

5.1.3.3

Comparison of Propagation Methods

Convergence
To assess the requirements for convergence of the ISM and SSFM schemes to an accurate
solution, a grid refinement study [168] is performed5 , where the simulations are repeated
and the time-step size δt is halved each successive time [161]. Since the time span is
ﬁxed, this iteration is equivalent to repeatedly doubling the number of time-steps Nt in
the discretisation of the time-domain. For this study, the ToF of the 4MSIF addressed
in Section 3.3.2, with an LP01 mode-selective launch, is simulated. Figure 5.4 plots
the ToF outputs of both schemes for various values of Nt ; for reference, each result is
superimposed over the ﬁbre’s experimentally measured ToF trace (in grey).
It is observed that Nt = 211 steps is suﬃcient for the SSFM (top-right, blue) to converge,
but not the ISM (top-left, purple). The large ripples near ∆τ = 0 ps/m gradually lessen
as Nt is increased to 214 steps (bottom-left, orange), and at Nt = 215 steps (bottom-right,
yellow), the trace begins to resemble the accurate solution. This means that the ISM
4

The reader is referred to Appendix C for the derivation of this relation.
The tests in this study were performed on a Microsoft® Surface™ Pro 3 computer with an Intel®
Core™ i5-4300 CPU processor at 1.9 GHz, running the Windows® 10 Pro operating system.
5
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Figure 5.4: Numerical stability comparison of ISM and SSFM on a 4MF for various
Nt . Experimentally measured ToF of the corresponding fibre is inset in grey.
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Figure 5.5: Superimposed comparison of numerical stability of ISM and SSFM on a
4MF for various Nt . Experimentally measured ToF of the corresponding fibre is shown
in grey.

needs an Nt which is greater by at least 4 orders of magnitude than that of the SSFM to
converge. For illustrative comparison, several of the simulated traces are superimposed
on top of one another in Figure 5.5, together with the experimental measurement.
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Efficiency

Figure 5.6 shows how the computation times of the ISM and SSFM grow as the number
of time steps Nt is sequentially doubled. The time of the ISM, using the second-order

ode23 routine, grows as O Nt2 and quickly reaches tens of minutes to hours. This
timing increase is much faster than that of the SSFM, which grows as O (Nt log2 Nt ) and
remains on the order of seconds, even for Nt = 215 which clocks ∼ 41 s; the SSFM growth

can be seen more clearly in the magniﬁed plot on the right of the ﬁgure. This, together
with the lower requirement of Nt for convergence, makes the SSFM more computationally
eﬃcient than the ISM.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of computation time growths for ISM and SSFM with increasing Nt (i.e. decreasing δt). Left: full picture. Right: magnified plot.

5.2

Analysis of Propagation

This section implements the propagation simulation, predominantly using the SSFM,
and studies the evolution of the power proﬁle as a signal travels through a multimode
ﬁbre, as well as the eﬀects on the output ToF trace as the physical coeﬃcients are varied.

5.2.1

Evolution of Power

In each repetition of the PFL, only a single pulse is incident at the ﬁbre input, and so
the power envelope looks like a single pulse peak. However, over the length of the ﬁbre,
the power undergoes attenuation and is split among various mode components travelling
at diﬀerent velocities, causing the envelope proﬁle to evolve. Figure 5.7 depicts the simulation of an LP01 selective launch through an ℓ = 10 km 4MF with appreciable C01↔11
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coupling, showing how the power (with added noise) evolves through time (delay) and
space (ﬁbre length). From the input pulse, four peaks emanate outwards, corresponding to the launch-side discretely coupled components of the four guided modes in the
ﬁbre. As mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the initial relative strength of each component is
set through the power scaling coeﬃcient Pd . While not immediately obvious from the
plot, the contribution from attenuation causes the power to gradually decrease. The attenuations of all modes have been set to be equal to 0.2 dB/km, and the total power has
been normalised taking the peak power at the output as 0 dB. A distributed coupling
plateau that forms between the LP01 and LP11 discrete peaks is also visible. The ToF
trace that results at the ﬁbre output is shown in the inset of Figure 5.7, whose delay
has been normalised over the ﬁbre length and shift-corrected to take the LP01 peak to
be at ∆τ = 0 ps/m. Because of the memory-saving change of variable in (5.2), the modal delays spread centrally, about the average relative delay τ̄ , rather than forwardly in
time, as contrasted in Figure 5.1. This spread is seen more clearly in the top-view plot
in Figure 5.8.
Power distribution evolution
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Figure 5.7: Simulated evolution of optical power in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11 coupling, after LP01 selective launch. The inset shows the resultant ToF trace at the fibre
end. ∆τ = relative delay per unit length.

Figure 5.7 shows that over the ﬁbre length, the main LP01 component maintains dominance, but continuously loses power to LP11 . It is key to remind ourselves again that this
lost power does not add to the discrete LP11 peak, but rather the continuously forming
plateau between LP01 and LP11 , as explained in Section 2.2.3 and Figure 2.3. Moreover,
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Power distribution evolution
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Figure 5.8: Modal delay spread in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11 coupling, after LP01
selective launch. The spread is centrally pivoted due to the change of variable in (5.2).
Discrete mode peaks are labelled.

it is not only the power lost from the discrete LP01 peak that composes the plateau;
there is also a (comparatively smaller, but nonzero) contribution from the discrete LP11
peak being coupled to LP01 , as well as power from plateau components that has been
repeatedly coupled and recoupled between the two modes.
In the inset of Figure 5.7, the two extremes in the coupling plateau can be considered: the
LP11 side (right, near ∆τ = 1.9 ps/m) and the LP01 side (left, near ∆τ = 0 ps/m). The
former is composed of LP11 components arising from ‘early’ (meaning near z = 0 km)
C01→11 coupling events as well as LP01 components arising from ‘late’ (meaning near
z = ℓ) C11→01 coupling events, and vice versa for the latter. The LP01 side of the
plateau has more power than the LP11 side. To see why this is so, it is helpful to
decompose the total ToF trace into the contributions from individual modes. This is
experimentally infeasible, but simple to do in the simulation, since the powers of each
mode are represented by separate matrices.
Figure 5.9 plots the overall ToF trace (grey), as well as the components of power belonging only to LP01 (blue) and LP11 (orange); the grey ‘Total’ trace is the sum of the
individual mode traces. For the sake of this analysis, the discretely coupled LP02 and
LP21 components can be ignored. Considering ﬁrst the orange pure LP11 trace, its coupling plateau is composed only of LP11 components that have been converted from the
discrete LP01 peak over the ﬁbre length and repeated back-and-forth coupling within
the plateau that ends up as LP11 at the ﬁbre end, i.e. only contributions from nett
C01→11 events. The plateau is progressively formed from the RHS (the side closest to the
discrete LP11 peak) in a leftwards manner, since the earlier C01→11 components, after
branching oﬀ from the discrete LP01 peak, travel at the LP11 group velocity v11 over the
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majority of the ﬁbre length and so have large delays relative to LP01 , whereas the later
coupled components have travelled for most of the ﬁbre length at v01 and only travel at
v11 for a short remaining distance, thereby ending up with small delays close to LP01 on
the left-hand-side (LHS). In other words, the direction of increasing distance for C01→11
coupling is from right to left. Since the later (LHS) C01→11 components are produced
from the discrete LP01 peak or plateau components that have been more attenuated
after having travelled a further distance, they thus have less power than their earlier
coupled counterparts (those near the LP11 peak/RHS). Conversely, the plateau of the
blue pure LP01 trace is formed in the opposite direction from left to right. Early-coupled
C11→01 components leaving the discrete LP11 peak end up near the discrete LP01 peak
on the LHS, whereas late-coupled components end up on the RHS. Again, the later coupled components (this time on the RHS) have less power since they were coupled from
the discrete LP11 peak having experienced nearly a ﬁbre length’s worth of attenuation.
Thus, for C11→01 coupling, the direction of increasing distance is from left to right. These
directions are indicated with arrows in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Total and decomposed ToF traces in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11 coupling,
after LP01 selective launch. Only LP01 and LP11 are considered here.

Comparing the two pure-mode traces, it can be observed ﬁrstly that the blue LP01
plateau has a much more conspicuous tilt than the orange LP11 plateau, and secondly
that the former has a lower power than the latter. These both result from LP01 having
started with a great deal more discretely coupled power than LP11 . Because both modes’
discrete peaks continuously lost power due to attenuation and had power coupled away
over the ﬁbre length, both plateaus have tilts that decrease in their respective coupling
directions of increasing distance. However, the orange pure LP11 plateau has a much
smaller tilt due to the fact that while power is continuously exchanged between the two
modes, LP11 receives a nett gain in power because it was at a deﬁcit relative to LP01 ’s
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initial power. That is, in the later stages of propagation (i.e. the LHS of the orange
plateau) the plateau raising eﬀect due to the nett positive gain in power of LP11 from
coupling from LP01 counteracts the plateau suppressing eﬀect due to the attenuation
of the donor LP01 . On the other hand, this counteraction is absent from the blue LP01
trace, resulting in its plateau decreasing much more quickly. With regards to the relative
plateau heights (powers), the orange LP11 plateau is taller, again because of the relative
diﬀerence in initial mode powers causing LP11 to have a nett gain and LP01 to have a
nett loss. Figure 5.10 illustrates this point with the total power evolution of each mode
as a function of distance,6 which shows the nett power gain and loss of LP11 and LP01 ,
respectively. Furthermore, this LP01 loss is greater than if LP01 had only undergone
attenuation and no coupling. This is evidenced by the fact that the output power of
LP01 is about 3.63 dB weaker than its input power, in contrast to the output powers
of LP02 and LP21 , which are only 2 dB weaker than their respective input powers, as
expected for modes that had only suﬀered the α = 0.2 dB/km attenuation. Although
not seen in the graph, had the ﬁbre been longer, the blue and orange power curves would
eventually come together and then decrease linearly with a gradient equal to −α.
Total mode power evolution, LP01 selective launch
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Figure 5.10: Total power evolution of individual modes in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11
coupling, after LP01 selective launch.

For comparison with the LP01 selective launch case, Figure 5.11 shows the power evolution through the same ﬁbre as in Figure 5.7, but with a dominant LP11 mode-selective
launch instead. Again, the tilt of the overall C01↔11 plateau (as seen in the inset) is away
from the dominant mode, i.e. pointing away from LP11 .
6
Note that in this plot, the mode powers have been normalised relative to the summed total initial
power across all modes.
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Power distribution evolution
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Figure 5.11: Simulated evolution of optical power in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11 coupling, after LP11 selective launch. The inset shows the resultant ToF trace at the fibre
end. ∆τ = relative delay per unit length.

5.2.2

Effects of Varying Coefficients

This subsection explores the eﬀects that changing the various coeﬃcients have on the
ToF trace.

Attenuation
Figure 5.12 shows traces of simulated ToF on a 4MF, which guides {LP01 ,LP11 ,LP02 ,
LP21 }, with appreciable coupling only between the ﬁrst two modes (i.e. LP01 and LP11 ).
The launch is LP01 -dominant and the attenuation of this mode is varied; all other modes
are set to zero attenuation. The powers of each trace have been normalised in relation
to the peak power of the α01 = 0 dB/km case. A few observations can be made. Firstly,
the powers of the discretely coupled components of {LP11 , LP02 , LP21 } do not change;

they are not aﬀected by the varying attenuation of LP01 . Secondly, the diﬀerences in
peak output powers of the discretely launched LP01 mode match the variation of the
attenuation; the peak powers are labelled in the plot. Thirdly and most importantly, the
slope of the C01↔11 coupling plateau also changes according to the LP01 attenuation.
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ToF for 4MF, ℓ = 10 km, LP01 launch (α11 = 0 dB/km)
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Figure 5.12: Simulated ToF with varying α01 attenuation in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11
coupling, after LP01 selective launch.

Consider the lossless case where α01 = 0 dB/km (black trace). This scenario is akin to
that addressed in Section 5.2.1, where all mode attenuations were equal, albeit with α =
0 dB/km now rather than α = 0.2 dB/km previously. The C01↔11 plateau is ‘anchored’
on the more powerful discretely coupled LP01 (LHS) peak and tilts away from it.
On the other hand, when α01 6= α11 , and in particular when α01 > α11 , the plateau tilts

in the opposite direction, with the tilt becoming steeper as α01 , or more speciﬁcally as
(α01 − α11 ), increases. This is shown by the red, blue, and green traces in the plot. To

understand this, recall from Section 5.2.1 and Figure 5.9 that the total C01↔11 plateau
in the ToF trace is composed of the sum of the individual pure LP01 and LP11 plateaus.
Figure 5.13 shows the same plot as Figure 5.9, but with α01 = 0.4 dB/km > α11 =

0 dB/km. The new tilt of the total plateau is largely inﬂuenced by the tilt of the pure
LP11 (orange) plateau, which is composed of C01→11 components. Using the ‘early/late’
framework explained in the previous section, the direction of increasing distance for
C01→11 coupling is from the RHS to the LHS, i.e. early C01→11 coupled components end
up near the RHS and late C01→11 components end up near the LHS. Since the late LHS
components had propagated as the now more lossy LP01 over a longer distance, their ﬁnal
powers eventually become signiﬁcantly lower than that of their earlier components on the
RHS, hence the much more conspicuous orange tilt, as compared to that in Figure 5.9,
which ultimately changes the tilt direction of the total plateau.
The key point here is that it is the difference in attenuations between two modes that
aﬀects the proﬁle of the coupling plateau between them. This is evident from Figure 5.14,
which plots the ToF of the same ﬁbre as in Figure 5.12, using the same LP01 selective
launch, but instead with the attenuation of LP11 varying and that of LP01 (and also
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Decomposition of LP01 and LP11 in total ToF, with α01 > α11
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Figure 5.13: Total and decomposed ToF traces in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11 coupling,
after LP01 selective launch, with α01 = 0.4 dB/km > α11 = 0 dB/km. Only LP01 and
LP11 are considered here.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated ToF with varying α11 attenuation in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11
coupling, after LP01 selective launch.

LP02 and LP21 ) kept constant and at 0 dB/km. The coupling plateau tilts away from
the mode that is attenuated less.

Coupling
The coupling coeﬃcients also aﬀect the proﬁles of ToF coupling plateaus. Figure 5.15
shows the simulated ToF trace after an LP01 selective launch in the same ﬁbre as before.
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The black trace is identical to that in the inset of Figure 5.7. In this study, the magnitude
of the C01↔11 coupling coeﬃcients is varied as multiples of the original, and the coloured
traces correspond to the various cases. The modal losses have all been set to α =
0.2 dB/km.
ToF for 4MF, ℓ = 10 km, LP01 launch, varied C
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Figure 5.15: Simulated ToF with varying C scalings in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11
coupling, after LP01 selective launch.

A feature of coupling plateaus that is seen in previous plots but not yet explicitly mentioned is that they are not exactly straight. There is always some amount of upwards
curvature, centred at the average of the two modal delays which demarcate the plateau.
The reason for this is that the continuous repeated coupling and back-coupling, or cyclic
coupling, between LP01 and LP11 components over the length of the ﬁbre cause the velocity of the optical signals to be evenly averaged between that of the two modes, leading
to a concentration of power ending up with a delay that is equally separated between
the two modal delays. When the coupling coeﬃcients are relatively small, i.e. the black
trace, the impact of cyclic coupling is not great, and the plateau proﬁle is still mostly
inﬂuenced by the ratios of the initial discretely coupled powers with the plateau curvature remaining comparatively tiny. However, as the coupling coeﬃcients are magniﬁed,
the impact of cyclic coupling gets stronger and the plateau curvature increases, as the
proportion of time that the power spends travelling as either LP01 and LP11 is more
evenly distributed, resulting in most of the power propagating at the arithmetic mean of
the two modal delays. When the coupling coeﬃcients are very strong (magenta trace),
the individual discretely coupled peaks of LP01 and LP11 disappear, since they had been
entirely siphoned by the coupling plateau, and the plateau itself is now a single peak.
Figure 5.16 shows the evolution of power in each of LP01 and LP11 for weak (100 %
C) and strong (700 % C) coupling. In the strong coupling case (dashed lines), power is
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distributed evenly between the two modes much more quickly than in the weak coupling
case. The two mode curves rapidly coalesce and subsequently decrease linearly according
to the average modal attenuation.
Total mode power evolution, LP01 selective launch
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Figure 5.16: Total power evolution of LP01 and LP11 in a 10 km 4MF with C01↔11
coupling, after LP01 selective launch, for different C scaling cases.

This averaging eﬀect caused by mode coupling has a practical beneﬁt in real FMFs in
terms of reducing mode-dependent loss (MDL). While the modes in FMFs generally suffer non-equal attenuations individually, in the presence of strong mode coupling, power
propagating in such ﬁbres is rapidly exchanged among the modes resulting in an averaging of the loss per mode and a reduction of the overall MDL [31]. This is akin to
the polarisation-dependent loss (PDL) reduction eﬀected in SMFs through the use of
polarisation scrambling [31, 169].
Strong coupling also averages the delays of the two modes. This presents another practical advantage where the overall spread of delays is reduced, which is of beneﬁt to MDM
using MIMO DSP because it minimises the required signal processing complexity [52].

5.3

Fitting with Experimental Data

The pulse propagation model detailed in this chapter can be beneﬁcially used in conjunction with experimentally measured ToF data in two ways. Firstly, although measured data can provide information about distributed coupling among modes propagating
in optical ﬁbres, it is challenging to quantitatively assess the relative coupling strengths
purely by visual observation of the ToF trace proﬁles. The model can be applied to simulate ToF traces with various proﬁles via adjusting the physical coeﬃcients as described
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in Section 5.2.2. By tuning the parameters, the simulated traces can be ﬁtted with the
measured data to numerically ascertain the ﬁtting coeﬃcient values and thereby quantify
the amounts of coupling betweeen various modes.
Secondly, the model may be used to predict the propagation behaviour of ﬁbres being
manufactured. During the pre-fabrication stages, the coupling coeﬃcients for a ﬁbre can
be calculated based on its designed structure and refractive index proﬁle, using other
ﬁnite element solver software. These coeﬃcient values can then be inputted into the
model for simulation to determine the ﬁbre’s predicted ToF behaviour. In an iterative
manner, the ﬁbre’s structural design can be adjusted until a desired ToF simulation
proﬁle is achieved. After fabrication, measured ToF data of the ﬁbre can be compared
with simulation predictions for veriﬁcation or possible diagnosis in events of mismatch.
The following parts in this section address these two directions.

5.3.1

Determination of Coupling Coefficients Through Fitting

From the oscilloscope traces of measured ToF data of MMFs, speciﬁcally the distributed
coupling plateaus, the extent of mode coupling can be qualitatively assessed. However,
it is diﬃcult to accurately quantify the relative mode coupling coeﬃcients from the
measured data alone. The pulse propagation model can be used to aid in this regard, by
ﬁtting simulated traces onto the experimental results. This is achieved by an iterative
process of varying the values of the coupling coeﬃcients Cm,q that specify the propagation
equation (5.2) and then solving to produce traces that can be matched with the measured
data until a good ﬁt is found. An example is given here using the 10 km 4MSIF previously
mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Figure 5.17 shows the measured ToF traces for this ﬁbre,
with blue, orange, purple, and green representing selective launching of LP01 , LP11 ,
LP02 , and LP21 , respectively. The DMDs, relative to LP01 , of each mode are where their
discrete peaks occur in time, as indicated by the labels in the top-right plot.
Prior to running the simulation, other variable coeﬃcients (see Table 5.1) are ﬁrst determined through measurement to reduce the number of free parameters. The modal
attenuations αm can be measured via cutback or other methods. The modal delays τm
can be obtained directly from the temporal locations of the discretely coupled mode
peaks in the measured ToF trace. The initial launch discretely coupled mode powers,
represented by the scaling factors Pdm , can be estimated, to some extent, by the relative
ToF output peak powers (though variations in coupling coeﬃcients do have minimal effects on the output peak powers and so it might be necessary to ﬁne-tune the Pdm during
the iterative ﬁtting process). This leaves the coupling coeﬃcients as the main remaining
tunable parameter for ﬁtting. For a rigorous ﬁtting procedure, several mode-selective
launch cases are considered, and ﬁts between measured and simulation traces need to be
achieved simultaneously for all launch cases.
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Figure 5.17: ToF data of a 10 km 4MSIF for various mode-selective launch cases
(coloured), with corresponding fitted simulated traces (black). Discrete launch-coupled
mode peaks are labelled in top-right for reference.

In this work, the ﬁtting was done using an iterative process of adjusting the coupling
coeﬃcients C followed by visual inspection of the closeness between the simulated and
measured ToF traces. For the 4MSIF example, there are 4 C2 = 6 independent tunable
coeﬃcients, each of which quantify the coupling between two of the four guided modes.7
For example, C01,11 is the coeﬃcient for coupling between LP01 and LP11 .
Coupling between adjacent nearest-neighbour modes (in terms of relative delay position)
was considered ﬁrst, since nearest neighbours have smaller propagation constant diﬀerences compared to non-adjacent modes (see Section 2.2.3) and so are most prone to
cross-coupling. That is, the plateau between two mode peaks is most sensitive to changes in the coupling coeﬃcient linking those two modes, compared to any other coupling
coeﬃcient linking either of the two modes to other modes. The coeﬃcient C01,11 was
used as a starting point, since in Figure 5.17, the plateau between the LP01 and LP11
discrete peaks, i.e. the C01↔11 plateau, is the most prominent (in all selective launch cases
producing large output peaks of either LP01 or LP11 ). By adjusting this coeﬃcient and
observing the output each time, the C01↔11 plateau was successively raised or lowered
until a good ﬁt was obtained simultaneously for all mode-launch cases. The adjustments
were made such that successive changes were marginally less than previous adjustments,
7

The notation

N

Cp represents the number of p-combinations from a set of N elements.
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until the simulation converged with the measurements. The idea is to progressively reduce the variability range of the coeﬃcients. If the coupling coeﬃcient was adjusted to
a point where the mode output peak powers no longer aligned with their measurement
counterparts, then the initial launch power scaling factors Pdm were tuned to correct the
mismatch. For example, in the LP01 launch case (top-left), if increasing C01,11 to raise
the C01↔11 plateau caused the LP01 discrete peak to drop due to more of its power being
siphoned to the plateau (or rather if the other mode discrete peaks grew, since the plot
is normalised to the peak power of the dominant mode), then Pd01 would be increased
to correct the mismatch. Although this might suggest that the adjustment procedure is
now complicated with an additional free parameter, in practice, the coupling plateaus
are ﬁnitely but not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the initial launched mode powers, and
changing the Pdm does not drastically change the plateau heights such that the adjustment of the various Cm,q needs to be redone. That is, unless a drastic change is made
to the initial launched powers, on an order much larger than the adjustment sizes in
each iteration, then any small change would produce no discernibly large change in the
plateaus, and vice versa.
Once a (visually judged) reasonable ﬁt was obtained for the C01↔11 plateau, then the next
plateau and the corresponding coupling coeﬃcient linking the two modes demarcating
that plateau was addressed, and so on for the rest of the plateaus (a total of three in
this case). Where the adjustment of coeﬃcients achieved ﬁts for some plateaus but not
others, then the aﬀected plateaus were treated by ﬁrst changing the coeﬃcients linking
the aﬀected modes to their nearest neighbours once removed, e.g. C01,02 , and possibly
thereafter, neighbours even further removed, e.g. C01,21 . Once the ﬁtting was done, the
corresponding coupling coeﬃcient values were recorded. Figure 5.18 shows the strength
of each coeﬃcient relatively normalised with respect to the largest, in this case C01,11 (as
expected).
This iterative adjustment procedure is not perfect. For instance, although the ﬁts in
Figure 5.17 are somewhat decent, the plateau between the LP02 and LP21 peaks for LP11
launch (top-right) has not been matched, even after trying to readjust all six coupling
coeﬃcients without considerably disrupting the already established ﬁts with the other
plateaus. While it is likely the case, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.2, that the elevation
in the measured data was caused by a pulse ringing eﬀect in the detector, rather than
mode coupling, the answer cannot be certain with the current ﬁtting method. This basic
method of manually selecting coupling coeﬃcients to adjust and basing ﬁt quality on
qualitative visual observation was intended to only be a starting point. It has served
its purpose in demonstrating that it is possible, using a set of rules, to ﬁt simulation
outputs onto measured data to obtain a quantitative measure of the mode coupling in
optical ﬁbres.
For future work, the next step will be to develop these adjustment guidelines into a
proper set of rules so that the ﬁtting can be heuristically performed. Moreover, a more
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Figure 5.18: Coupling coefficients resulting from fitting ToF results of a 10 km 4MSIF.
The six independent coefficients are labelled.

robust, quantitative method of determining ﬁt quality needs to be applied. This could
possibly take the form of using the data points to measure the consolidated Euclidean
distance between the simulated and measured traces in each step. If these two can be
implemented, then the ﬁtting process can be automated and any human subjectivity can
be avoided.

5.3.2

Comparing Calculated and Measured ToF

In the previous subsection, the coupling coeﬃcients of a FUT were determined using the
measured ToF traces and applying a ﬁtting procedure to the model. In this part, the
reverse is done, i.e. the known (calculated) coupling coeﬃcients of a FUT are used to
deﬁne the model’s propagation equation and simulate the predicted ToF trace that is
then compared with measured data.
The objective of this study was to validate a model that describes the origin of the coupling coeﬃcients in real HC-PBGFs with irregular core boundaries, which was presented
in [36] as part of our MODE-GAP project contributions. While the speciﬁcs of the coupling coeﬃcient model and the method of calculation are outside the scope of this thesis,
it suﬃces to note that the coeﬃcients depend on three quantities [36]:
1. the materials used for the solid and hollow parts of the PBGF as characterised by
their refractive indices,
2. the extent of overlap of the electric and magnetic ﬁelds of optical signals with the
irregular core boundary, and
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3. the power spectral density (PSD) of the core boundary distortion describing its
spatial statistics.
Based on these parameters, the coupling coeﬃcients in a fabricated ℓ = 230 m 19c
HC-PBGF were calculated.

For simplicity, only the two lowest-order mode groups

{LP01 , LP11 } were considered, though the 2-fold and 4-fold mode degeneracies of the

former and latter, respectively, were not assumed, making the study cover six individual
modes. The coupling coeﬃcients were inputted into (5.1) and the pulse propagation mo-

del was used to simulate the predicted ToF trace. The ﬁbre was also subjected to a ToF
experiment and the measured trace is plotted in Figure 5.19, with the simulated trace
overlaid. The good agreement between the simulated and measured traces substantiates
the coupling coeﬃcient model.
ToF for 19c HC-PBGF, ℓ = 230 m
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Figure 5.19: Measured (orange) and simulated (black) ToF for a 230 m 19c HCPBGF, for LP11 dominant launch. Individual discrete launch-coupled mode peaks are
labelled.

This coupling coeﬃcient model, which was formulated by Numkam Fokoua [36], predicts
that because ﬁbre surface roughness scattering causes both loss and mode coupling in
HC-PBGFs, eﬀorts to reduce loss should result in simultaneous reductions in the coupling
coeﬃcients. The coupling coeﬃcient between LP01 and LP11 in this ﬁbre, calculated by
the coeﬃcient model, is C = 2.76 × 10−2 km−1 , which is larger than those for solid-core
FMFs. This is expected, as the ﬁbre’s measured loss (3.5 dB/km) is correspondingly
greater than the ∼ 0.2 dB/km typical in SCFs. Calculations using the coeﬃcient model
show that HC-PBGFs exhibiting similar low-loss levels would have far lower coupling
coeﬃcients compared to those in SCFs [36].
For completeness, coupling coeﬃcients for the 37c HC-PBGF 37c1 from Section 4.1 were
calculated by Numkam Fokoua. These values were used to simulate mode propagation of
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the LP01 (2 modes), LP11 (4 modes), and LP21 (4 modes) groups, from an LP11 dominant
launch. Figure 5.20 shows the output trace compared with the measured ToF data from
Figure 4.4b. Of note is the coupling between LP01 and LP11 . The C01↔11 coeﬃcient
for this 37c ﬁbre is about 5 times greater than that for the 19c ﬁbre in Figure 5.19.
This is readily observed from the more elevated C01↔11 plateau in Figure 5.20. It should
be noted however, that under ideal conditions, the coupling coeﬃcients in 37c ﬁbres are
predicted to be lower than their 19c ﬁbre counterparts, given the reduced ﬁeld interaction
with the rough microstructure boundaries in the former [36].
ToF for 37c HC-PBGF, ℓ = 310 m
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Figure 5.20: Measured (orange) and simulated (black) ToF for the 310 m 37c HCPBGF 37c1, for LP11 dominant launch. Mode groups are labelled.

The coupling coeﬃcient model has widened our understanding of mode coupling in HCPBGFs, and the fact that it was validated by means of the propagation simulation model,
as well as the ToF experimental method, demonstrates the usefulness of the latter two.

5.4

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter has described the implementation of a mode propagation simulation model
based on the coupled power equation (5.1). The heart of the model is the ability to
solve this partial diﬀerential equation and two methods have been outlined, namely, the
iterative stepping method (ISM) and the split-step Fourier method (SSFM). Given the
more straightforward logic of its mathematics, the ISM was implemented ﬁrst, for use
as a reference. The SSFM was also implemented, and though the principles behind
which the method is grounded are less trivial, it was shown, via a number of comparison
tests, to be superior in this context to ISM both in terms of rate of convergence and
computational eﬃciency. The ISM was therefore only used to check the correctness of
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the SSFM implementation, and the latter was used predominantly in the actual ﬁbre
simulations.
Using the model, ToF in any ﬁbre can be simulated. By glancing into the model, the
power evolution of the various propagating modes in ﬁbres can be visualised and understood. A key advantage of the simulation is that it is possible to access the propagation
at any point along the transit, in contrast to experimental ToF which only produces
output traces. The variability in the simulation stems from the independent parameters that encode the various physical phenomena, such as attenuation, DMD, and mode
coupling. In particular, the eﬀects of variations in attenuation and coupling coeﬃcients
on the shapes of the output ToF traces were explored, giving insight into how they are
constituted. This will be reported in [119].8
Two practical uses of the simulation model in ﬁbre characterisation were mentioned.
Firstly, an attempt was made to use the model as a tool for quantitatively determining the
coupling coeﬃcients of FMFs by performing an iterative ﬁtting procedure on measured
ToF traces, based on a set of ﬁtting guidelines. A 4MSIF was used in the example
and the ﬁtting process managed to produce a rough agreement with the measured data,
giving credence to the method. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that the procedure
needs to be made more rigorous in order to be truly useful. Several possibilities for
future development include concretising the ﬁtting rules into a set of proper heuristics,
advancing the ﬁt quality assessment procedure from subjective visual observation to
robust deviation measurement, and ultimately automating the whole process so that a
considerably larger number of modes, as is typical in HC-PBGFs, can be realistically
considered.
Secondly, the propagation model was used as a validation tool for another model, namely,
that of the origin and cause of mode coupling in HC-PBGFs. A fabricated 19c HC-PBGF
was used as an example in this study. Its coupling coeﬃcients were ﬁrst calculated using
the coeﬃcient model, and then the propagation model was used to simulate the ToF in
that ﬁbre. The result was compared with the measured ToF of the ﬁbre, and the good
agreement demonstrated the soundness of the coeﬃcient model. A similar comparison
was made with the 37c HC-PBGF 37c1. This has implications on HC-PBGF design, as
the coeﬃcient model predicts reduced coupling coeﬃcients as progress is made on loss
reduction. This study has also veriﬁed the applicability of the coupled power equation
and the associated propagation model to HC-PBGFs, in addition to solid-core ﬁbres.
The utility of this propagation model and simulation environment goes beyond studying
distributed mode coupling. Discrete mode coupling eﬀects can also be simulated, and
in the next chapter, the model is used in the development of a ﬁbre defect inspection
technique.
8
At the time of writing, the mentioned article had been accepted for oral presentation at the CLEO,
OECC & PGC mega conference in Singapore, occurring in early August 2017.
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It is worth mentioning that I composed a brief non-technical write-up [27] about this
simulation model and its utility to study mode coupling behaviour to address the issue
of the predicted internet capacity crunch [22]. This was submitted to the 2016 TakeAIM competition, hosted by the Smith Institute for Industrial Mathematics and System
Engineering, and eventually won the ﬁrst prize [170]. The competition, which sought
to publicise an appreciation that mathematics is a ubiquitous tool in everyday life, was
judged by industrial and academic representatives from diverse sectors, including the
EPSRC. This result underscores a general interest, not limited to the optics community,
to tackle this 21st century issue.

Chapter 6

Inspection of Fibre Defects
In communications, optical ﬁbre fabrication is just as important as the development of
data transmission methods. Although current state-of-the-art fabrication techniques are
generally robust, reliable, and reproducible in their performance, it is still possible—
albeit however rare—that some ﬁbres produced may contain longitudinal defects, particularly over multi-kilometre lengths. Understanding the origin and impact of these
will be critical in fabricating long lengths of ﬁbre [134]. The physical forms that such
defects take come in a variety including structural irregularity, microfractures, and contamination. They can be anticipated to potentially cause transmission loss, undesirable
mode coupling, mode dependent loss, and other ill eﬀects. These are problematic, especially when long length (>km) scales are considered. Thus, the detection and ultimate
elimination of defects is a pertinent issue [136].
Conventionally, defects are detected and located in optical ﬁbres via Optical Timedomain Reﬂectometry (OTDR). When an input optical pulse is launched into a ﬁbreunder-test (FUT), light is continuously Rayleigh scattered. The backscattered light is
detected by the OTDR apparatus and displayed as a lengthwise trace. An OTDR measurement of a defect-free ﬁbre would produce a smoothly descending trace demarcated
by large spikes corresponding to the launch and output sides of the FUT. If a local defect
exists somewhere along the FUT, the backscattered light produced by the pulses encountering it will be signiﬁcantly greater than that from the distributed Rayleigh scattering.
The OTDR would then register an impulse peak against the otherwise continuous trace,
and the location of the peak would correspond to the physical lengthwise position of the
defect [143].
Whereas this method is robust for SMFs, the situation gets complicated with multimode
ﬁbres. HOMs experience unequal and often higher amounts of attenuation than the
fundamental mode and travel at diﬀerent group velocities. These obfuscate the OTDR
traces and, together with dead zone issues [143, 171], raise doubts about the accuracy of
OTDR in the multimode regime [172]. OTDR also does not provide much information
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about how the defects aﬀect individual mode propagation and coupling. For example, it
might be the case that certain types or geometries of defects cause appreciable amounts
of discrete mode coupling and others do not. In certain instances involving multimode
ﬁbres that may contain defects, and with only OTDR information, it is possible for ﬁbre
manufacturers, seeking to err on the side of caution, to disregard such ﬁbres, even if
they may not necessarily exhibit strong mode coupling and may still be usable for data
transmission.
The ToF method, which is well-suited to study mode coupling eﬀects, is considered to
attempt to answer these questions. Of the many uses of ToF, yet another extension to its
utility is demonstrated here by detecting longitudinal ﬁbre defects, with the aim being
to complement OTDR and enhance the information that it can provide, rather than to
supplant it.
This chapter proceeds as follows. First, the principle of defect-induced mode coupling, in
the context of the ToF framework, is outlined in Section 6.1. The relationship between the
locations of defects and the temporal positions of their induced mode coupling features is
explained through simulations, using the modelling tool described in Chapter 5, as well
as experimental veriﬁcation. Next, Section 6.2 illustrates the defect inspection method,
which uses ToF complemented by measurements from OTDR and the recently developed
infrared side-scattering capture technique. The method is used on a defective HC-PBGF
in Section 6.3, to detect the defect locations and study the mode coupling behaviour
therein. Section 6.4 then concludes the chapter and gives some suggestions for future
work.

6.1

Defect-Induced Mode Coupling

The central premise for considering ToF in the analysis of longitudinal ﬁbre defects is
that it supposes that discrete mode coupling occurs at the defects and distorts the ToF
trace from its defect-free version, producing defect features that can be resolved and
identiﬁed. This section outlines the defect-induced mode coupling principles.

6.1.1

Concept

As the simplest case, consider a 2MF of length ℓ, guiding {LP01 , LP11 }, with negligible

distributed mode coupling (i.e. the coupling coeﬃcients are zero), and having a single
defect occurring halfway along the ﬁbre. This can be analogised as two ﬁbre segments,
labelled S1 and S2 and of lengths ℓ/2 each, connected back-to-back at a discrete interface.
For the sake of explanation, also consider the ﬁctional but helpful scenario that the
relative DMDs of LP11 in each segment are diﬀerent, and ∆τ11,S1 < ∆τ11,S2 , where
∆τ11,Sx is the DMD of LP11 relative to LP01 in segment Sx.
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In reality, the two ﬁbre segments can be joined and held in place by a commercial ﬁbre
splicer, with a transverse oﬀset introduced at the joining interface to emulate a discrete
defect. Figure 6.1 illustrates the pulse propagation in this composite two-segment 2MF.
The grey peak at the origin represents a general pulsed launch that discretely excites both
LP01 and LP11 , depicted in blue and orange, respectively. The two mode components
propagate discretely at their respective group velocities in segment S1 until they reach the
interface between the two segments. The coloured solid lines indicate their trajectories.
The interface forms a defect in the continuity of the composite ﬁbre and discretely couples
portions of light from the two mode components into the alternate modes. That is, some
power from the original LP01 component gets coupled to LP11 and vice versa for the
original LP11 component. Note that the percentages of power coupled from either mode
need not be equal. These new components, represented in the ﬁgure by the coloured
dashed lines, branch oﬀ from their sources and now propagate at the S2 mode group
velocities till the end of S2, to form peaks B (LP01 ) and C (LP11 ). The remaining power
in the original mode components also continue to propagate in S2 and end up as peaks
A (LP01 ) and D (LP11 ). In the time domain, the delay between peaks A and B, as well
as that between C and D, is proportional to the DMD between LP01 and LP11 in S1 (i.e.
∆τ11,S1 ) and is equal to ∆τ11,S1 × ℓ/2. On the other hand, the delay between A and C,

as well as between B and D, is proportional to the S2 DMD and equal to ∆τ11,S2 × ℓ/2.
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Figure 6.1: Pulse propagation and discrete mode coupling in a composite 2MF of
length ℓ, formed by joining two (unequal DMD) 2MF segments of lengths ℓ/2 each.
∆τ11,Sx = DMD of LP11 in segment Sx.

6.1.2

Simulation

The propagation model described in Chapter 5 is employed to simulate the ToF of
this scenario. In this example, the lengths of both segments are 10 km each, giving
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the composite ﬁbre a length of ℓ = 20 km. The DMDs in each segment are listed in
Table 6.1. These values were chosen to match those in experimental ﬁbres mentioned
later in Section 6.1.3.
Table 6.1: DMDs of each segment in an example composite two-segment 2MF.
Segment

First (S1)

Mode

Second (S2)

LP01

LP11

LP01

LP11

0

0.08375

0

1.995

∆τ (ps/m)

The model’s split-step Fourier method routine is run once to propagate the signals down
segment S1. At the interface between the end of S1 and the start of S2, the power in
each mode is redistributed. Each mode gives a percentage of its power to, and receives
some power from, the other mode. For example, the input powers of LP01 and LP11 at
the start of S2 are respectively given by


P01,S2in = 1 − Pr01→11 · P01,S1out + Pr11→01 · P11,S1out


P11,S2in = 1 − Pr11→01 · P11,S1out + Pr01→11 · P01,S1out ,

(6.1)
(6.2)

where Plm,S1out is the power in mode LPlm at the output of S1, and the Pr are power
redistribution factors that determine the proportions of power transferred between the
two modes as indicated by the arrow directions in the superscripts. Pr is in units of %
and note that it is possible for Pr01→11 6= Pr11→01 .
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Figure 6.2: Mode component transit map in a simulated two-segment 2MF where
each segment has a different LP11 DMD. The delay spread is centrally pivoted due to
the change of variable in (5.2).
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Figure 6.2 shows the simulated transit of the launched and defect-coupled discrete mode
power components. The lines branch outwards centrally in time because of the memorysaving simulation technique explained in Figure 5.1 in Section 5.1.1. The power redistribution factors were set as Pr01→11 = 5 % and Pr11→01 = 25 %.
Figure 6.3 plots the corresponding output ToF trace, showing the relative temporal
delay positions of each discrete peak. The labelled discrete peaks relate to those in
Figures 6.1 and 6.2. As expected, the launched LP11 component D arrives at a relative

delay of ∆τ11,S1 + ∆τ11,S2 · ℓ/2 = 20.79 ns from the launched LP01 component A.

Furthermore, the delays between the defect-coupled components B (LP01 ) and C (LP11 )
and the respective launched components (i.e. between A and B, and between C and D)
match ∆τ11,S1 · ℓ/2 = 837.5 ps. Moreover, the relative delays between A and C and
between B and D match ∆τ11,S2 · ℓ/2 = 19.95 ns.
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Figure 6.3: Simulated ToF for a two-segment 2MF where each segment has a different
LP11 DMD. Labelled peaks correspond to components in Figure 6.2.

6.1.3

Experimental Verification

In order to verify the accuracy of the simulation, ToF measurements were carried out
experimentally using two 10 km 2MF spools to form the composite ﬁbre. The ﬁrst spool
S1 is a low-DMD 2-mode graded-index ﬁbre (2MGRINF) and the second spool S2 is a 2mode step-index ﬁbre (2MSIF), the same one used in Section 3.3.1.1 The DMDs of each
ﬁbre are the values of their simulation counterparts listed in Table 6.1. The measurement
set-up is as Figure 3.3, with the only diﬀerence being that the FUT comprises the two
spools butt coupled and held in place by a ﬁbre splicer. By electronically controlling the
1

These fibres were provided by OFS as part of earlier MODE-GAP collaborative work.
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alignment of the splicer’s translation mounts, a slight mechanical oﬀset can be introduced
at the interface between the two spools. The amount of misalignment oﬀset aﬀects the
amount of power discretely coupled between the modes at the interface, and this eﬀect
can be seen in real-time by observing the live output trace changing on the oscilloscope.
A photograph of the splicer used in this measurement, holding the two ﬁbres in place,
and a screenshot of the mechanical alignment, are shown in Figure 6.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: (a) Photograph of Fujikura Arc Fusion Splicer concatenating two fibre
spools. (b) Screenshot of transverse mechanical alignment between both fibres.

Measurements were taken in four cases: selectively launching either LP01 or LP11 dominantly, and for each launch, introducing either a minor or major transverse mechanical
alignment oﬀset at the joining interface between both spools, by controlling the splicer.
To preserve the launch conditions of each dominant mode case, the two cases of minor
and major oﬀsets were measured for an LP01 dominant launch ﬁrst, before switching to
the measurement of the two oﬀset cases for an LP11 dominant launch. The ToF traces
are shown in Figure 6.5, with the peaks labelled A, B, C, and D corresponding to the
respective components in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
The following observations are made. Firstly, the presence of the discrete peaks B and C
in the measurements shows that there is indeed discrete mode coupling occurring at the
joining interface or ‘defect’. Secondly, comparison with Figure 6.3 shows that the relative
delays between the peaks agree with their simulated counterparts and thus veriﬁes the
accuracy of the model. Finally, the relative powers of each peak provide information
about the extent of the mode coupling.
For a dominant LP01 selective launch (blue traces) and with a minor alignment oﬀset
(top-left plot), majority of the optical power still resides in the original launched LP01
component A, while a small amount was launched in LP11 (D). The presence of peak
C implies that some power was discretely coupled from the launched LP01 to LP11 at
the defect. In fact, the relative powers of C and D indicate that the amount of power
defect-coupled to LP11 is greater than the power initially launched into LP11 at the start
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Figure 6.5: ToF measurements for a 10 km 2MGRINF butt coupled via splicer to a
10 km 2MSIF. Blue and orange traces result from dominant LP01 and LP11 launches,
respectively, with minor and major interface alignment offsets introduced in each case.

of ﬁbre S1. On the other hand, with a large alignment oﬀset (top-right plot), a signiﬁcant
amount of power has been defect-coupled to LP11 and so peak C now dominates over A.
Looking at the dominant LP11 selective launch cases (orange traces), for a minor oﬀset
(bottom-left plot), the originally launched LP11 component D retains majority of the
power at the end of S2. The little peak A comes from a small amount of power having
been launched into LP01 at the input. Some power defect-coupled to LP01 forms peak
B, with this component being larger than the launch-coupled A. With respect to modes,
this scenario is the inverse of that in the top-left plot. With a bigger oﬀset (bottom-right
plot), more power has been defect-coupled to LP01 and so peak B becomes larger.

6.1.4

A More Realistic Example

The previous subsections showed the conceptual demonstration of discrete mode coupling
caused by a longitudinal ﬁbre defect (in that scenario, it was a splice point between two
ﬁbres). Whereas the locations of ﬁbre splice points are known, that of actual defects
occurring within ﬁbres are generally not, and it is of real interest to both ﬁnd them as
well as determine what kind of mode coupling (if any) could occur if light encounters
them.
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In certain MMFs, the degeneracies of HOMs are not preserved and the individual mode
components composing each mode group can propagate at diﬀerent velocities and spread
out in time. For example, it is possible for the constituent modes in the LP11 group (see
Table 2.1) to spread such that the ToF trace shows a multiple-peak proﬁle, as was seen
in Chapter 4 (e.g. Figure 4.2). This behaviour is not unusual in HC-PBGFs [36, 93, 95].
Consider a HC-PBGF (or any MMF in general) of length ℓ = 500 m supporting {LP01 ,LP11 }
with a single defect located at say, a quarter of the ﬁbre length from the launch end.
That is, the defect location is zde = 0.25ℓ. Suppose also that there is a ﬁnite spread
between the constituent modes in the LP11 group. Figure 6.6 shows the simulated ToF
of this ﬁbre, where LP11 is dominantly launched.

Normalised power, P (dB)

ToF for two-mode HC-PBGF with single defect, ℓ = 500 m, LP11 dominant launch
0
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−30
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Figure 6.6: Simulated ToF for an ℓ = 500 m HC-PBGF with a longitudinal defect at
ℓ/4, after LP11 selective launching.

The launched LP11 mode group in this scenario comprises three discernible peaks separated in time in the output ToF trace, with the fastest peak at ∆t =∼ 4.623 ns delay and
the slowest peak at ∆t =∼ 6.159 ns. There is also some power launched into LP01 , as
shown by the peak at ∆t = 0 ns. After the launched LP11 group propagates through 25 %
of the length of the ﬁbre, it encounters the defect which causes some power to be coupled
to LP01 (in this simulation, Pr11→01 = 1 %). The key observation for the defect-induced
artefact is that since each component of the launched LP11 group travels at its respective
velocity for a quarter of the ﬁbre length and then, after mode conversion, at the LP01
velocity for the remainder of the ﬁbre, their relative delays from the launched LP01 peak
are all scaled by the same amount (a factor of ℓ/zde = 4 in this case) compared to the
relative delays of the LP11 components that make it to the end of the ﬁbre unconverted.
For instance, the ratio of the delays of the LHS peaks is 4.635/1.161 ≈ 4, as is the delay
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ratio of the RHS peaks, 6.175/1.540 ≈ 4. This causes the general LP11 mode group pro-

ﬁle shape to be preserved, albeit temporally scaled (compressed) by a factor of 4, after
power has been coupled from LP11 to LP01 at the defect. That is, the temporal delay

extent of the defect-coupled feature is compressed by a quarter of that of the launched
LP11 group ∆tg,11 . From this, it is possible to derive a relationship between the spatial
location of the defect, and the temporal position of the mode coupling artefact that it
induces. Viewing from the perspective of a dominant LP11 launch, where the power is
coupled from LP11 to LP01 at the defect (i.e. C11→01 coupling), the relation is
zde =

∆tde
∆t11,la

!

(6.3)

ℓ,

where ∆tde and ∆t11,la are the relative delays of the defect-induced artefact and the
launched LP11 component, respectively, and ℓ is the ﬁbre length.
On the contrary, if instead LP01 is launched, but we still wish to use the known relative
delay of LP11 as a reference, then (6.3) would become
zde =

∆tde
1−
∆t11,la

!

ℓ.

(6.4)

The physical basis for this is that C01→11 (for LP01 launch) and C11→01 (for LP11 launch)
defect-coupling events cause slower and faster subsequent propagation, respectively, of
the converted mode components, since LP11 travels slower than LP01 . For example,
C01→11 events occurring near the output end of the FUT would cause ToF features
at smaller delay deviations from the main launched LP01 peak, since the coupled mode
components would propagate as the slower LP11 for only a short remaining ﬁbre distance
after having travelled as the faster LP01 for most of the ﬁbre length. That is, a defect
feature at a short ∆tde relative delay (and hence a small ∆tde : ∆t11,la ratio) occurs at
a large zde (i.e. close to the output). Vice versa for the case of LP11 launch and C11→01
events.

6.2

Defect Inspection Experimental Set-Up and Method

This section describes the experimental procedure for ﬁbre defect inspection and uses
the principles developed in the previous section.

6.2.1

Mode-Selective OTDR

The defect inspection procedure consists of a number of steps. First, OTDR measurements of the FUT are obtained, the purpose of which is to coarsely identify the longitudinal positions of any defects. The experimental set-up is identical to Figure 3.14.
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Measurements are taken where individual modes are selectively launched via the phase
plate arrangement, and for each mode, results of transmission and reﬂection through
both directions of the FUT are acquired. For this, each end of the ﬁbre is labelled as
either “Start of Pull” (SoP) or “End of Pull” (EoP), following fabrication nomenclature.

6.2.2

Infrared Side-Scattering

It has been shown that longitudinal defects in optical ﬁbres, particularly in HC-PBGFs,
can occur within scales of a few millimetres, which is generally smaller than the minimum
spatial resolution oﬀered by OTDR measurements [134]; our device can resolve down to
∼ 1 m. This means that while an OTDR trace provides the capability to locate defects
roughly, it is possible that the defect peaks could actually represent clusters of closely
spaced individual defects or that some defects might be completely missed and not show
up in the trace at all.
The infrared side-scattering (IRSS) procedure, which was developed by Sandoghchi and
ﬁrst demonstrated in [134], improves on the resolution provided by OTDR. The FUT
must ﬁrst be prepared by being wound on a bobbin such that each wind is evenly spaced
between adjacent winds and that no winds are buried beneath subsequent winds, i.e.
there is only a single layer of winds. This ensures that no part of the FUT is blocked
from view, and also enables the determination of the lengthwise position of any spot on
the ﬁbre, since each successive wind around the bobbin circumference corresponds to
a unit length of ﬁbre. Depending on the length of the FUT, a larger bobbin may be
necessary to accommodate the many winds. A bobbin whose rim ﬂanges are short is also
preferable so as not to obscure the visibility of the winds.
Figure 6.7a shows a the IRSS experimental set-up. The prepared FUT is illuminated
using an infrared (IR) tunable laser source (TLS) that can emit light within the ﬁbre’s
transmission bandwidth. The light is launched into the FUT through a butt coupling
arrangement with a feeder SMF pigtail connected to the TLS. Both the pigtail and the
FUT input end are mounted on translation stages and the coupling alignment is done
using the standard technique of maximising the power detected at the output end of the
FUT on a power meter. Since only power is being measured, it is unnecessary to use a
precise lens focusing launch set-up, and the butt coupling arrangement is suﬃcient.2 A
photograph of this is shown in Figure 6.7b.
When the IR light propagating in the ﬁbre encounters a defect, power is scattered in all
directions, with some being scattered to the visible side of the wound bobbin, as depicted
in Figure 6.8a. This is captured by the IR camera, controlled by a computer, and imaged
as a bright spot in greyscale, as in Figure 6.8b. The camera can be operated in video
2

B For safety, the output end of the FUT is terminated within a bare fibre adapter and covered
with a metal fibre cap. Plastic caps are unsuitable for termination because they are transparent at the
operating wavelength of the TLS.
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Figure 6.7: Infrared side-scattering (IRSS) capture set-up. (a) Schematic. (b) Topview photograph of SMF pigtail to FUT butt coupling arrangement.

mode to display the feed on the computer. By using the live feed, the bright IR spots
can be physically located on the the bobbin. The method used here is to look at the live
feed while using one’s hand to cover parts of the bobbin and create an IR shadow over
the bright spots; the hand and hence the shadow is moved around to pin-point the defect
positions. A felt tip marker is used to harmlessly mark the defect locations on the FUT.
By counting the number of ﬁbre winds from either the top or the bottom of the bobbin,
the location (in metres from one of the ends) of each defect spot can be determined. The
OTDR traces previously obtained are used as a reference to note those defects which
register OTDR peaks, and these are singled out by using marked labels on adhesive tape
aﬃxed at their locations, as shown in Figures 6.8c and 6.8d.
(b)

(a)

Spot near
fibre end
Spot
near
fibre
middle

(c)

Fibre IR camera
winds

(d)

Figure 6.8: IR defect spot detection. (a) IR-illuminated FUT regularly wound (grey)
on a white bobbin showing examples of IR-scattered bright spots. (b) IRSS capture of
several defect bright spots in a real fibre. (c) Photograph of labelled spots on a FUT.
(d) A single spot marked and labelled.

Figure 6.9 shows a photograph of the entire set-up. This IRSS procedure achieves two
things. Firstly, it greatly enhances knowledge of the locations of defects because defects
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within a metre (on the same wind) can be individually resolved. Secondly, it prepares
the ﬁbre for subsequent time-of-ﬂight analysis since the defect locations are now marked
and visible.

Figure 6.9: Laboratory equipment photograph showing the TLS, translation stages,
FUT on the white bobbin, IR camera on the tripod, and computer.

6.2.3

Time-of-Flight

The time-of-ﬂight (ToF) procedure follows the same set-up as in Figure 3.3. As with the
mode-selective OTDR step, modes are dominantly excited in turn and in each case, the
launch is done in both directions of the FUT, i.e. in both the SoP→EoP and EoP→SoP
directions. This is to give added veriﬁcation that defect features indeed correspond to
their identiﬁed ﬁbre locations. The temporal peak features in the ToF traces are correlated with the spatial features in the OTDR traces using the time-to-space relationship
established in Section 6.1.4. For further veriﬁcation that the ToF peaks belong to identiﬁed defects, light non-destructive mechanical force (ﬁnger tapping) is applied to the
marked spots on the bobbin to introduce tactile perturbations. These perturbations can
be seen in motion as the corresponding ToF peaks grow and shrink in real-time on the
oscilloscope display.
Combining the ToF information with that from OTDR and IRSS, not only can the ﬁbre
defects be located, but the mode coupling behaviour at the defects can also be analysed.
This is explained in more detail in the following section, which describes an example of
using this defect inspection process on a HC-PBGF to locate its longitudinal defects as
well as to study the induced mode coupling.
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6.3

Inspection of Defects in HC-PBGFs

The method outlined in Section 6.2 was used to inspect some HC-PBGFs that were
known to have longitudinal defects. These ﬁbres were identiﬁed based on defect features
observed in prior OTDR tests that are part of standard post-fabrication protocol.3 This
section describes the results of measurements on an ℓ = 281 m-long 19-cell (19c) HCPBGF known to have several defects. Figure 6.10 shows an SEM image of the ﬁbre’s
cross-section. The following study assumes a 2-mode {LP01 , LP11 } guidance scenario,

based on the fact that HOMs are much lossier and therefore undetectable within the
dynamic range of our ToF apparatus.

20 µm
Figure 6.10: SEM cross-section of the 19c HC-PBGF used in defect analysis. Courtesy
of S.R. Sandoghchi [135].

Mode-selective OTDR was ﬁrst performed to obtain a general sensing of the modedependent eﬀects at the major defects in the FUT. Figure 6.11 shows the OTDR traces
obtained after LP01 and LP11 selective launches, each over both ﬁbre directions. The
measurements taken in the SoP→EoP direction have been reversed (hence their upward
rather than downward trend as seen from left to right) so that the spatial observation
perspective matches the EoP→SoP case and the defect features can be aligned. Prominent features are observed along the ﬁbre, four of such are labelled A, B, C, and D.
Bidirectional measurements are necessary because some smaller defects, e.g. A, might
be too far from the input end in one direction and thus not show up in that direction’s
trace since the backscattered power would be too low. The traces show that the relative
reﬂection amplitudes of the peaks are diﬀerent for each mode launch and therefore imply
mode-dependence. For example, the biggest reﬂection defect peaks are D for an LP01
launch and B for LP11 , two defects that are distinct and spatially separated. This hints
at the possibility that the type of defects at diﬀerent locations are varied, and that diﬀerent types aﬀect diﬀerent modes. As per the concerns raised in [172], the OTDR traces
3

It should be noted that such defective HC-PBGFs are rare, and that our fibre fabrication facility is
capable of repeatedly drawing mostly defect-free fibres as long as a few kilometres [108, 111].
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OTDR for defective 19-cell HC-PBGF
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Figure 6.11: Mode-selective OTDR for an ℓ = 281 m 19c HC-PBGF with longitudinal defects, after selective LP01 (top) and LP11 (bottom) launches, taken over both
fibre directions. SoP→EoP traces are plotted in reverse to align with features in the
EoP→SoP direction. Prominent features are labelled; dashed black lines indicate their
lengthwise positions. P = backscattered power.

do not provide a concrete way of measuring the mode-dependent loss, and are merely
used for defect identiﬁcation [136].
The measurements in Figure 6.11 were also used to correlate the defect locations with
separate measurements on this ﬁbre using the recently developed OSSR technique. The
full details of the OSSR measurements can be found in [135].
The set-up in Figure 6.7 was used to illuminate, locate, and mark the IR bright spots
at the defects.4 Figure 6.12 shows the defect bright spots corresponding to each of the
four labelled features. From the IR camera snapshots, it is evident that some defect
features actually contain multiple closely spaced individual defects. For example, feature
C comprises two defects that are within ∼ 50 cm from each other on the same wind.

Such a separation is too small to be resolved in the OTDR measurements in Figure 6.11.

Only OTDR features separated by at least 1 m or more can be distinguished from one
another [134, 143]. This is the case for feature D in the (darker blue) OTDR trace for an
LP01 launch (top plot) in the SoP→EoP direction, which sports two main peaks separated
by ∼ 6 m. The separation of the D bright spots in Figure 6.12, which are about 6 winds

from each other (this FUT was wound on a bobbin with a circumference of ∼ 1 m),
concurs with the OTDR results. This thus conveys the higher spatial resolution oﬀered
by IRSS as compared to OTDR.
4

The IRSS measurement on this fibre was done primarily by Sandoghchi from the ORC’s MOFG,
with my assistance.
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Figure 6.12: Snapshots of IR-illuminated bright spots at defects in the 19c HC-PBGF.

After the FUT defects were marked, ToF measurements were taken by selectively launching either LP01 or LP11 . Figure 6.13b depicts the measured ToF trace for an LP01
selective launch, with the LP01 main mode component at ∆t01 = 0 ns, and Figure 6.13c
shows the ToF trace for an LP11 launch. Both launches were done in the EoP→SoP
direction. The main LP11 mode group is composed of individual vector mode peaks
which disperse due to the typical behaviour of HOMs in HC-PBGFs, as discussed in
Section 4.1.2. Two LP11 peaks, labelled 1 and 2, are identiﬁed with relative delays
of ∆t11,1 = 2.6 ns and ∆t11,2 = 3.5 ns, respectively. The large plateau within the
LP11 mode group results from strong cross-coupling among its constituent vector modes. Although selective excitation of the much lossier HOMs beyond LP11 , e.g. LP21 ,
was attempted, no discernible ToF features were observed. For reference, Figure 6.13a
replots the EoP→SoP OTDR traces from Figure 6.11, and they have been scaled to
align with the ToF traces such that the time delay between ∆t01 and ∆t11,1 correspond to the total length of the ﬁbre (black dashed lines). ToF features occurring
between these delays are a result of defect-induced mode coupling because coupled
mode components arising from defects have nett relative delays that are combinations of the main LP01 (faster) and LP11 (slower) mode delays. Defect features in Figure 6.13b are C01→11 events, whereas features in Figure 6.13c are C11→01 events. Furthermore, the vector mode spread in LP11 manifests such that the same defect produces
multiple ToF peaks. For example, in Figure 6.13b, defect D (appearing as the largest LP01 -launch (blue trace) OTDR feature at zD = 228 m in Figure 6.13a) causes
the C01→11 ToF feature group [D1; D2]. Their delays are calculated, using (6.4), as
 

[∆tD1 ; ∆tD2 ] = 1 − zD /ℓ × ∆t11,1 ; ∆t11,2 =∼ [0.5; 0.7] ns, which matches what is

observed on the ToF trace. Similarly, the large OTDR defect B, at zB = 113 m in Fi-

gure 6.13a for LP11 launch (orange trace), produces the C11→01 ToF feature group [B1;

 
B2] in Figure 6.13c, with [∆tB1 ; ∆tB2 ] = zB /ℓ × ∆t11,1 ; ∆t11,2 =∼ [1.0; 1.4] ns,

using (6.3), again matching with the corresponding ToF trace. Note the diﬀerence be

tween using 1 − z/ℓ as the scaling factor for the C01→11 calculation and z/ℓ for
C11→01 , as reasoned in Section 6.1.4. The delay spreads of each ToF feature group

(e.g. |∆tD2 − ∆tD1 | and |∆tB2 − ∆tB1 |) also scale correctly with these respective factors.

Through manually applying light tactile perturbations at the defect marks on the FUT,
B1 and B2 were both observed, on the oscilloscope, to grow and shrink in real-time simultaneously, thus conﬁrming their origins from the same defect B. The same test was
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performed to verify the grouping of D1 and D2 as coming from defect D. In the ﬁgure,
peak B1, in the LP11 -launch ToF trace (bottom), lines up with feature B in the OTDR
traces (top), since the traces were aligned taking peak 1 of the LP11 group as the reference for the full ﬁbre length delay extent. Had the OTDR and ToF traces been aligned
taking LP11 peak 2 as the reference, then ToF defect peak B2 instead would line up with
OTDR feature B.
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Figure 6.13: (a) OTDR and (b–c) ToF traces for selective LP01 and LP11 launches, in
the EoP→SoP direction, in the ℓ = 281 m 19c HC-PBGF under test. The LP11 -launch
OTDR trace is offset −10 dB downwards for clarity. P = power.

From these results, it is palpable that diﬀerent defects produce ToF features for diﬀerent
mode launches and this thus implies some mode selectivity. For instance, defect D
produces conspicuous C01→11 ToF features but no large C11→01 features. The converse
is true for defect B. Certain defects, e.g. A, may not even produce signiﬁcant coupling
among modes under study. This notion is encouraging because it could mean that ﬁbres,
even with such defects, may not suﬀer from defect-induced mode coupling and could
possibly still be data transmission-worthy for speciﬁc modes.
An observation of Figure 6.11 suggests that mode-selective OTDR is quite capable on
its own to reveal defect features resulting from mode-dependent interactions, not to
mention its higher dynamic range and spatial resolution compared to ToF. That being
said, the modal information gained from ToF measurements is unique. For instance,
defect features from OTDR traces primarily result from power from the same mode being
backscattered. A slow decay—as opposed to a sharp impulse—after a backscattering
event (e.g. defect D in the top plot of Figure 6.11) might (or might not) indicate some
conversion to other modes, but it is diﬃcult to be certain, much less to be able to identify
the converted mode(s). On the other hand, defect features in ToF measurements are all
caused by mode coupling events. Furthermore, the speciﬁc modes involved in these
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conversions are identiﬁable due to the deliberate choice of mode-selective launching as
well as the ability to correlate the temporal defect positions with known relative modal
delays. This provides a level of additional information unobtainable purely from OTDR.
It is emphasised again that this complementary usage of both OTDR and ToF (with
IRSS) is what enables the collection of location and mode coupling information relating
to longitudinal defects.

6.4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, it has been conﬁrmed that longitudinal defects occurring in HC-PBGFs
as well as multimode SCFs do cause discrete mode coupling. Based on this phenomenon,
a procedure for inspecting longitudinal defects in multimode ﬁbres has been outlined.
I call this “Time-of-ﬂight enabled defect inspection” (TEDI). Using a combination of
ToF, IRSS and OTDR, defects in ﬁbres, particularly HC-PBGFs, can be detected and
information can be gained about the consequential mode coupling behavior. It was
shown that there is a direct correlation between OTDR defect position and expected
ToF feature delay. Applying the TEDI technique to a defective 19c HC-PBGF, it was
discovered that certain defects can cause preferential mode coupling, whereas others may
not induce any coupling that is detectable. Parts of this work have been published in
[136].
There are of course limitations to using ToF. For example, the detectability of features
is restricted by the dynamic range of the measurement equipment (detector and oscilloscope). The distinguishability of separate features depends on the input pulse width,
the detector bandwidth, as well as how dispersive the FUT is. There is also a doubleedged sword eﬀect from using a long ﬁbre to delay the modes enough to be temporally
resolved, at the expense of not being able to detect the lossier HOMs after a long distance. Nevertheless, the ToF information does provide some level of understanding of
defect-induced mode coupling that is not immediately discernible purely from OTDR.
Several directions are available for moving forward. Firstly, other tests can be performed
to determine the cause of the mode selectivity in HC-PBGFs. At the time of writing, a
plan was conceived to apply the X-ray computed tomography method in [133], using the
facilities in the µ-VIS X-Ray Imaging Centre at the University of Southampton, to image
speciﬁc defects, e.g. B and D in the example of the previous section, and determine if there
are any structural diﬀerences pertaining to defects and their possible impact on mode
coupling and mode selectivity. However, unlike the centimetre-length samples scanned
in [133], the hope is to scan a defective ﬁbre without chopping out the defect regions.
This will require a specialised rig to be designed so that the FUT can be mounted in
its entirety and rotated during the scan process. If this materialises, it will provide
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the capability to non-destructively and 3-dimensionally image the internal structure of
HC-PBGFs and other ﬁbres.
Secondly, the defect analysis using ToF principles can be extended beyond the 2-mode
case. As more modes are considered, the trajectories of each propagating mode component can become complex and a concrete delay analysis framework needs to be formulated in order to be applied to make sense of the information provided in experimentally
measured ToF traces.
Thirdly, and in the same spirit as the previous point, improvements can be explored
for the ToF experimental set-up, in areas such as dynamic range and resolution. These
could enhance the detection capabilities of the set-up and extend the coverage to more
HOMs, as well as generally improve measurement accuracy.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
The work in this thesis has largely been in support of the (now ended) FP7 project
MODE-GAP, which sought to address the impending internet capacity crunch by developing low-loss, low-latency HC-PBGFs and the relevant SDM technologies. It has also
contributed, to a smaller extent, to another FP7 project called COSIGN, which explores
advances in optical communications for data centre applications. These are summarised
in Section 7.1 and proposed future work is discussed in Section 7.2. Some concluding
remarks are then given in Section 7.3.

7.1

Summary of Main Chapters

This thesis has covered the characterisation of MMFs and HC-PBGFs in the telecommunications waveband, through a number of experiments using, chieﬂy, the time-of-ﬂight
(ToF) technique and other methods.
Chapter 3 introduced the ToF method as a tool for modal characterisation. It works
by exploiting DMD to spread diﬀerent mode components in time. The measurement
procedure was detailed, followed by experimental proofs of concept using available 2mode and 4-mode SIFs. With the help of experimental data, the processes of discrete
and distributed mode coupling, as well as DMD, were explained. Additionally, I used
the technique to characterise a novel 9-mode ﬁbre from our MODE-GAP project collaborators. The tests, together with my mode-dependent OTDR measurements, revealed
that the modes are clustered into ﬁve temporally spaced families, each of which exhibits low loss at ∼ 0.2 dB/km. This spurred the fabrication, by our collaborator, of a
22.8 km MMF supporting 30 spatial and polarisation modes, based on the same ﬁbre
design, which was demonstrated in a high spectral eﬃciency transmission experiment.
The chapter concluded with a comparison between ToF and the complementary spectral
characterisation method S2 , and discussed the beneﬁts of each.
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In Chapter 4, I applied the ToF method to characterise the modal content of recently
produced 19c HC-PBGFs as well as the ﬁrst ever fabricated 37c HC-PBGFs. The DGDs
were measured and conﬁrmed theoretical predictions of larger core sized PBGFs having
lower DGDs. DGD measurements also showed chromatic dispersion to be present in
both 19c and 37c cases, with the latter suﬀering less. Furthermore, the lack of crossings in the DGD curves corroborated earlier wide-bandwidth measurements. ToF tests
also showed that distributed mode coupling does occur in these ﬁbres and that vector
eﬀects manifest more strongly than in SCFs, due to the larger refractive index contrast
between the core and cladding in PBGFs, as well as possible ellipticity-induced birefringence. Nevertheless, good mode extinction ratio measurements indicated the possibility
for reliable single-mode data transmission. I conducted 10 Gbit/s NRZ OOK tests on
the two 19c HC-PBGFs to compare them, and attempts to relate relative eye diagram
performance suggested distributed mode coupling to have an eﬀect. 40 Gbit/s NRZ OOK
transmission was performed for the ﬁrst time, by myself and group members, on one of
the 37c PBGFs, which showed good single-mode performance. This prompted a subsequent MDM trial by our MODE-GAP collaborators, using MIMO DSP to undo the
distributed coupling. A record 73.7 Tbit/s capacity was achieved. We also attempted
MDM transmission using direct detection on the other 37c PBGF as ToF results showed
little vector mode spreading. Unfortunately, the HOM peaks were not narrow enough
and eye diagram results were subsequently poor, though this does not preclude a future
direct detection attempt should a PBGF with even lower amounts of vector eﬀects ever
become available. Other of my single-mode transmission tests were mentioned, particularly one to check the transmission ability of another 19c PBGF that would be used as
low-latency interconnects in data centre network experiments, under the collaboration
with partners from the COSIGN project.
The chapter also described my use of ToF to diagnose unexpected poor transmission
performance of a sectioned 11 km 19c HC-PBGF, the longest ever fabricated. The three
sectioned bands were sysmatically tested and eventually, distributed mode coupling was
observed to be present and was determined to be the culprit. The coupling was found
to have come from mechanical issues pertaining to the spooling of the bands. Respooling eﬀorts showed reduced mode coupling in subsequent ToF tests, and corresponding
improvements in transmission trials. These bands were later used by MODE-GAP collaborators in a record 74.8 km recirculating loop test that paved the way for entry of
HC-PBGFs into longer-reach metropolitan network communications. Finally, a short
discussion on ToF measurements in the 2 µm waveband was given.
To gain further understanding into the behaviour of mode propagation and coupling
in optical ﬁbres, a simulation model that I developed was outlined in Chapter 5, based on representing pulse propagation as a coupled power partial diﬀerential equation.
The mathematical formulation was laid out and two solver schemes, ISM and SSFM,
were described and compared, with SSFM being shown to have better convergence and
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computational eﬃciency. The model was then used to simulate pulse propagation in
various 2-mode and 4-mode conﬁgurations, and the physical parameters, such as the
attenuation and coupling coeﬃcients, were varied to study their eﬀects on practical ToF
measurements. This provided insight into the interpretation of ToF results. A method
for determining coupling coeﬃcients by ﬁtting simulation curves onto ToF measurements
was described, and I used a 4MSIF as an example. Finally, the model was used to support the ORC’s PBGF fabrication work. Using a 19c HC-PBGF sample, the values of
the coupling coeﬃcients calculated from a recently developed coupling model were fed
into the simulation and the resulting time-domain trace obtained matched with measured ToF data. This validated the coupling model, which predicts that reductions in loss
should bring about simultaneous reductions in coupling coeﬃcients, potentially to levels
even lower than in SCFs. It also conﬁrms that the coupled power framework is not only
applicable to SCFs, but to HC-PBGFs as well, and promotes the utility of the mode
propagation model and simulation as a tool to assist in ﬁbre design.
Lastly, Chapter 6 detailed a method that I developed to use ToF to inspect longitudinal
defects in ﬁbres. This method relies on the (now veriﬁed) assumption that ﬁbre defects
cause discrete mode coupling. Again, the temporal spreading behaviour of propagating
modes is exploited to resolve defect-induced ToF features. The behaviour of defectinduced discrete coupling was ﬁrst studied and understood through simulations using
the aforementioned propagation model. Experiments using a 2MSIF and 2MGRINF
combination, concatenated via adjustable translation stages in a ﬁbre splicer, validated
the simulation predictions. The technique, which I call “ToF enabled defect inspection”
(TEDI), uses ToF results, complemented by mode-dependent OTDR (the results of which
contributed to a separate new defect analysis technique called OSSR) as well as the
recently developed IRSS method, to detect and locate ﬁbre defects and reveal any discrete
mode coupling behaviour occurring there. I applied it for the ﬁrst time to inspect a
defective 19c HC-PBGF, demonstrating its applicability with hollow-core ﬁbres. This
provides a valuable tool to aid the ﬁbre production process, as eﬀorts are geared towards
improving ﬁbre uniformity.
My work in this thesis has contributed to technological advances reported in the List of
Publications, with signiﬁcant contributions made in [27, 36, 93–95, 119, 135, 136, 138,
173].

7.2

Future Work

Several avenues for future work can be identiﬁed. Firstly, while the ToF set-up as it
stands has proven considerably useful in ﬁbre characterisation, it does have limitations,
one of which is the dynamic range. The dynamic range of 30 dB oﬀered by our oscilloscope’s photodetector may be insuﬃcient in some cases to observe weak HOM content.
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A recently published technique, that uses a vector network analyser set-up to measure
impulse response, exhibits at least a 40 dB dynamic range and has prompted interest to
explore its use for our own characterisation work.
Secondly, ToF and transmission test results hinted at the possibility for using direct detection in MDM experiments on HC-PBGFs that exhibit minimal vector mode spreading.
Further work can be done to look for ways to reduce such spreading in PBGFs, and to
design ﬁbres that could potentially be used in this MDM regime.
Thirdly, the manual ﬁtting method for quantifying coupling coeﬃcients through the use
of the mode propagation model, described in Chapter 5, can be made more robust.
Moving forward from a series of pseudo-rules, it may be possible to develop a set of
heuristics to formally describe the ﬁtting procedure. Work can also be done to explore
ways to objectively determine ﬁtting quality, and to subsequently automate the ﬁtting
process once the heuristics have been deﬁned.
Finally, the TEDI technique can be improved. Currently, the principle works for the
2-mode case, which is usually suﬃcient for ﬁbres whose HOMs are very lossy. However,
it may be possible to extend its applicability for cases with more than two modes, as
well as many more defects. The discrete coupling behaviour becomes more complex once
more modes and defects are considered, and a rigorous study based on simulations and
experimental tests on known ﬁbres is needed to understand what ToF results could be
expected. Moreover, improvements in dynamic range as mentioned above will be helpful
to increase the resolvability of defects against the noise ﬂoor, as will be improvements in
temporal resolution.

7.3

Concluding Remarks

Progress has been made towards the grand endeavour to avoid the capacity crunch. The
characterisation methods and tools described have been greatly useful for the work in this
thesis, as well as the corresponding collaborative projects in which the ORC is involved.
Particularly, it is hoped that the reader has developed an appreciation for the utility and
diversity of the time-of-ﬂight method, which is simple to implement, and is capable of
revealing a wealth of information, perhaps some of which remain to be discovered and
recognised.

Appendix A

Calculation of Focal Lengths For
Free-Space Set-Up

SMF

f1

PP

f2

f3

FUT

Figure A.1: Free-space lens setup used in ToF experiments.

Figure A.1 shows the free-space arrangement used in the ToF measurements, with exaggerated beam sizes. In order to use the phase plate (PP), the incident beam diameter
must be on the order of 0.1 mm to 1 mm. For the beam that exits the SMF and is
collimated by lens f1 , its beam radius is given by [174]
wcollimated ≈ f1 ·

λ
,
πwSMF

(A.1)

where λ = 1550 nm is the wavelength of light and wSMF is the beam radius (i.e. half the
MFD) of the SMF used. Here, standard SMF-28 ﬁbre was used, so wSMF = 5.2 µm [175].
Using a focal length of f1 = 4.5 mm would produce a collimated beam with a waist
radius of wcollimated = 0.43 mm (i.e. a beam diameter of 0.86 mm), which is suitable for
the PP. Similarly, f1 = 3.1 mm gives a beam diameter of 2 × 0.29 = 0.58 mm, which is
also suitable.1 The choice then comes down to practicality. In practice, the collimation
oﬀered by these lenses is not perfect and there is a small but ﬁnite divergence associated
with each. The divergence is inversely proportional to the focal length. Thus, choosing
the larger focal length lens will be preferable.
1

The rationale for consideration of these specific focal lengths is that these lenses are readily available
in the laboratory.
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As for the telecentric system formed by lenses f2 and f3 , the magniﬁcation factor is given
by
M=

f2
.
f3

(A.2)

In order to achieve optimal coupling of the free-space beam into the FUT, the beam
diameter must not exceed the FUT’s MFD. The MFD of the 19c and 37c HC-PBGFs
are 16 µm [13] and ∼22 µm [94]2 , respectively. Comparing these numbers with the beam

diameter of 0.86 mm, a demagniﬁcation factor of about M−1 = 40 is needed. Using

f2 = 125 mm and f3 = 3.1 mm achieves this.

In summary, the following values are chosen:
• 19c HC-PBGF: f1 = f3 = 3.1 mm, f2 = 125 mm
• 37c HC-PBGF: f1 = 4.5 mm, f2 = 125 mm, f3 = 3.1 mm

2

Although the actual MFD has not been measured, the authors in the reference estimate the MFD
to be approximately 60% of the core diameter, which is 37 µm in this case.

Appendix B

Matlab Code For Pulse
Propagation With Mode Coupling
B.1

Main Program: Coupling.m

%%

Coupling.m

%

Model pulse propagation and mode power coupling in multimode fibres

%
%

Copyright Nicholas Heng Loong WONG, 2017

clear all
close all
clc
%% Initialisations
global NM NT dt tau tau_ave L

% Define colours for plots
ColOrd = [0 0.4470 0.7410;...

% LP01 blue

0.8500 0.3250 0.0980;...

% LP11 orange

0.9290 0.6940 0.1250;...

% LP31 yellow

0.4940 0.1840 0.5560;...

% LP02 purple

0.4660 0.6740 0.1880;...

% LP21 green

0.6350 0.0780 0.1840;...

% LP41 maroon

0.5000 0.5000 0.5000;...

% All grey

0.8000 0.8000 0.8000...

% Light grey

];
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% Run script to set parameters for specific fibre
SetParameters_4MF;

c = physconst('LightSpeed');

% Speed of light; m/s

dt = t(2)-t(1);

% Time-step; ps

NT = numel(t);

% No. of time frames

Delta_tau_scale = t/L;

% Calculate delay scale (used later); ps/m

tau01 = (10^12)*n01/c;

% Absolute group delay per unit length
% of LP01; ps/m

tau = Delta_tau+tau01;

% Absolute modal delays; ps/m

tau_ave = mean(tau);

% Average of absolute modal delays; ps/m

noiseFlr = -23.7;

% Noise floor; dB

flrLim = -30;

% Floor limit; dB

tPlotStep = 5;

% Time skip-step for plotting

zPlotStep = 10;

% Distance skip-step for plotting

%% Input pulse
A_pu = 1.0;

% Input magnitude

Amp_pu = A_pu*exp(-t.^2/(tau_w^2));

% Input pulse amplitude

P_pu = Amp_pu.^2;

% Input pulse power

P_pu = P_pu/trapz(t,P_pu);

% Normalise so that total pulse power
% is 1 W

%% Propagation

tstart = tic;

% P is NZ-by-NT*NM
P_in = P_pu*P_disc(1:NM).';
% The following code uses the ISM solver. Uncomment as necessary
% options = odeset('RelTol',1e-10);

% Set an error

% zSpan = [0:7.8125:L];

% Distance span

% [z,P] = ode23(@powerCouplingISM,zSpan,P_in,options);
% NZ = numel(z);

% Call ode23
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% P = reshape(P,NZ,NT,NM);

% Reshape to NZ-by-Nt-by-NM

% The following code uses the SSFM solver. Uncomment as necessary
dz = 7.8125;

% Distance-step; m

z = 0:dz:L;
NZ = numel(z);
P = powerCouplingSSFM(NZ,dz,P_in);

% Call SSFM solver

% Measure solver time taken
telapsed = toc(tstart)

%% Combining
P_ToF = sum(P,3);

% Combine the traces

% Add noise floor
noise = (10^(noiseFlr/10))*max(P_ToF(end,:)).*...
(ones(NZ,NT)+((0.5*10^-1).*randn([NZ,NT])));
P_ToF = P_ToF + noise;
P_ToF_norm = P_ToF./max(P_ToF(end,:));

% Normalise power

P_ToF_norm_dB = real(10*log10(P_ToF_norm));

% Calculate dB

P_ToF_norm_dB(P_ToF_norm_dB<flrLim) = flrLim;

% Limit floor

%% Plots

% Plot combined power evolution (3-D)
figure3D = figure;
hSurf = surf(t(1:tPlotStep:NT)/(10^3),z(1:zPlotStep:numel(z)),...
P_ToF_norm_dB(1:zPlotStep:numel(z),1:tPlotStep:NT),...
'EdgeColor','none','MeshStyle','row');
alpha(0.55)

% Set transparency

xlabel('Shifted delay, t (ns)')
ylabel('Distance, z (m)')
zlabel('Normalised power, P (dB)')
title('Power distribution evolution')
view(18,24);
axis([t(1)/(10^3) t(end)/(10^3) 0 L -25 5])

% Set view angle
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% Plot combined power evolution (2-D top)
figure2D = figure;
set(figure2D,'units','centimeters');

% Needs to be before next line

Coord=get(figure2D,'Position');
NewLength=Coord(3)*1;
NewHeight=Coord(4)*0.75;
set(figure2D,'Position',[Coord(1),Coord(2),...

% Resize figure

NewLength,NewHeight]);
hTop = surf(t/(10^3),z,P_ToF_norm_dB);
set(hTop, 'edgecolor','none')
view(0,90);
cbar = colorbar;
set(get(cbar,'ylabel'),'string','Normalised power, P (dB)');
locate = get(cbar,'ylabel');
cbarPos = get(locate,'position');
cbarPos(1,1) = cbarPos(1,1)+1.00;
set(locate,'pos',cbarPos);
xlabel('Shifted delay, t (ns)')
ylabel('Distance, z (m)')
title('Power distribution evolution')
axis([t(1)/(10^3) t(end)/(10^3) 0 L])

% Plot final ToF
figure
plot(Delta_tau_scale+offset,P_ToF_norm_dB(end,:));
xlabel('Relative delay (ps/m)')
ylabel('Normalised power (dB)')
title('Time-of-flight at Fibre End')

%% Total power evolution

figure1 = figure;
set(figure1,'units','centimeters');

% Needs to be before next line

Coord=get(figure1,'Position');
NewLength=Coord(3)*1;
NewHeight=Coord(4)*0.75;
set(figure1,'Position',[Coord(1),Coord(2),...
NewLength,NewHeight]);

% Plot each mode's total power over distance

% Resize figure
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hold on
for mm = 1:NM
plot(z,10*log10(sum(P(:,:,mm),2)./sum(sum(P(end,:,:)))),...
'color',ColOrd(mm,:),'linewidth',1.0,...
'DisplayName',char(modes(mm)));
end
grid on
xlabel('Distance, z (m)')
ylabel('Normalised Power, P (dB)')
title('Total mode power evolution, LP_{01} selective launch')
legend(gca,'show','location','northeast');
hold off

%% Clear memory of large variables
clear P_ToF P_ToF_norm
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B.2

Parameter Initialisations:
SetParameter_4MF.m

%%

SetParameters_4MF.m

%

Set parameters for 4MF

%

Copyright Nicholas Heng Loong WONG, 2017

global C alpha_dB

NM = 4;

% Total number of modes

modes = cellstr(['LP_{01} ';...

% Array of mode names

'LP_{11} ';...
'LP_{02} ';...
'LP_{21} ']);

L = 10000;

% Length of fibre; m

tau_w = 150;

% Temporal pulse width; ps

% Relateive modal delays; ps/m
Delta_tau = [0; 1.878; 2.71; 3.608];

t = linspace(...

% Temporal frame vector

-mean(Delta_tau)*L*1.1,...
(Delta_tau(end)-mean(Delta_tau))*L*1.1,...
2^11).';

n01 = 1.447;

% Group index of LP01

% Coupling matrix; m^-1
C = 1e-3*[0.0,0.05,0.002,0.0025;...
0.05,0.0,0.0001,0.0005;...
0.002,0.0001,0.0,0.0012;...
0.0025,0.0005,0.0012,0.0];

% Coupling matrix scaling factor
CFac = 1;
C = C.*(eye(size(C))+CFac*(1-eye(size(C))));
% Loss vector
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alpha_dB = [0.2; 0.2; 0.2; 0.2].*(10^-3);

% Loss (dB/m)

% Power matrix initial conditions; W
P_in = zeros(NT,NM);

% Dimensions: time, mode

P_disc = [1.0; 0.01; 0.0027; 0.0008];

% Power scaling factors,
% LP01 launch

t_lim = [-0.5 4];

% Temporal limit at output

offset = 2.0435;

% LP01 temporal offset
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B.3

Propagation Solver Function Using ISM:
powerCouplingISM.m

function [dP_dz] = powerCouplingISM(~,P_in)
%POWERCOUPLINGISM

Coupled propagation.

%

dP_dz = POWERCOUPLINGISM(~,P) solves the coupled mode power

%

propagation equation, where P is an NM*NT-by-1-long array, where

%

NM is the number of modes and NT is the number of time samples.

%
%

dP_dz is the lengthwise propagation derivative of power in an

%

optical fibre.

%
%

POWERCOUPLINGISM defines the ODEFUN to be used with an ODE solver.

%
%

See also ODE23.

%
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global NM NT dt tau tau_ave C alpha_dB
alpha = alpha_dB/4.343;

% Loss (/km) (linear)
% Ref: page#55 eqn#2.5.3
% Agrawal, Fiber-optic Communications

P_rs = reshape(P_in,NT,NM); % Reshape into NT-by-NM
dP_dz = zeros(NT,NM);

% Pre-allocate memory

% Loop over time
for jj = 2:1:(NT-1)

% Loop over all modes
for mm = 1:1:NM

% Ref: page#2
% Yevick & Stoltz, 1983
dP_dz(jj,mm) = - (tau(mm)-tau_ave)*(1/(2*dt))* ...
(P_rs(jj+1,mm)-P_rs(jj-1,mm)) - ...
alpha(mm)*P_rs(jj,mm) + ...
sum(C(mm,1:NM).*(P_rs(jj,:)-P_rs(jj,mm)));
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end
end
dP_dz = reshape(dP_dz,NT*NM,1);
return
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B.4

Propagation Solver Function Using SSFM:
powerCouplingSSFM.m

function [P] = powerCouplingSSFM(NZ,dz,P_in)
%POWERCOUPLINGSSFM

Coupled propagation.

%

[P] = POWERCOUPLINGSSFM(NZ,dz,P_in) solves the coupled mode power

%

propagation equation, using the fast Fourier transform approximation

%

method, where P_in is an NT-by-NM matrix of initial powers, where NM

%

is the number of modes and NT is the number of time samples. NZ is

%

number of length steps. dz is the length step size.

%
%

This function avoids the use of the ODE23 or ODE45 functions in order

%

to speed up processing time.

%
%

See also POWERCOUPLINGISM.

%
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global NM NT dt tau tau_ave C alpha_dB
alpha = alpha_dB/4.343;

% Loss (/km) (linear)
% Ref: page#55 eqn#2.5.3
% Agrawal, Fiber-optic Communications

domega = 2*pi/(NT*dt);
omega = ((-NT/2:NT/2-1)*domega).';
P = zeros(NZ,NT,NM);
P(1,:,:) = P_in;

% Form the zeroth-order differential's coefficient
Cmat = C - diag(C*ones(NM,1) + alpha);
% Loop over length
for ii = 2:1:NZ

% Extract the NT-by-NM slice for this z step
Pz = squeeze(P(ii-1,:,:));

% Loss and coupling terms: Update each time slot for
% P(z+dz) = P(z) + dz*P(z)*Cmat
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Pz = Pz + dz*Pz*Cmat;
% DMD term (first-order differential)
Pz = fft(Pz);
Pz = exp(dz*fftshift(1i*omega)*(tau_ave-tau.')).*Pz;
Pz = ifft(Pz);
P(ii,:,:) = Pz;
end

P = real(P);

return
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Derivation of Fourier Transform
Representation of The Derivative
The Fourier transform of a time-domain function f (t) maps it to the frequency-domain
as fˆ (ω) and is deﬁned as [14, 176]

fˆ (ω) = F f (t) :=

Z

∞

f (t) e−jωt dt,

(C.1)

−∞

√
−1 is the
ˆ
imaginary unit. The inverse Fourier transform, which maps the function f (ω) to the
where ω is the angular frequency, e = 2.71828 . . . is Euler’s number, and j =

time-domain, is deﬁned as
f (t) = F

−1

n

Z ∞
o
1
ˆ
f (ω) :=
fˆ (ω) ejωt dω.
2π −∞

(C.2)

Using this deﬁnition, the Fourier transform of the pth derivative of f (t) can be worked
out as
F
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From this, the following relation [142] comes about
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Appendix D

Other Collaborative Work
This chapter gives a brief overview of work done where I played supporting role. The
work was done together with various researchers from the ORC. While the descriptions
may not encompass the experiments in their entirety, they mostly cover the speciﬁc
aspects where I was directly involved. Most of the following experiments involve the ToF
technique and demonstrates its usefulness as a diverse enabling tool.

D.1

Enabling Fibre Measurements Through ToF

In addition to the information it is able to give in the time-domain, the ToF technique
is also useful as a tool for other experimental work. Most notably, its response provides
a good qualitative real-time gauge when the suppression of HOMs is required, or when
ERs need to be assessed for possible single-mode-transmission. Indeed, the ToF methodology has been used in larger MODE-GAP project activities over the past few years,
e.g. characterisation of photonic lanterns and MDM in HC-PBGFs at Coriant (previously
NSN ). The following sections describe some of our work where ToF played an important
role in several MODE-GAP research eﬀorts.

D.1.1

Accurate Mode-Dependent Loss Measurements on HC-PBGFs

See [93]. Collaboration with Y. Jung and N.K. Baddela. Contribution: I built the ToF
set-up and helped with mode launch optimisation.
Cutback measurements are performed to measure the amount of loss in HC-PBGFs. In
order to characterise MDL, we need to selectively excite individual LP modes in the
ﬁbres. We use the phase plate method in the free-space optical set-up as in Figure 3.3,
utilising the ToF method to selectively launch each mode at λ = 1550 nm. Once the
optics are aligned for a particular mode, cutback measurements are taken. This was
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performed on ﬁbre 37c1 to measure the MDL of LP01 and LP11 , which are shown in
Figure D.1.1 Also superimposed is the loss spectrum for an unoptimised launch (i.e. no
selective excitation) that was priorly measured. While the speciﬁc shape and features of
the loss curves are outside the scope of this discussion, we focus on the general loss levels.
From the graph (within the low-loss region and also partcularly at λ = 1550 nm), we
see not only that the loss is dependent on which mode is excited, but also that the loss
measurements for optimised mode launch and unoptimised cases produce considerably
diﬀerent results, on the order of a few dBs/km. Whereas unoptimised launch measurements give only general loss information, mode-dependent loss characterisation provides
losses for individual modes. This highlights the need for MDL characterisation in HCPBGFs if they are to be used for data communications, in both the single-mode and
MDM regimes, and emphasises the usefulness of the ToF method in fulﬁlling this need.
Attenuation spectrum for 37c1
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Figure D.1: Unoptimised and optimised mode loss measurements for 37c1. Actual
cutback and loss calculations performed by Y. Jung and N.K.. Baddela; used with permission.

D.1.2

Low Crosstalk Splicing of HC-PBGF with SMF

Contribution: Collaboration with J.P. Wooler. I assembled the ToF set-up and assisted
with mode launch optimisation.
The splicing of HC-PBGF to SMF is a key but non-trivial aspect of single-mode communication over PBGF [131]. Ideal splices ought not to excite any HOMs at the splice
interface, so that low-crosstalk communication can be permitted. ToF measurements
can be used to check for HOM content propagating in the ﬁbre due to discrete scattering
1
Note, the loss values at 1550 nm on the blue and orange curves in Figure D.1 are the measurements
of 3.3 dB/km and 7.4 dB/km for LP01 and LP11 , respectively, in Table 4.1.
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induced mode coupling at the splice. We performed a ToF test2 at 1550 nm on a 19c HCPBGF3 spliced with SMF at the input and checked for HOMs. As shown in Figure D.2,
most of the optical energy resides in the fundamental mode, centred at ∆τ = 0 ps/m.
There is distinct discrete scattering to a HOM at ∼ 8.3 ps/m (this DGD corresponds to

that of LP11 in typical 19c PBGFs). The ER of ∼ 16.05 dB between this peak and the

peak power of LP01 is indicative that a HOM has been discretely excited at the splice
interface, though this level could still allow low crosstalk transmission.
This demonstrates the diagnostic ability of ToF to assess splice quality.

Power, P (dB)

ToF for 19c HC-PBGF spliced with SMF at input
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Figure D.2: ToF measurement showing low crosstalk in a 19c HC-PBGF spliced at
the input with SMF.

D.2

Enabling Amplifier Development Through ToF – Cladding Pumped Few-Moded EDFA

See [49, 177]. Collaboration with E.E. Lim and Y. Jung. Contribution: I helped to build
the mode multiplexer and used ToF to optimise the optical alignment.
A cladding pumped 4-mode group EDFA was built and demonstrated for the ﬁrst time. A
major component of the experimental set-up is the mode multiplexer. This was assembled
using free-space optics, where four input beams from individual tunable lasers were
multiplexed via a combination of beam splitters. Each beam was optimised to carry one
of the {LP01 ,LP11 ,LP02 ,LP21 } modes supported by the 4-moded ﬁbre used as the passive
element. This was achieved with the phase plate method described in Section 3.2. ToF
measurements were taken at 1550 nm (on a ∼ 1550 m spool of the same ﬁbre) to optimise

the extinction ratios in real-time. CCD camera images of the mode proﬁles were taken
to complement the measurements. We achieved ∼ 10 dB of extinction for all four modes

simultaneously. Overall, the ampliﬁer modal gain was measured to be > 20 dB over the
1540 nm to 1570 nm range and the diﬀerential modal gain was ∼ 4 dB.

2
Note, there was no free-space launching arrangement in this case as the FUT was connectorised,
and the input SMF was connected directly to the EDFA.
3
The sample is part of a 19c HC-PBGF that was fabricated in our cleanroom facility, and is being
explored by CERN for fast data delivery in high energy particle physics experiments.
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Spatial Mode Switchable Erbium-doped Fibre Laser

See [178]. Collaboration with Y. Jung. Contribution: I assisted with the coupling lens
selection.
We developed a 2-mode switchable and wavelength tunable erbium-doped ﬁbre laser
using a spatial light modulator (SLM) as the mode switching component. Within the
laser cavity, there are two important collimating/coupling lenses; one to couple light
from one end of the 2-mode ﬁbre to the SLM (and back), f1 , and the other to couple
light from the other end of the 2-mode ﬁbre to a 100% reﬂective silver mirror (and back).
The lens choices are made according to the best focal length necessary to ensure a high
mode extinction ratio. For lens f2 , we tested various commercially available focal lengths
by imaging the output beam with a CCD camera and assessing the mode proﬁle. We
found that f2 = 4.5 mm produced the best ER. With regards to f1 , there is the added
requirement that the collimated beam size is large enough so that it covers a large area of
the SLM. This is needed to obtain a high resolution in the produced phase pattern since
the SLM panel is digitally composed of ﬁnite-sized pixels. This would suggest that we
use a lens with a large focal length and corresponding numerical aperture. However, we
observed that the mode ERs begin to deteriorate as the focal length is increased beyond
the optimum of 4.5 mm. Hence, a trade-oﬀ was made and we selected f1 = 13.8 mm,
which aﬀorded a high resolution phase pattern while maintaining a decent ER. In this
setup, > 10 dB ER was achieved.
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Other Artistic Creations
The following lists works of art that I created during this PhD for various events. Many
of them showcase elements of my work in this thesis.
1. N.H.L. Wong, “Lightships: Dichroic Solution,” May 2017.
This comic strip was created for the 2017 OSA Chapter/Section Poster Competition, with the objective of illustrating an optics and photonics phenomenon through
a comic. The theme in this particular comic is dichroism and dichroic mirrors.
“Lightships: Dichroic Solution”
wE HAVE THEM NOW!
FIRST MATE, FIRE
OPTO-NET TORPEDO!

Help, Delta 1!!
I’m being
targeted!!!
Dichroic capsule
released! Hang in
there, Delta 2!

Ugh! Space
pirates again!
tHEY JUST DON’T
QUIT RAIDING US
MERCHANTS...

Dichroic mirror
gate deployed!

Your green ship
should fly right
through...

...but the red
torpedo will
get reflected!

Trapped!
Noooo!!!!

Beat them at
their own game
yet again!

Yes! It worked!

Thank goodness
for colors!

Nicholas h. l. wong, university of southampton OSA student chapter, 2017

2. N. Wong, “My PhD in Emojis,” May 2017.
This is a representation of aspects of my PhD using emojis and was a result of the
Emoji Thesis workshop, held during the University of Southampton’s Festival of
Doctoral Research 2017. This was also showcased at the festival’s closing ceremony.
• Motivation: Global internet capacity is running out in conventional optical fibres.
We need to investigate new fibres to avoid the “capacity crunch”.
• Thesis: Characterisation of Hollow-Core Photonic Bandgap Fibres and Other Multimode Fibres for Optical Communications
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OTHER ARTISTIC CREATIONS
• Journey:

3. A. Tong and N. Wong, “Layer Cake Ring Laser & Hollow-Core Photonic Bandgap
Roll,” in Bake Your PhD Showcase, Southampton, UK, Apr. 2017.
These two cakes, containing combinations of vanilla sponge cake, red velvet cake,
pandan cake, and cream cheese, were creations by Amy Tong and myself for the
Bake Your PhD Showcase of the University of Southampton’s Festival of Doctoral
Research 2017.

4. Logo of the University of Southampton Optics and Photonics Society (OPSoc).
During my term in 2015 as president of OPSoc (a society that incorporates our
university’s student chapters of OSA, SPIE, and the IEEE Photonics Society), I
designed a new logo for the society. This was part of a larger eﬀort to rebrand
the society and to tie in with the festivities of the International Year of Light
and Light-based Technologies (IYL 2015). The logo features various laboratory
warning signs, a nod to the technical and experimental nature of our research
work. The twin discharge arrows from the “High Voltage” warning
the magnet from the “Strong Magnetic Field” warning

and the

represent electricity and

magnetism, respectively. These combine to produce light, which is represented by
the beam from the “Laser” warning

. The entire arrangement forms the shape of

a lightbulb, signifying the disciplines of optics and photonics. Both a ‘central-word’
and a ‘side-word’ version were created.
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5. N.H.L. Wong and S. Dawson, “A Luminous Quest,” in Poetry and Science: The
Litmus Project, Southampton, UK, Mar. 2014. (Poster).
This is a poem written by Sophie Dawson, then a student in the Department of English, and myself capturing the use of MDM in HC-PBGFs to address the capacity
crunch. It was produced as part of the Poetry and Science: The Litmus Project event, held during the University of Southampton’s Interdisciplinary Research
Week in 2014.
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